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Outlook and goals 
Inductively coupled plasma – mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) is a widespread 
technique that can provide quantitative information on both the concentration and 
the isotopic composition of (ultra)traces of metals and metalloids in a large variety 
of sample types. Despite many advantages, the technique also suffers from 
drawbacks such as the occurrence of spectral and non-spectral interferences. Since 
the introduction of the first commercially available ICP-MS instrument in 1983, 
several instrumental developments have been made in order to tackle the problem 
of spectral overlap. Among the different improvements implemented over the years, 
the introduction of high-resolution sector-field ICP-MS (HR-SF-ICP-MS) 
instrumentation, and of collision/reaction cells into quadrupole-based ICP-MS (ICP-
CRC-QMS) instruments, can be considered as the most powerful ones. However, the 
use of HR-SF-ICP-MS is typically accompanied by a significant reduction in 
sensitivity (1 - 2 orders of magnitude), whereas in ICP-CRC-QMS, the use of an 
inert collision gas in combination with kinetic energy discrimination (KED) also 
compromises sensitivity. The efficiency of the separation of analyte and interfering 
ions by using a reactive gas in ICP-CRC-QMS, on the other hand, is dependent on 
the availability of selective ion-molecule reactions within the CRC for the given 
combination of analyte and interfering ions. 
In 2012, the gamut of quadrupole-based ICP-MS instruments was extended with 
the introduction of a tandem ICP – mass spectrometer (ICP-MS/MS). This 
instrument resembles a conventional ICP-CRC-QMS unit but with an additional 
quadrupole located before the CRC, thus leading to the configuration QMS-CRC-
QMS. The ICP-MS/MS instrument has been specifically designed to deal with 
spectral overlap in a more effective way than the more conventional ICP-CRC-QMS 
systems. This novel set-up allows one to select ions with a specific mass-to-charge 
(m/z) ratio in the first quadrupole (Q1), while all interferences with m/z ratios 
different than the one of the target nuclide can be easily removed from the ion 
beam, before it enters the CRC. This leads to an enhanced control over the 
collisions and reactions taking place in the CRC, and consequently, more selective 
ion-molecule reactions with highly reactive gases, increasing the chances for highly 
accurate and interference-free determination of elemental concentrations and 
isotope ratios.  
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Although for a while high-resolution sector-field instruments have been considered 
far superior to quadrupole-based mass spectrometers, the recent introduction of 
tandem ICP – mass spectrometry is bridging the gap between instruments equipped 
with sector-field and quadrupole mass analyzers. It needs to be pointed out that 
ICP-MS/MS has been introduced very recently (2012) only. However, the fast 
increase in the number of scientific publications describing ICP-MS/MS-based 
applications over the last few years, already illustrates the enormous potential of 
this technique.  
Since January 2013, the Atomic & Mass Spectrometry (A&MS) research group of 
Ghent University is housing such a tandem ICP – mass spectrometer (the first ICP-
MS/MS unit installed in Belgium). The main goal of this PhD thesis was a 
characterization of this instrument and an exploration of the capabilities of this 
novel technique for a variety of applications, in order to evaluate the versatility of 
this type of instrumentation. 
The first chapter of this PhD dissertation provides the reader with a general 
overview of the operating principles of tandem ICP – mass spectrometry, including a 
description of the instrument set-up, its different operation modes and scanning 
options as powerful tools for method development, as well as the most widely used 
approaches to deal with spectral overlap. In addition, some of the most demanding 
applications reported on in the literature to date are discussed in order to further 
illustrate the fundamental concepts.  
Chapter 2 reports on the development of a novel method for the accurate 
determination of ultra-trace levels of Ti in human serum samples. Ti is frequently 
used in implants and prostheses, and their presence in the human body can lead to 
elevated Ti concentrations in body fluids. Until now, only SF-ICP-MS offered limits 
of detection that are sufficiently low for accurate determination of the basal levels of 
Ti in human serum. This work explores the capabilities of ICP-MS/MS using O2 and 
NH3/He reaction gases to overcome the spectral overlap. 
In chapter 3, the performance of methyl fluoride (a mixture of 10% CH3F and 90% 
He) as a reaction gas in ICP-MS/MS is evaluated in the context of the determination 
of ultra-trace concentrations of medically relevant metals (Al, Co, Cr, Mn, Ni, Ti and 
V) in blood serum and urine. While CH3F is currently not one of the standard 
reaction gases recommended by the instrument manufacturer, earlier work in the 
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A&MS research unit and information available in the literature implied that this gas 
could provide good results. An optimized ICP-MS/MS method for single-element 
monitoring and a multi-element method under compromise conditions were 
developed. For validation purposes, the results thus obtained were compared with 
those of sector-field ICP-MS analysis of the same samples.  
Chapter 4 describes the capabilities of ICP-MS/MS with CH3F/He as a reaction gas 
for dealing with spectral overlap in the analysis of human blood, when using 
volumetric absorptive micro-sampling (VAMS) for sample collection. For validation 
purposes, a simple dilute-and-shoot approach (consisting of a 100-fold dilution) 
followed by ICP-MS/MS analysis has been developed for the accurate and sensitive 
determination of prosthesis-related metals (Al, Co, Cr, Ni, Sr, Ti, V and Zr) in whole 
blood. 
Whereas chapters 2, 3 and 4 deal with the ultra-trace determination of metals in 
biofluids, i.e. urine, serum and whole blood, chapter 5 focuses on As and Se, two 
environmentally relevant elements that are strongly affected by Ar-based polyatomic 
interferences, i.e. ArCl+ and Ar2+. The capabilities of the approach developed, which 
is based on a specific reaction pathway consisting of HF elimination after CH3F 
addition, is evaluated by using synthetic matrices, containing elements that give 
rise to interfering ions, and a collection of reference materials from plant, animal 
and environmental origin, displaying a wide range of As and Se concentrations. 
While the first part of this PhD thesis is devoted to ultra-trace elemental analysis, 
the capabilities of ICP-MS/MS in the context of isotopic analysis have been 
evaluated as well. For the work described in chapter 6, chemical resolution was 
used to avoid the isobaric overlap of 87Rb and 87Sr, enabling the accurate 
determination of the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio in geological materials. With such 
approach, no prior Rb/Sr separation is required as Rb and Sr show different 
reactivity towards the reaction gas. Next to spectral overlap, also mass 
discrimination and matrix effects can have a detrimental influence on the accuracy 
of the isotope ratio results. Both effects were studied and appropriate correction 
methods were selected.  
Finally, in chapter 7, the use of a combination of laser ablation and tandem ICP – 
mass spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS/MS) is described for Sr isotopic analysis of solid 
samples with high Rb/Sr ratio. The approach described in chapter 6 is used in this 
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context to avoid the spectral overlap. Two sample introduction setups, leading to 
"dry" and "wet" plasma conditions, respectively, were evaluated and the figures of 
merit documented in detail. 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio results were obtained for 7 glass-
type geological reference materials, without the requirement of using closer matrix-
matching for mass bias correction using a glass reference material (NIST SRM 610). 
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Nederlandstalige abstract 
Inductief gekoppeld plasma - massaspectrometrie (ICP-MS) is een wijdverspreide 
techniek waarmee kwantitatieve informatie kan bekomen worden over de 
concentratie en de isotopische samenstelling van (ultra)sporen van metalen of 
metalloiden in een grote varieteit aan monstermaterialen. Naast de vele voordelen, 
kent de techniek ook enkele nadelen, zoals het voorkomen van spectrale en niet-
spectrale interferenties. Sinds de introductie van het eerste commercieel 
beschikbare ICP-MS instrument in 1983, werden reeds verschillende instrumentele 
ontwikkelingen voorgesteld om het probleem van spectrale overlap aan te pakken. 
Hierbij kunnen de introductie van hoge resolutie sector-veld ICP-MS (HR-SF-ICP-
MS) instrumentatie, en van botsings-/reactiecellen in quadrupool-gebaseerde ICP-
MS (ICP-CRC-QMS) apparaten gezien worden als de meest krachtige methodes.  
Het gebruik van een hogere massaresolutie in HR-SF-ICP-MS gaat echter gepaard 
met een significante reductie in de gevoeligheid (1-2 grootteordes), terwijl in ICP-
CRC-QMS het gebruik van een inert botsingsgas in combinatie met kinetische 
energiediscriminatie (KED) eveneens een negatieve invloed heeft op de gevoeligheid. 
Indien daarentegen een reactief gas aangewend wordt in ICP-CRC-QMS, is de 
efficiëntie van de scheiding van analietionen en interfererende ionen afhankelijk van 
de beschikbaarheid van selectieve ion-molecule reacties in de CRC voor deze 
specifieke combinatie van analiet- en interfererende ionen. 
In 2012 werd het gamma aan quadrupool-gebaseerde ICP-MS instrumenten 
uitgebreid met een tandem ICP-massaspectrometer (ICP-MS/MS). Dit type apparaat 
vertoont grote gelijkenis met de traditionele ICP-CRC-QMS systemen, maar is 
uitgerust met een extra quadrupool tussen de interface en de reactiecel. De 
meerwaarde van de ICP-MS/MS apparatuur is te vinden in de meer efficiënte 
manier waarop kan omgegaan worden met spectrale overlap. In de eerste 
quadrupool kunnen immers alle interferenties met een m/z verhouding verschillend 
van deze van de analietnuclide reeds uit de ionenbundel verwijderd worden, nog 
voor deze in de CRC binnengeleid wordt. Op deze manier is een verhoogde controle 
mogelijk over de botsingen en reacties die plaatsvinden in de botsings-/reactiecel, 
zodat meer selectieve ion-molecule reacties met hoog reactieve gassen kunnen 
plaatsvinden en de mogelijkheden voor zeer accurate en interferentievrije bepaling 
van elementconcentraties of isotopenverhoudingen sterk toenemen. Daardoor mag 
algemeen gesteld worden dat tandem ICP-MS de kloof dicht tussen instrumenten 
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uitgerust met een sector-veld massaspectrometer en deze met (één) 
quadrupoolmassaspectrometer. Hoewel ICP-MS/MS pas geïntroduceerd werd in 
2012, toont de snelle toename in het aantal publicaties over onderzoek dat gebruik 
maakt van deze techniek het grote potentieel ervan aan.  
Sinds januari 2013 is een tandem ICP-MS apparaat in gebruik in de 
onderzoeksgroep Atoom- en MassaSpectrometrie (A&MS) van de Universiteit Gent 
(het eerste ICP-MS/MS apparaat dat geïnstalleerd werd in België). Het hoofddoel 
van dit doctoraatsonderzoek bestond erin dit instrument te karakteriseren en de 
mogelijkheden van deze nieuwe technologie te evalueren voor een grote 
verscheidenheid aan toepassingen. 
Het eerste hoofdstuk van dit werk brengt een inleiding tot het werkingsprincipe van 
tandem ICP-MS en beschrijft de instrumentele set-up, de verschillende 
gebruikswijzes en scanmodi die beschikbaar zijn voor methode-ontwikkeling en de 
meest gebruikte methodes om spectrale overlap te verhinderen. Als illustratie van 
deze eerder fundamentele concepten, wordt daarnaast ook een overzicht gegeven 
van enkele veeleisende toepassingen die in de literatuur werden beschreven. 
Hoofdstuk 2 behandelt de ontwikkeling van een nieuwe methode voor de accurate 
bepaling van ultrasporen Ti in menselijk serum. Ti wordt de laatste jaren frequent 
gebruikt in implantaten en de vraag rijst of de aanwezigheid van dergelijke 
implantaten in het menselijk lichaam aanleiding geeft tot verhoogde Ti 
concentraties in lichaamsvloeistoffen. Tot nog toe kon de spectrale overlap waardoor 
de bepaling van Ti in deze matrix gehinderd wordt enkel adequaat voorkomen 
worden met SF-ICP-MS, zodat enkel via deze techniek voldoende lage 
detectielimieten konden bereikt worden voor een accurate bepaling van de basale Ti 
gehaltes in menselijk serum. In dit werk werden de mogelijkheden van ICP-MS/MS 
onderzocht in deze context, met behulp van O2 en NH3/He als reactiegassen. 
In hoofdstuk 3 worden de mogelijkheden beschreven van het gebruik van 
methylfluoride (mengsel van 10% CH3F en 90% He) als reactiegas in ICP-MS/MS, in 
de context van de bepaling van ultrasporen van medisch relevante metalen (Al, Co, 
Cr, Mn, Ni, Ti en V) in bloedserum en urine. CH3F werd niet aangeboden als één 
van de standaard reactiegassen door de instrumentleverancier, maar eerder werk 
binnen de A&MS onderzoeksgroep en informatie beschikbaar in de literatuur lieten 
vermoeden dat met behulp van dit reactieve gas goede resultaten zouden kunnen 
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bekomen worden. Voor de beschreven toepassing werden zowel mono-element 
methodes ontwikkeld (bepaling van elk element afzonderlijk onder de meest 
optimale instrumentele condities) als een multi-element methode voor de simultane 
bepaling van alle elementen onder compromisomstandigheden. Naast ICP-MS/MS 
analyses, werden tevens sector-veld analyses uitgevoerd van dezelfde stalen voor 
validatiedoeleinden.  
Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft de mogelijkheden van ICP-MS/MS met CH3F/He als 
reactiegas voor de analyse van menselijk bloed wanneer gebruik gemaakt wordt van 
‘volumetric absorptive micro-sampling (VAMS)’ voor monstername. Om de 
resultaten voor de VAMS-stalen te kunnen valideren, werd tevens een eenvoudige 
‘dilute-and-shoot’ methode ontwikkeld voor de accurate en gevoelige bepaling van 
implantaat-gerelateerde metalen (Al, Co, Cr, Ni, Sr, Ti, V en Zr) in volbloed. Deze 
methode bestond uit een eenvoudige verdunning van het bloed (100x), en 
daaropvolgende ICP-MS/MS analyse. 
Waar in hoofdstukken 2, 3 en 4 metalen in biologische matrices werden bepaald, 
focusseert het werk beschreven in hoofdstuk 5 zich op de bepaling van As en Se – 
twee elementen die belangrijk zijn in een milieu-context, en waarvan de ICP-MS 
bepaling sterk gehinderd wordt door spectrale overlap met onder andere Ar-
gebaseerde polyatomische ionen zoals ArCl+ en Ar2+. De aanpak die werd 
vooropgesteld is het gebruik van CH3F/He in het ICP-MS/MS apparaat vermits As+ 
en Se+ ionen een specifiek reactiegedrag vertonen ten opzichte van CH3F, namelijk 
CH3F additie, met daaropvolgend HF eliminatie. De mogelijkheden van deze aanpak 
werden geïllustreerd door de studie van synthetische matrices die elementen 
bevatten die aanleiding geven tot interfererende ionen, en van een collectie 
referentiematerialen relevant in de context van milieu-onderzoek, die een brede 
range aan As en Se concentraties bestrijken. 
Naast ultrasporen-elementanalyse werden ook de mogelijkheden van ICP-MS/MS 
voor isotopische analyse bestudeerd. In hoofstuk 6 wordt het gebruik van 
chemische resolutie (met CH3F/He in de reactiecel) voor het verhinderen van de 
spectrale overlap van 87Rb en 87Sr beschreven, om accurate bepaling van de 
87Sr/86Sr isotopenverhouding in geologische materialen mogelijk te maken, zonder 
voorafgaande afscheiding van Rb uit de matrix. Naast spectrale interferenties 
kunnen ook massadiscriminatie en matrixeffecten een nefaste invloed hebben op de 
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accuratesse van de resultaten van isotopische analyse. Beide effecten werden 
bestudeerd en geschikte correctiemethodes werden geselecteerd. 
Tot slot wordt in hoofdstuk 7 de combinatie van laser ablatie met tandem ICP-MS 
(LA-ICP-MS/MS) beschreven voor de directe isotopische analyse van vaste 
materialen met een hoge Rb/Sr-verhouding. Hiervoor werd gebruik gemaakt van de 
methode die in hoofstuk 6 werd beschreven, maar diende extra aandacht besteed te 
worden aan de meest geschikte wijze van monsterintroductie. Twee verschillende 
opstellingen werden hierbij vergeleken, namelijk één leidend tot “droge” en één 
leidend tot “natte” plasmacondities. Na optimalisatie en selectie van de meest 
geschikte omstandigheden, werden 87Sr/86Sr isotopenverhoudingen bepaald voor 7 
glasachtige geologische referentiematerialen, waarbij het gebruik van een glas 
referentiemateriaal (NIST SRM 610) volstond voor massadiscriminatie-correctie, en 
dus geen meer specifieke matrix-matching van de standaard noodzakelijk was.  
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1.1. Theoretical section 
1.1.1. Historical background 
Inductively coupled plasma – mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) is one of the most 
powerful techniques for obtaining information on the concentration and isotopic 
composition of many elements in the most diverse sample matrices. However, since 
its commercial introduction in 1983, the scientific community was also aware of the 
drawbacks affecting ICP-MS, the occurrence of spectral overlap being the most 
important one.[1] Over the years, strong efforts from both academics and 
manufacturers have led to the development of different approaches that allow one 
to eliminate, or at least mitigate, spectral interference. Unfortunately, none of these 
approaches can be considered as universally applicable for interference-free 
analysis by means of ICP-MS. Although a review of these approaches can be 
considered to be beyond the scope of this chapter, it is important to provide a brief 
overview on the different currently existing options to deal with spectral overlap, 
aiming to better identify those situations for which ICP-MS/MS can be considered 
of particular interest.  
Among the different options to deal with spectral interference, analyte/matrix 
separation, mathematical equations, and alternative sample introduction 
approaches, such as vapor generation systems,[2,3] have been used since the early 
years, in spite of the accompanying drawbacks, as for instance, lower sample 
throughput, added labor-intensiveness, loss of multi-element capabilities and/or 
higher level of uncertainty accompanying the measurement results. The 
introduction of cool plasma conditions, under which the signals for all Ar-
containing ions are strongly decreased, was a first step towards a more general 
strategy, although this approach was also characterized by important limitations, 
such as a reduced element coverage (poor ionization efficiency for elements with a 
higher ionization energy), stronger matrix effects and an enhanced presence of other 
types of interfering ions (e.g., oxide ions).[4] The introduction of high-resolution 
(HR) sector-field ICP-MS (SF-ICP-MS) is generally considered a crucial breakthrough 
in this context.[5] However, an increase in mass resolution is accompanied by a 
significant drop in ion transmission efficiency, and thus in sensitivity (1 - 2 orders 
of magnitude), while also a fraction of the interferences (e.g., overlap of the signals 
from isobaric nuclides) cannot be overcome by using higher mass resolution.[6] 
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Furthermore, SF-ICP-MS instrumentation is more expensive than quadrupole based 
ICP-MS (ICP-QMS) instrumentation.  
In 1997, manufacturers started to equip quadrupole-based ICP-MS (ICP-QMS) 
instruments with a multipole collision-reaction cell (CRC) system. For the first time, 
ICP-QMS could be considered a competitive approach to SF-ICP-MS for many of the 
most demanding applications.[7] The introduction of CRCs in ICP-QMS 
instrumentation (ICP-CRC-QMS) enabled various approaches to avoid spectral 
overlap by means of control over the collisions and reactions taking place in the 
cell, thus improving the selectivity of the technique.[8,9] In this way, analyte and 
interfering ions with the same (nominal) mass-to-charge (m/z) ratio can be 
separated from one another via gas phase ion-molecule processes.[10] Non-reactive 
gases (e.g., He) in combination with kinetic energy discrimination (KED) can be 
used to reduce the interferences produced by polyatomic ions.[11] Those ions show 
a larger collisional cross-section than do the atomic ions with the same mass, thus 
they collide more frequently and lose more energy than the analyte ions, such that 
they can be selectively denied entrance into the MS section via a decelerating 
potential.[12,13] However, for this process to be efficient, conditions are such that 
also a large fraction of analyte ions are removed, and thus, this compromises 
sensitivity. Therefore, especially for challenging situations, the use of a reactive gas 
(e.g., H2, NH3 or O2) is usually preferred, although their use is not always self-
evident. With chemical resolution based on selective ion-molecule reactions, 
spectral overlap from both atomic and molecular interfering ions with the same m/z 
as that of the corresponding analyte ion can be addressed.[14] The gas reacts either 
with the interfering ions, enabling the target element to be measured at the original 
m/z (on-mass), or with the analyte ion, resulting in a new reaction product ion that 
can be measured interference-free at another m/z (mass-shift). Selection of the best 
suited reaction gas is crucial, whereby it has to be taken into account that the more 
reactive the gas, the higher the efficiency of the reaction and thus, the expected 
sensitivity, but also the higher the possibility of creation of new spectral 
interferences, arising from ions that are formed via reactions between the reaction 
gas and concomitant matrix elements.[15] For conventional ICP-CRC-QMS 
instruments, the relatively poor control over the reaction cell chemistry in the 
context of mass-shift approaches has usually limited applications to gases giving 
rise to predictable reaction product ions and/or for on-mass approaches. In other 
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words, for the most demanding applications, the potential of ICP-CRC-QMS 
instruments has been trimmed down by the lack of control of the cell chemistry 
when using highly reactive gases. 
In 2012, the introduction of a new type of quadrupole-based ICP-MS device (ICP –  
tandem mass spectrometer) has brought the concept of chemical resolution as a 
means to avoid spectral overlap to a higher level. ICP – tandem mass spectrometry 
(ICP-MS/MS) is a powerful and elegant approach for achieving interference-free 
conditions for elemental and isotopic analysis of elements suffering from strong 
spectral overlap. The superior capabilities for overcoming spectral overlap are 
provided by an improved control over the ion-molecule chemistry occurring within 
the CRC. Therefore, this chapter first provides a brief general introduction on the 
theoretical concepts of the in-cell chemical processes used in ICP-MS to overcome 
spectral overlap and subsequently describes the particularities of this novel 
instrumental set-up, the different modes of operation, the scanning options as key 
tools for method development for interference-free ultra-trace element 
determination, and a general overview of the most demanding applications. 
 
1.1.2. Ion-molecule chemistry in a CRC 
As indicated in the previous section, the introduction of CRC technology in 1997 
was a significant breakthrough in ICP-QMS instrumentation. The first studies 
reporting on the use of ion-molecule chemistry within a pressurized multipole cell 
date from 1989. Rowan and Houk demonstrated that the use of reactions between 
plasma-generated ions and the molecules of different gases could be an effective 
approach to avoid spectral overlap in ICP-QMS.[16] However, getting an insight into 
the chemical processes occurring within a CRC is not always self-evident. One of 
the main challenges is the selection of an appropriate gas and the best suited 
reactions that enable interference-free conditions to be obtained. For this purpose, 
gas-phase ion-molecule processes has been extensively studied using different 
techniques (e.g., ICP – selected-ion flow tube (SIFT) – MS).[17,18] However, the 
conditions in a pressurized multipole cell of an ICP-QMS instrument are such that 
the reactivity of a given ion towards a selected reaction gas is not always identical to 
that observed using other techniques. In other words, the selection of a reaction gas 
to remove a specific interference cannot only be based on the currently existing 
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databases (although they can be used as starting point). These differences can most 
likely be explained by the different conditions in which these reactions proceed, as 
typically the studies conducted to evaluate the reactivity have been carried out 
under thermal conditions. In absence of an external source of energy, only 
exothermic reactions can occur. However, in an ICP-CRC-QMS instrument, these 
requirements are not always fulfilled. In a CRC, the particles (i.e. ions and/or gas 
molecules) do not have a Maxwell-Boltzmann energy distribution with the same 
temperature in all degrees of freedom. This is related with the continuous 
introduction of gas and with the energy of the ions in the beam extracted from the 
plasma. Therefore, in the CRC, thermal conditions are not obtained.[19, 20] The 
introduction of a collision gas (e.g., He) in a pressurized multiple cell can be used to 
thermalize the system by the so-called collisional-damping effect.[21] This effect has 
been used in ICP-QMS aiming at improving isotope ratio precision owing to the 
slowdown of the ion beam by means of collisions, i.e. the reduction in kinetic energy 
of the ions coming from the ICP aiding in obtaining near-thermal conditions in the 
CRC, and the mixing of ions sampled at slightly different moments in time from the 
ICP.[11] In addition, the collisional-damping effect has also been used for (i) 
increasing the residence time of the ions in the cell, thus enhancing the reaction 
rate of relatively slow reactions, and for allowing (ii) termolecular reactions that 
cannot proceed without involvement of a third particle that removes a certain 
amount of energy from an intermediate transition state.  
Therefore, the selection of a selective ion-molecule process to avoid spectral overlap 
in ICP-CRC-QMS still remains a challenging task. The reaction selected needs to be 
thermodynamically and kinetically favorable. The difference in Gibbs free energy 
accompanying the process (ΔG) determines whether a reaction is 
thermodynamically allowed or not, but whether a given reaction is suitable for the 
analytical purpose intended is rather governed by its reaction rate (kinetics). 
However, even such a general statement has to be handled with care, as 
endothermic reactions can also occur in CRC systems under specific non-thermal 
circumstances, as occur at very high concentrations of the reactants and/or when 
additional sources of energy (e.g., owing to collisions) play a role, thus enabling the 
endothermicity of theoretically disallowed reactions to be overcome.[9]  
From the above, it is clear that the use of ion-molecule processes occurring within a 
CRC aiming at overcoming spectral overlap have to be studied in detail 
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experimentally before this chemical resolution can be effectively applicable in an 
analytical context, and therefore, novel analytical tools able to increase our 
understanding of the in-cell chemistry processes may help in the development of 
new strategies to tackle the problem of spectral interferences in ICP-MS. The 
introduction of the novel ICP- tandem mass spectrometer can be seen as a powerful 
tool to study the reactions occurring within a CRC, thus providing additional means 
to avoid spectral overlap in ICP-QMS instruments.  
 
1.1.3. Instrument set-up  
The only ICP – tandem mass spectrometers currently available on the market are 
the Agilent 8800 (2012) and 8900 (2016). These instruments are often referred to as 
triple quadrupole ICP-MS or ICP-QQQ (Agilent Technologies – Figure 1.1). 
Therefore, for the description of the instrumental set-up, this specific 
instrumentation (Agilent 8800 due to the recently introduction of the Agilent 8900) 
needs to be referred to.  
An ICP – tandem mass spectrometer can be seen as a conventional ICP-CRC-QMS 
unit with an additional quadrupole located before the CRC (Q1 – CRC – Q2). This 
configuration (MS/MS) provides an improved control over the cell chemistry, as in 
MS/MS mode, i.e. with both quadrupoles acting as a mass filter with an approx. 1 
amu bandpass window, only ions of a given m/z – analyte ion and interfering ion(s) 
– are allowed to enter the CRC. Next to the possibility to use the previously 
mentioned collision and reaction gases, this improved control over the processes 
taking place in the CRC also simplifies the use of non-conventional, more reactive 
gases, that typically produce many different reaction product ions due to their high 
reactivity or more complex reaction behavior (e.g., CH3F and NH3), thus providing 
the user with additional means to deal with the spectral overlap.  
ICP-MS/MS is a versatile technique, and next to the double mass selection 
approach (MS/MS) outlined before, the mass window of the first quadrupole can be 
adapted from approx. 1 amu to fully open, depending on the challenge posed by 
each specific application. This novel setup often provides LoDs comparable to what 
can be realized using a SF-ICP-MS instrument, even superior for target elements 
affected by spectral interferences requiring the use of the highest mass resolution in 
SF-ICP-MS instrumentation. However, also other factors, such as the necessity of 
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additional security measures owing to the use of reactive gases, have to be taken 
into account for cost-efficiency calculations. In the rest of this chapter, the mode 
with double mass selection will be termed MS/MS mode, that with the first 
quadrupole operated with a wider bandpass or  “open”  single quadrupole or SQ 
mode. 
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1.1.4. Operation modes: SQ vs MS/MS  
The tandem configuration of ICP-MS/MS allows the mass spectrometer to be used 
in both SQ and MS/MS mode. When the instrument is working in SQ mode, Q1 can 
be operated as an ion guide only or as a bandpass mass filter.  In the first case, Q1 
is “fully open”, thus all ions – the analyte (m1A+) ion and the interfering ions with the 
same m/z (m1I+), but also other concomitant ions with different m/z (m2C+) enter the 
CRC (Figure 1.2). This approach resembles the situation with a conventional ICP-
CRC-QMS device and can be used in the case of less demanding applications, 
without the presence of interfering ions or in the case of simple matrices. By means 
of an appropriate selection of instrumental parameters, Q1 can also be used as a 
bandpass mass filter, thus only allowing those ions within a specific m/z range to 
reach the CRC. The bandpass mode resembles an ICP-QMS instrument equipped 
with a quadrupole-based CRC, typically termed dynamic reaction cell (ICP-DRC-
QMS).  
However, the true benefit of an ICP – tandem mass spectrometer is provided by the 
possibility of using double mass selection in the MS/MS mode, although it needs to 
be pointed out that the use of this mode involves a reduction in ion transmission 
efficiency, and thus sensitivity, in comparison to the SQ mode. In this approach, 
both Q1 and Q2 act as a real mass filter (1 amu bandpass), with both quadrupoles 
selecting the same m/z in the on-mass approach or different m/z’s in the mass-
shift approach, depending on whether the interfering or the analyte ion reacts with 
the selected reaction gas. In this MS/MS mode, a specific m/z (that of the target ion 
– m1A) is selected in Q1, such that only the analyte ion and the interfering ions with 
the same m/z (m1I+) are able to enter the CRC. All concomitant ions with different 
m/z (m2C+) are efficiently removed by Q1, which brings important advantages, i.e. (i) 
avoidance of unwanted product ions resulting from reactions between other ions 
and the reaction gas, (ii) a reduction of non-spectral interferences or matrix effects, 
affecting the reactions proceeding in the cell and (iii) an improvement in the ion-
molecule chemistry occurring in the cell (see Figure 1.2). 
These advantages result in higher capabilities for interference-free ultra-trace 
element determination and isotopic analysis, as enabled by using different reaction 
gases and adequate selection of the best reaction product ion to be monitored. Of 
course, this selection is not always self-evident, but some systematic approaches 
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can be relied on in order to find the best approach, leading to highest sensitivity 
and lowest detection limit. The next section (1.1.5) provides information on the use 
of different scanning options in the context of method development in ICP-MS/MS.     
  
Figure 1.2. Schematic representation of both operation modes – SQ and MS/MS – in ICP – 
tandem mass spectrometry. A+, C+ and I+ represent the analyte ion, the concomitant matrix 
ions with different m/z and the interfering ions with the same m/z, respectively. 
 
1.1.5. Scanning options   
In tandem mass spectrometry, different scanning options enable monitoring and 
identification of precursor and/or product ions. These scanning options can be seen 
as powerful tools allowing an enhanced insight into the potentially complex 
reactions taking place in the cell and thus, they facilitate the development of 
interference-free measurement methodologies. In this context, the MS/MS 
configuration of an ICP – tandem mass spectrometer enables product ion, precursor 
ion and neutral mass gain/loss scans.  
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1.1.5.1. Product ion scan 
In ICP-MS/MS, the product ion scan is used for identification of the best suited 
reaction product ion after reaction between the original analyte ion and the reaction 
gas within the cell, aiming at obtaining interference-free conditions at the highest 
signal-to-background ratio. In order to perform a product ion scan, Q1 should be 
fixed at a specific nominal m/z, typically the one of the analyte ion of interest (m1A), 
although it can also be used to evaluate the effect of a specific reaction gas on a 
potentially interfering ion. With the m/z of Q1 fixed at m1 and the cell pressurized 
with the reaction gas (R), leading to different reaction product ions (e.g., m1AmRRx+), 
all product ions formed can be revealed by scanning Q2, thus covering the entire 
mass range (from 2 to 260 amu). From the product ion spectrum thus obtained (see 
Figure 1.3), the best suited reaction product ion (i.e., free from spectral overlap and 
with the highest signal-to-noise or S/N ratio) is selected for subsequent method 
development. 
1.1.5.2. Precursor ion scan 
As opposed to a product ion scan, a precursor ion scan is performed in order to 
obtain more insight into the origin of a specific product ion, resulting from a 
reaction between a so far unidentified ion and the reaction gas (R) within the cell, 
which might hinder interference-free determination of the analyte ion or reaction 
product ion thereof. Via precursor ion scanning, the m/z of the product ion selected 
is fixed by Q2, and with the cell pressurized with the reaction gas, a precursor ion 
spectrum is obtained upon scanning the entire mass range (2 – 260 amu) with Q1. 
From the spectrum thus obtained (see Figure 1.3), precursor ions giving rise to 
spectral overlap at the m/z of interest can be identified, which might elucidate the 
origin of inaccurate results, resulting from a contribution of unexpected product 
ions to the signal intensity measured for the target analyte, if the system would be 
operated in SQ mode. 
In addition, although in MS/MS mode Q1 only enables ions of a specific m/z 
reaching the cell (m1), undesired interferences coming from reactions with 
ubiquitous elements present in the plasma source (e.g., Ar, C, N or O) cannot 
always be completely removed by means of Q1, giving rise to reaction product ions 
that are able to pass Q2 and interfere with the signal of the analyte ion at its 
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original m/z (on-mass) or at the m/z of the selected reaction product ion (mass-
shift).  
 
 
Figure 1.3. Schematic representation of the operating principles for the different scanning 
options available in ICP-MS/MS. A+, C+ and I+ represent the analyte ion, the concomitant 
matrix ions with different m/z and the interfering ions with the same m/z, respectively. 
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1.1.5.3. Neutral mass gain/loss scan 
Tandem mass spectrometry also allows neutral mass gain/loss scanning, in which 
both quadrupoles are used in scanning mode with a fixed difference in m/z between 
them, instead of keeping Q1 or Q2 fixed at a specific m/z. Both gain or loss of mass 
can be looked for, depending on whether the precursor ion is lower or higher in 
mass than the corresponding product ion. In molecular tandem mass spectrometry, 
where a precursor ion is fragmented by collision induced dissociation (CID), a 
neutral mass loss scan can be performed, e.g., to reveal which molecular ions lose a 
neutral fragment of given mass (e.g., H2O) upon collision. However, in ICP-MS/MS, 
neutral mass gain scan is typically of greater interest as the precursor ions will 
most often be lighter. Such a neutral mass gain scan can be accomplished by 
synchronous scanning of Q1 and Q2, thereby maintaining a constant difference in 
m/z between both. This constant (K = m/z (Q2) - m/z (Q1)) has a value >0 in 
neutral mass gain scan and a negative one in neutral mass loss scan (K<0). The 
main goal of a neutral gain scan for ICP-MS is the study of the isotopic pattern of a 
target element of interest (A). As a general example, we assume an element with 
three isotopes (m1,m2,m3A) and a reactive gas (R), reacting with the original analyte 
ions as follows: m1,m2,m3A+ + mRR  m1,m2,m3AmRR+. The neutral gain scan can be used 
to evaluate if the set of reaction product ions m1,m2,m3AmRR+ shows the same isotopic 
pattern than does the set of corresponding precursor ions. Thus, Q1 is selected at 
m/z = m1,m2 and m3 and Q2 at m/z = m1+mR, m2+mR and m3+mR, respectively, so 
that K = mR during the entire scanning process (see Figure 1.3). The neutral mass 
gain spectrum obtained in this way is a valuable tool for method development, 
especially in the context of isotopic analysis. 
 
1.1.6. Abundance sensitivity 
ICP-MS/MS also provides an improved abundance sensitivity (AS). By definition, AS 
is calculated as the ratio of the maximum ion current recorded at a specified m/z 
value to the maximum ion current arising from the same species recorded at a 
neighboring m/z value (m/z - 1 or m/z + 1). Thus, it is a measurement of the 
contribution of the peak tail of a spectral peak (with a certain m/z value) to the 
signal intensity at an adjacent m/z value. This value is dependent on the resolving 
power of the mass spectrometer.[22] For a quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS), 
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the AS is in the order of ~107, which means that for a signal of 107 counts, at a 
specific m/z, there is a contribution of 1 count to the neighboring signals (at m/z - 
1 and m/z + 1). An increase in AS was shown when operating the QMS at higher 
stability regions.[23] Additionally, the introduction of a non-reactive collision gas 
(e.g., He) in the CRC might lead to a slight improvement of the AS (108), although 
this is accompanied by a significant drop in sensitivity.[24] This improvement is a 
result of the reduction in the spread of the kinetic energy of the atomic ions.[25] 
While the contribution of a spectral peak to the intensity at neighboring m/z values, 
or even m/z values that are even further away, is very small, it can become 
meaningful in the determination of ultra-trace amounts of an analyte element in a 
matrix containing very high amounts of the adjacent element, or in the 
determination of extreme isotope ratios, whereby the nuclides considered show a 
pronounced difference in abundance, (e.g., 234U/238U or 236U/238U). For an ICP – 
tandem mass spectrometer operated in MS/MS mode, both quadrupoles have an 
AS of ~107, thus the overall AS is the product of the AS for Q1 multiplied by that for 
Q2 (ASICP-MS/MS = ASQ1 x ASQ2). This leads to a theoretical AS of ~1014, which suffices 
for the most demanding applications, and adds an additional benefit to ICP-
MS/MS. However, because of the dynamic range of the detector this type of 
instrumentation is equipped with, it cannot be experimentally evaluated if an AS of 
1014 is genuinely obtained, but the AS for ICP-MS/MS has been shown to be at 
least ~1010. 
 
1.1.7. Overcoming spectral overlap: on-mass and mass-
shift approaches  
Before starting with the description of some applications based on the use of ICP-
MS/MS, and although the concepts of on-mass and mass-shift approaches as a 
means to overcome spectral overlap have been addressed very briefly in the 
previous sections already, it is worthwhile to describe both approaches into more 
detail. The difference between both lies in the strategy selected to circumvent the 
problem of spectral interference. For the on-mass approach (sometimes also called 
direct determination), both Q1 and Q2 are selected at the same m/z, i.e. that of the 
original analyte ion of interest (m1A). The reaction between the reaction gas (R) and 
the interfering ion(s) (m1I+) is counted on for completely removing the contribution of 
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this (these) ion(s) to the signal intensity measured at this m/z. The newly formed 
reaction product ion(s) (m1ImRR+) is (are) removed by means of Q2, while the analyte 
ion of interest is measured at its original m/z. This approach is also often relied on 
in conventional ICP-CRC-QMS, although it needs to be pointed out that enhanced 
control over the reaction cell chemistry is obtained in ICP-MS/MS due to the 
capability of Q1 to reject all concomitant ions with an m/z different from that of the 
analyte ion (mRC+). In this way, the formation of new, unwanted reaction product 
ions with the same m/z as that of the analyte ion and thus interfering with its 
determination can be avoided (see Figure 1.4). It is clear that the on-mass 
approaches have been further perfected with the introduction of ICP-MS/MS, 
however, quantitative conversion of the interfering ion into another species is 
required; this prerequisite is not always fulfilled.   
In traditional ICP-CRC-QMS, the mass-shift approach (sometimes called indirect 
determination) is often hampered by the lack of control over the ion-molecule 
chemistry proceeding in the reaction cell. The introduction of ICP-MS/MS now 
allows one to fully exploit the capabilities of reaction gases as well. For such a 
mass-shift approach, Q1 is fixed at the original m/z of the analyte ion of interest 
(m1A+), such that only interfering ions with the same m/z (m1I+) are also able to reach 
the CRC, while all other ions with different m/z’s (mRC+) are removed. The CRC is 
pressurized with a reaction gas, which has to show a high reactivity towards the 
analyte ion and no reactivity or a different behavior towards the interfering ion(s) 
(see Figure 1.4). In case several types of reaction product ions are formed, the best 
suited reaction one is selected and the Q2 is fixed at the corresponding m/z. Ions 
that interfere with the determination of the analyte ion at its original m/z enter the 
cell, but they are rejected by Q2 when they show no reactivity towards the reaction 
gas or react in a different way (show a different reactivity) towards the reaction gas.  
It has to be mentioned that although a high conversion efficiency for the analyte ion 
is advantageous, quantitative conversion is not mandatory. Therefore, mass-shift 
seems to provide more versatility in avoiding spectral overlap, and that is why this 
strategy is typically preferred over the on-mass approach for obtaining interference-
free conditions for elemental and isotopic analysis. 
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Figure 1.4. Schematic representation of both approaches used to overcome spectral 
overlap in ICP-MS/MS. Mass-shift approaches rely either on the absence of reaction for the 
interfering ion (m1I+) towards the reaction gas (R) – A, or a different reaction behavior 
between analyte (m1A+) and interfering ion (m1I+) towards R  – B. 
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1.2. Applications 
As stated above, ICP-MS/MS has only been introduced very recently. Nevertheless, 
several approaches reported on in the literature have already demonstrated the 
added value of this novel set-up. In this section, some of the applications described 
in the literature are summarized with the focus on the improvements obtained 
owing to the use of ICP-MS/MS, and paying attention to the different approaches 
and possible tools for method development, as described in preceding sections. Next 
to quantitative elemental analysis, also applications in the field of isotopic analysis 
have been selected, as well as examples of hyphenated set-ups, where an ICP – 
tandem mass spectrometer is used in combination with different introduction 
systems, including separation techniques.  
 
1.2.1. Elemental analysis 
Owing to the enhanced control over the reaction chemistry taking place in the 
reaction cell, the applicability of the mass-shift approach for dealing with spectral 
interferences has largely increased with the introduction of ICP-MS/MS. Oxygen 
(O2) is one of the most frequently used reaction gases in ICP-CRC-QMS and its use 
has been widely described in the literature. Many elements show reactivity towards 
O2, with O-atom transfer being the most common ion-molecule reaction. Thus, a 
target ion (M+) is converted into a reaction product ion (MO+) with a gain in m/z = 
16. This reaction can be used both for on-mass and mass-shift approaches 
depending on whether the reaction takes place with the interfering or the analyte 
ion, respectively. The applicability of O2 (as well as of other reaction gases) in 
conventional ICP-QMS or in ICP-MS/MS operated in SQ mode, might be limited by 
the formation of unwanted reaction product ions with the same m/z as that of the 
target analyte or the corresponding reaction product ion and/or by the presence of 
concomitant matrix elements with the same m/z as that of the reaction product ion 
selected (in mass-shift approaches). In this context, the addition of an extra 
quadrupole in the ICP – tandem mass spectrometer operating in MS/MS mode has 
been successfully used to overcome the spectral overlap in very diverse and 
challenging applications. For instance, it is well known that the determination of 
arsenic (75As) is hampered by the occurrence of both non-spectral [26] and spectral 
interferences [27] (caused by the occurrence of, e.g., 40Ar35Cl+, 38Ar37Cl+, 40Ca35Cl+ 
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and/or 59Co16O+ polyatomic ions, and of 150Nd2+ and 150Sm2+ doubly charged ions). 
By using O2 as a reaction gas in ICP-MS/MS, 75As+ ions are converted into the 
corresponding 75As16O+ reaction product ions (m/z = 91). While in SQ mode, the 
presence of 59Co (59Co+ + O2  59CoO+, 59CoO+ + O2  59CoO2+; m/z = 91) and 91Zr 
hinder the indirect measurement of 75As+ as 75AsO+, the use of Q1 in the MS/MS 
mode allows for an interference-free determination by removing all ions with m/z ≠ 
75 (except when a significant amount of CoO+ is formed already in the plasma as 
the result of a very high concentration of Co in the sample matrix). Another example 
is the work of Meyer et al.,[28,29] in which As was determined as the corresponding 
AsO+ reaction product ion for the characterization of As-containing hydrocarbons 
(AsHCs), with the aim of evaluating the toxicity of these species during in vitro and 
in vivo studies.  
Sulphur (S) is another element that suffers from strong spectral overlap, mainly 
from O-based polyatomic interferences. The reaction with O2 leads to the formation 
of SO+ product ions. However, as indicated in Table 1.1, SO+ reaction product ions 
are not free from spectral interference, which limits the applicability of this 
approach for single quadrupole ICP-(CRC-)QMS systems. However, ICP-MS/MS 
operating in MS/MS mode enables interference-free measurement of S+ as SO+ 
owing to the capability of Q1 to efficiently get rid of ions with m/z ≠ 32,33 and 34, 
respectively. In this way, only those ions with m/z = 32, 33 and 34, respectively, 
can reach the cell and react with O2.  
 
Table 1.1. S-isotopes with their natural isotopic abundance and the most important 
potentially interfering ions hampering accurate S determination.[30] 
Analyte Abundance (%) Ions causing spectral interference 
32S+ 95.04 16O16O+, 14N18O+, 15N16O1H+ 
33S+ 0.75 32S1H+, 16O16O1H +, 16O17O+, 15N18O+, 14N18O1H + 
34S+ 4.20 33S1H+, 16O18O+ 
32S16O+ 95.04 48Ti+, 48Ca+, 36Ar12C+ 
33S16O+ 0.75 49Ti+, 32S17O+ 
34S16O+ 4.20 50Ti+, 50Cr+, 50V+, 38Ar12C+, 36Ar14N+, 32S18O+, 33S17O+ 
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The determination of S via reaction with O2 in a mass-shift approach using ICP-
MS/MS can be seen as one of the leading applications due to the relevance of S in 
many different contexts. For instance, a mono-element method for the direct 
quantification of sulfur dioxide (SO2) in wine (food safety) was developed by Wang et 
al.[31] The method developed was also successfully used for the quantification of 
other S-containing compounds. Other applications in which the determination of S 
is of high interest are described in the next sections. 
The determination of trace amounts of selenium (Se) can also be accomplished in 
MS/MS mode with O2 mass-shift approaches. Among others, the signals of the Se 
isotopes are affected by Ar-based polyatomic ions, Ar dimers being the most 
problematic ones. In this case, even the maximum resolution attained by present-
day commercially available high resolution SF-ICP-MS instrumentation is not able 
to resolve the spectral overlap of the signals of 40Ar2+ and 80Se+, the most abundant 
Se isotope (49.6 %). The conversion of Se+ ions into the corresponding SeO+ product 
ions in an ICP – tandem mass spectrometer allows for an interference-free 
determination by removing both polyatomic and doubly charged (Gd2+) interfering 
ions. In the work of Bishop et al.,[32] Se was determined in the presence of a high 
concentration of Gd in serum samples, simulating the result of a Gd-based 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). A schematic diagram explaining the operating 
principles of MS/MS for the interference-free determination of Se using an on-mass 
(H2) and mass-shift approach (O2) is provided as Figure 1.5 (from the work of 
Sugiyama et al.[33]) 
Although O2 has been widely used, both in ICP-QMS and in ICP-MS/MS, two 
important drawbacks of this reaction gas need to be pointed out. On one hand, the 
O-atom transfer may impose difficulties to resolve isobaric overlap for those 
elements (analyte and interfering elements) with a similar affinity towards O2. Those 
elements typically react in the same way and thus, the reaction product ions of the 
analyte and the interfering ions have the same m/z. Also for analyte signals that 
show spectral overlap with that of an O-based polyatomic interference i.e., m/z A+ = 
m/z IO+, the addition of O2 in the cell might lead to the formation of the reaction 
product ions AO+ and IO2+, the signals of which overlap at the new m/z.  
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Figure 1.5. Example of on-mass (a) and mass-shift (b) approaches for the interference-free 
determination of 80Se using ICP-MS/MS operated in MS/MS mode.[33] 
 
The use of highly reactive gases, as for instance NH3, can be seen as an elegant 
alternative to solve this kind of interferences. An example of this approach was 
shown by Balcaen et al.(Chapter 2)[34] This work aimed at the determination of 
ultra-trace levels of titanium (Ti) in blood serum in order to evaluate the condition 
of Ti-based implants in the human body. The capabilities of O2 and NH3 to resolve 
the spectral overlap for different Ti isotopes (caused by the occurrence of e.g., Ca+, 
PO+ and SO+) were evaluated. The best suited reaction product ions were identified 
via product ion scanning (see Figure 1.6). The product ion scans for 48Ti+ in the 
presence of 48Ca+ using O2 (Figure 1.6A) and NH3 (Figure 1.6B) show the different 
behavior of those gases. TiO+, and to a much lesser extent TiO2+, were formed by 
reaction with O2, whereas for NH3, higher order reaction product ions were also 
observed. The isobaric interference of 48Ca+ and 48Ti+ cannot be overcome by means 
of O2, despite the reaction between Ca and O2 being an endothermic process that 
should not occur in the cell. However, this reaction occurs to some extent as a 
result of the large excess of Ca in biological fluids. In the case of NH3, the isobaric 
overlap of Ti and Ca can be overcome owing to the different reactivity towards the 
reaction gas. For Ti, a higher order reaction product ion (Ti(NH3)6+) is formed, the 
signal of which is free from Ca-based spectral overlap. In addition, when using O2, 
it was also demonstrated that the presence of high amounts of S and P in biofluids 
may give rise to spectral interferences for some Ti isotopes, due to the formation of 
SO+ and PO+ in the plasma source that are able to reach the cell and pass Q2 as 
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SO2+ and PO2+, overlapping with the signals of 47TiO+ and 49TiO+, respectively. A 
problem which can also be avoided by using NH3. Thus, the mass-shift approach 
using NH3 gas was considered more suitable for the determination of ultra-traces of 
Ti in biological samples, and instrumental LODs in the order of 10 ng L-1 have been 
reported on in this work. 
 
 
Figure 1.6. Product ion scans with Q1 fixed at m/z = 48 for a solution containing 1 µg L-1 
Ti and a solution containing 1 µg L-1 Ti + 10 mg L-1 Ca. The reaction gas selected was O2 (0.2 
mL min-1 – A) and NH3 (2 mL min-1 NH3/He – B). Adapted from Balcaen et al.[34] 
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In addition to the gases most commonly used in ICP-MS/MS, i.e., H2, He, NH3 and 
O2, also methyl fluoride (CH3F) has been evaluated for its capabilities as a reaction 
gas to avoid spectral overlap. This highly reactive gas has only been used scarcely 
in ICP-MS before,[35,36] but with the introduction of ICP-MS/MS, its application 
range has been extended. Like for NH3, CH3F reacts with the analyte ion (mass-shift 
approaches) in many different ways, to produce both simple and higher order 
reaction product ions. According to literature,[37,38] F-atom transfer (MF+), CH3F 
addition (MCH3F+) and CH3F addition followed by HF (MCH2+) or H2 (MCHF+) 
elimination, are the most prevalent reaction pathways, but also the combination of 
those reactions to produce higher order reaction product ions has been reported on 
(MFa(CHbFc)d+). Bolea-Fernandez et al.(Chapter 5)[39] describe the use of CH3F 
(more accurately a mixture of 10 % CH3F and 90 % He) for the mono-element 
determination of ultra-trace concentrations of As and Se. In this work, a selective 
reaction between the target nuclides 75As and 77,78,80Se takes place in the CRC to 
produce 75AsCH2+ (m/z = 89) and 77,78,80SeCH2+ (m/z = 91, 92 and 94, respectively). 
This reaction comprises the addition of CH3F and the subsequent elimination of HF. 
These methods with different reaction gas flow rates for As and Se were successfully 
applied for the interference-free determination of As and Se in reference materials of 
plant, animal and environmental origin. Instrumental LODs of 0.2 ng L-1 for 75As 
and ≤10 ng L-1 for 77,78,80Se were obtained, which are according to the best of the 
authors' knowledge, the lowest LODs reported on in the literature for ICP-MS so far. 
However, despite of the benefits of CH3F (e.g., highly reactive, but non-corrosive gas) 
as a reaction gas for ICP-MS/MS, also some disadvantages have to be noted, such 
as the requirement for additional safety measures and the fact that – currently – 
this gas is not part of the standard set of gases delivered with an ICP-MS/MS 
instrument.  
While the specificity of some of the reactions taking place in the reaction cell may 
often be seen as an advantage, it may also be considered as a limitation for multi-
element approaches. Generally seen, multi-element determination is an important 
advantage of ICP-MS over other analytical techniques. Simultaneous determination 
is especially relevant when aiming at high sample throughput, when the amount of 
sample is limited or when monitoring short transient signals. Below, specific 
applications aiming at ICP-MS/MS multi-element analysis are described. In the 
previous section, some of the capabilities and limitations of CH3F, NH3 and O2 
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reaction gases have been discussed. In spite of the possibilities of other type of cell 
gases (e.g., H2, He and N2O) for the purpose of multi-elemental analysis, the 
applications selected comprise the use of those first three gases only.  
O2 has been widely used for the simultaneous determination of several analyte 
elements by means of ICP-MS/MS, usually making use of the combination of on-
mass and mass-shift approaches within the same method. In this way, the 
determination of As, Cr, Hg and V in drinking water was accomplished by Amaral et 
al.[40] O-atom transfer in a mass-shift approach was relied on to avoid the spectral 
overlap (e.g., 40Ar35Cl+, 35Cl17O+ and 35Cl16O+) affecting As, Cr and V via monitoring 
of the reaction product ions AsO+, CrO+ and VO+, while Hg was determined on-mass 
under the same analytical conditions (owing to the absence of strong spectral 
interferences and to the low reactivity towards O2). For this application, 0.3 mL min-
1 of O2 sufficed to avoid spectral overlap and LODs of 2, 3, 2 and 40 ng L-1 could be 
obtained for V (as 51V16O+), Cr (as 52Cr16O+), As (as 75As16O+) and Hg (as 202Hg+), 
respectively.  
The combination of on-mass and mass-shift approaches was also used by Diez 
Fernandez et al.[41] for the determination of P/Ca, S/Ca and low B/Ca ratios in 
carbonates. The B/Ca ratios in carbonates are indicators of ocean acidification, but 
the determination of both elements is seriously hampered by spectral overlap. In 
this work, O-atom transfer was used for the determination of P and S as the 
corresponding PO+ and SO+ reaction product ions. However, special attention was 
also paid to the interferences affecting B and Ca, and to the way to resolve them. 
Firstly, because of the high concentration of Ca in comparison to B, the least 
abundant Ca isotope, i.e. 46Ca, was selected in order to be able to detect both 
elements in pulse counting mode. The overlap of 46Ti+ and 46Ca+ was taken care of 
by converting 46Ti ions into the corresponding 46TiO+ ions, while 46Ca+ can be 
measured on-mass due to the low reactivity of Ca towards O2. For B, the situation 
is rather different, as the determination of 11B is affected by the strong signal of the 
ubiquitous 12C, potentially leading to inaccurate (biased high) results due to the 
overlap of the 12C+ signal tail with the signal of 11B+. The improvement in abundance 
sensitivity realized by operating the ICP – tandem mass spectrometer in MS/MS 
mode allowed for a full separation of the signals of 11B and 12C (see Figure 1.7), in 
contrast to conventional ICP-QMS or ICP-MS/MS operating in SQ mode, and thus 
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the method developed could be successfully applied to the measurement of low 
B/Ca ratios in samples with high C content. 
 
Figure 1.7. Example of the enhanced abundance sensitivity for ICP-MS/MS operated in 
MS/MS mode over SQ mode. The figure shows the mass spectra obtained for 0.5 ppb B 
using: SQ mode in (a) 1.3 and (b) 0.1 mg carbonate mL-1 solution and MS/MS mode in (c) 
1.3 and (b) 0.1 mg carbonate mL-1 solution. Figure 7a and b show the influence of the 12C+ 
signal tail on the signal of 11B+.[41] 
 
Amais et al.[42] have made use of O2 to avoid MoO+ interferences in the 
determination of Cd in milk. As MoO+ ions formed in the plasma source exhibit the 
same m/z as Cd ions, they enter the cell together. However, the introduction of 0.5 
mL min-1 of O2 enables to convert the MoO+ ions into the corresponding MoO2+ ions, 
while Cd shows no reactivity towards O2, thus allowing interference-free 
determination of Cd (on-mass approach) and of Mo (as MoO2+ – mass-shift 
approach). Next to O-atom transfer, another option to avoid spectral overlap with O2 
is the charge transfer reaction. The reaction mechanism involves the conversion of 
analyte or interfering ions into the corresponding neutral species, while O2 is 
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converted into the O2+ ion (m/z = 32). This reaction can be used to avoid spectral 
overlap by neutralizing interfering ions, and measuring the analyte ion at its 
original m/z (on-mass approach). However, Böting et al.[43] have evaluated the 
performance of this reaction for the indirect measurement of several target analytes 
(As, Au, B, Be, Br, Cl, I, P and Se). In such approach, Q1 was set at the m/z of the 
corresponding target ion, while Q2 was selected at m/z = 32 (O2+). These authors 
demonstrated using isotopically enriched O2 that asymmetric charge transfer also 
occurs for elements with lower ionization energy (i.e, when the reaction is not likely 
to occur), and they have tentatively explained that the reaction proceeds through 
metastable ionic states. Further investigation is, however, required to fully explain 
the processes observed. 
In contrast to O2, the high reactivity of NH3 leads to many simple and higher order 
reaction product ions, which renders it into a potentially powerful tool for multi-
element method development. An example demonstrating the capabilities of NH3 for 
multi-elemental analysis was provided by Sugiyama et al.[33] in the context of the 
interference-free determination of noble metal elements – Ag, Au, Ir, Pd, Pt, Os, Rh 
and Ru. Noble metals comprise the platinum group metals (PGMs), Au and Ag, 
which are highly affected by several types of interferences. In this work, the high 
reactivity of NH3 towards many of these interferences was used for avoiding spectral 
overlap. Ag, Pd, Rh and Ru show low reactivity with NH3, so upon removing the 
interfering ions by reaction with NH3, these analyte elements could be accurately 
measured at their original m/z (on-mass approach). In the case of Au, Ir, Os and Pt, 
high reactivity was shown for both analyte and interfering ions. Thus, the best 
suited reaction product ions were identified via product ion scanning. By means of 
the comparison of the corresponding product ion spectra for analyte and interfering 
ions, Au(NH3)2+, IrNH+, OsNH+ and Pt(NH3)2+ were selected for quantification 
purposes (mass-shift approach).  
Next to NH3, also CH3F (mixture of 10% CH3F and 90% He) has been evaluated for 
its capabilities for multi-elemental analysis. As described above, CH3F can be 
involved in different reaction types, F-atom transfer and CH3F addition being the 
most common ones. The potential of CH3F in ICP-MS/MS was assessed by Bolea-
Fernandez et al.(Chapter 3)[44] in the context of the determination of ultra-trace 
concentrations of light metals (m/z≤60) in biofluids. Al, Co, Cr, Mn, Ni, Ti and V 
were selected as the target elements in this work due to their relevance in 
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biomedical applications. It was observed that low CH3F/He gas flow rates preferably 
lead to F-atom transfer (MF+), while higher gas flow rates rather lead to CH3F 
addition (M(CH3F)x+) and/or higher order reaction product ions (MFa(CH3F)b+). Via 
product ion scanning, the best reaction product ions were identified. Under 
compromise conditions (i.e. maximum CH3F/He gas flow rate – 1mL min-1 with the 
mass flow controller calibrated for O2), a multi-element method was developed for 
the simultaneous determination of all target elements. Accurate results were 
obtained, as well as instrumental LODs below 10 ng L-1.  
 
1.2.2. Isotopic analysis  
As is widely known, ICP-MS is not only able to provide elemental, but also isotopic 
information. These isotope ratio measurements can even be affected by spectral 
interference to a larger extent, as for this type of analysis at least two isotopes of the 
same element need to be measured interference-free. The use of ICP-MS/MS for 
both the determination of natural variations in isotopic composition and for isotope 
dilution mass spectrometry (IDMS) have been reported on in literature. 
1.2.2.1. Isotope dilution mass spectrometry 
IDMS is considered as one of the most powerful methods for elemental assay with 
high accuracy.[45] The capabilities of ICP-MS/MS for IDMS determination of S in 
organic matrices were evaluated by Balcaen et al.[30] As stated before, O2 is a 
suited reaction gas to convert S+ ions into the corresponding SO+ reaction product 
ions by O-atom transfer. However, the presence of interfering ions at the m/z of the 
reaction product ions selected (Ca+, Cr+, Ti+ and – in organic matrix – also ArC+) 
traditionally hinders the accuracy of the determination. For evaluating the potential 
of ICP-MS/MS, 3 different modes were used: standard mode (no gas), bandpass 
mode (simulating ICP-DRC-QMS conditions) and MS/MS mode. It was clear from 
this work that only when using the MS/MS mode, accurate results can be obtained 
by means of IDMS. As a proof-of-concept, S was successfully determined in the 
NIST SRM 2773 (biodiesel) reference material. This work provided a general method 
for the accurate quantification of S in organic matrices, which is also applicable to 
S-speciation via reverse phase HPLC-ICP-MS/MS. 
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1.2.2.2. Natural variations in isotopic composition 
Among the long list of challenges that characterizes isotopic analysis, the high 
precision required to see the often small natural variations in isotopic composition 
remains the most important one. For this reason, ICP-QMS has often been 
restricted to the study of induced changes in the isotopic composition of target 
elements in the context of tracer experiments with enriched stable isotopes or of 
IDMS. However, although limited to values of  ~0.1%  RSD, the precision attainable 
by means of quadrupole based ICP-MS instrumentation is fit-for-purpose for the 
study of natural variations in some specific applications, especially those dealing 
with elements with (a) radiogenic nuclide(s).  
An ICP-MS/MS method for the accurate determination of 129I/127I isotope ratios was 
developed by Ohno et al.[46] with the objective of investigating radioiodine released 
by the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant (FDNPP) accident. However, the 
ultra-trace concentrations of 129I+ and the overlap of this signal with that of the 
isobaric 129Xe+ and with the polyatomic ions 127IH2+ and 127ID+ might hinder this 
determination. The use of 0.9 mL min-1 of O2 in the reaction cell was sufficient to 
obtain a 1000-fold improvement in the background equivalent concentration (BEC) 
by means of the reduction of the isobaric overlap by 129Xe+. In addition, the use of 
the MS/MS mode rejects all ions with different m/z than 129 by means of Q1, thus 
avoiding the formation of 127IH2+ and 127ID+ in the reaction cell, while the low level of 
those interferences formed in the plasma can be corrected for by mathematical 
correction. 
In the aftermath of the Fukushima accident, some works have focused on the 
determination of cesium (Cs) isotope ratios.[47-49] The accurate determination of 
134Cs/137Cs and 135Cs/137Cs ratios is hampered by the overlap of the signals of Cs+ 
with those of Ba+ and of the oxides of Sb+ and Sn+. By means of ICP-MS/MS using 
nitrous oxide (N2O) as a reaction gas, accurate isotope ratio results were obtained 
for different environmental samples. N2O is a non-common reactive gas for ICP-
MS/MS, for which O-atom transfer is the main reaction. In these works, isobaric 
interferences from 134,134,137Ba were removed by means of reaction with N2O (Ba+ + 
N2O  BaO+ + N2), while Cs isotopes can be measured free from spectral overlap at 
the original m/z (on-mass approach). In addition, the ICP – tandem mass 
spectrometer operating in the MS/MS mode is able to reject Sb+ and Sn+ ions by 
means of Q1, thus avoiding the formation of the interfering ions SbO+ and SnO+ by 
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reaction with N2O in the CRC. Thus, accurate isotopic analysis of Cs became 
feasible in spite of the different spectral interferences originally hindering this 
determination.  
Another example of the use of ICP – tandem mass spectrometry for isotopic analysis 
is the measurement of strontium (Sr) isotope ratios. Sr shows relatively large 
natural variation in its isotopic composition as a result of the radiogenic character 
of 87Sr, i.e. β- decay of 87Rb results in the formation of 87Sr. However, 87Rb shows 
isobaric overlap with 87Sr, such that accurate isotope ratio results cannot be 
obtained except if Sr is chemically separated from Rb prior to the analysis. Bolea-
Fernandez et al.(Chapter 6)[50] used ICP-MS/MS and CH3F/He as a reaction gas to 
avoid the spectral overlap in the isotopic analysis of Sr, by means of the reaction 
between Sr+ and CH3F, leading to SrF+, and the absence of reactivity in the case of 
Rb.  Accurate 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio results (measured as 87SrF+/86SrF+) were 
obtained without matrix-matching of the external standard, and in the presence of 
interfering ions at the m/z of the reaction product ions selected, (owing to the 
ability of Q1 to reject all ions with an m/z ≠ 86, 87 and 88). Figure 1.8 shows the 
isotopic pattern for a standard solution of Sr and the same solution spiked with 
otherwise interfering elements i.e., Ag, Cd, Pd and Rb, using both SQ and MS/MS 
mode. It can be appreciated that there is spectral overlap when measuring on-mass 
using both modes and in mass-shift (SrF+) in SQ mode, while in MS/MS mode, the 
isotopic pattern is preserved, thus allowing a direct isotopic analysis of Sr without 
prior Rb/Sr separation. In an earlier work performed with single quad ICP-DRC-
QMS, matrix-matching of the standards used for mass bias correction was 
necessary. 
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Figure 1.8. Mass spectrum showing the isotopic composition of Sr at the original m/z (86, 
87 and 88) and at the m/z of the selected reaction product ion (SrF+, 105, 106 and 107) for 
a standard solution of Sr (black) and for a standard solution of Sr doped with Ag, Cd, Pd 
and Rb (dashed lines) in both, SQ (A) and MS/MS (B) mode. Adapted from Bolea-Fernandez 
et al.[50] 
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1.2.3. Hyphenated ICP-MS/MS applications  
Like all ICP-MS devices, an ICP – tandem mass spectrometer can be coupled to 
other sample introduction systems or separation techniques to improve the 
performance for some specific and/or more demanding applications. A brief review 
of some of these hyphenated ICP-MS/MS applications is presented in this section. 
1.2.3.1. Chromatography 
When coupling LC or GC to ICP-MS, speciation analysis can be performed with 
highly sensitive detection, while the setup provides the advantage of structure-
independent quantification. As many of the elements typically of interest in 
speciation studies (e.g., S, P, Cl, As, Se) are prone to spectral overlap in ICP-MS, the 
added value of using tandem mass spectrometry in this context is clear. Moreover, 
especially when combining LC and ICP-MS, the effluent of the LC system often 
contains a large fraction of organic solvents that may lead to additional 
interferences in the ICP-MS detection, which have to be tackled. Nelson et al.[51] 
developed a new strategy for the determination of organo-Cl, -P and -S compounds 
in pesticides by means of gas chromatography ICP-MS/MS (GC-ICP-MS/MS). In 
this work, 31P+ and 32S+ were measured simultaneously using the MS/MS mode 
with O2 as the reaction gas selected to avoid spectral overlap by means of O-atom 
transfer, producing the corresponding 31PO+ and 32SO+ reaction product ions (m/z = 
47 and 48, respectively). Cl, however, could not be measured under the same 
conditions due to the different reactivity of Cl towards O2 (charge transfer being the 
dominant process Cl+ + O2  Cl + O2+). Thus, Cl was measured upon reaction with 
H2 in the CRC, according to the reaction pathway Cl+ + H2  ClH2+. It is important 
to stress that the chemical resolution of the spectral interferences affecting 35Cl+ by 
reaction with H2, with formation and detection of  35ClH2+, can only be accomplished 
successfully in MS/MS mode, otherwise there would be overlap of the signals of 
35ClH2+ and 37Cl+. Although also 37Cl reacts with H2 to form 37ClH2+, mass-shift 
reactions are typically not 100% efficient, such that part of the 37Cl ions are still 
detected at their original m/z=37, as a consequence of which there is overlap with 
the 35ClH2+ signal. By using both methods, interference-free conditions for the 
measurement of P, S and Cl were obtained with LODs of 0.0005, 0.7 and 0.1 µg Kg-
1, respectively. 
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A similar method has been described by Diez Fernández et al.[52] for the 
determination of 31P and 32S in the context of absolute quantitative proteomics and 
phosphoproteomics via HPLC-ICP-MS/MS with detection limits of 10 and 7 fmol for 
S and P, respectively.  
HPLC-ICP-MS/MS has also been used for the speciation of different As-compounds 
at trace or ultra-trace levels. The method widely used in this context is O-atom 
transfer between O2 and As+ (m/z = 75 – Q1) and detection of As at the m/z of the 
AsO+ reaction product ion (m/z = 91 – Q2), enabling interference-free 
determinations.[53,54] A similar approach using HPLC-ICP-MS/MS was also used 
by Musil et al.[55] and compared with selective hydride generation (HG-ICP-
MS/MS) for monitoring of inorganic As (iAs) in the context of food analysis. Using 
NaBH4 at acidic conditions (high HCl concentration), the gaseous phase consisted of 
iAs only, while no volatile organoarsenic compounds were formed. This method was 
shown faster than HPLC-ICP-MS, without significant statistical difference for iAs 
concentration and with comparable LODs. 
1.2.3.2. Asymmetric flow field-flow fractionation 
Hyphenation of asymmetric flow field-flow fractionation to ICP-MS/MS (FFF-ICP-
MS/MS) has been reported on in literature for nanoparticle analysis, i.e. separation 
and identification of nanoparticles. In the works of Menendez-Miranda et al,[56,57] 
a method for the interference-free determination of Cd, S, Se and Zn was developed 
for the assessment of the chemical composition of CdSe/ZnS quantum-dots 
populations (QDs). For such determination, a multi-element method was developed 
by combining on-mass and mass-shift approaches. It was shown that 0.35 mL min-
1 of O2 suffices to convert 32S+ and 80Se+ ions into the corresponding SO+ and SeO+ 
reaction product ions (m/z = 48 and 96, respectively), while 111Cd+ an 66Zn+ do not 
show reactivity towards O2. An example of the fractogram obtained in this way is 
shown in Figure 1.9. 
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Figure 1.9. Fractogram of CdSe/ZnS quantum-dots population obtained using FFF-ICP-
MS/MS. Nuclides measured: solid line: 32S; dotted line: 66Zn; dash-dot line: 80Se; dashed 
line: 111Cd. Adapted from Menendez-Miranda et al.[56] 
 
Another example on the use of FFF-ICP-MS/MS is the work of Aureli et al.,[58] who 
aimed at the development of easy, reliable and sensitive analytical methods for the 
determination of nano-sized silica, thus enabling the evaluation of possible effects 
of synthetic amorphous silica in nanomaterials on human health. Si was measured 
free from spectral interference after conversion of Si+ ions into the corresponding 
SiO+ reaction product ions by adding O2 gas in the cell - m/z Q2 = 44, 45 and 46 for 
28Si, 29Si and 30Si, respectively). The method was successfully applied to the 
characterization of a reference material and a Si-suspension, containing particles 
with nominal diameters of 20 and 140 nm, respectively. 
1.2.3.3. Laser ablation 
The combination of laser ablation (LA) with ICP-MS detection is a powerful 
combination with as main advantages highly efficient and fast sample introduction, 
after limited sample preparation and with minimal sample damage. Moreover, by 
coupling LA to ICP-MS, the application range of ICP-MS is extended to spatially 
resolved analysis of selected sample regions. To date, only a few LA-ICP-MS/MS 
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papers have been published. This may be related to the fact that the LA unit 
provides transient signals, while – due to the double mass selection – ICP-MS/MS 
can be seen as a somewhat slower detector than single quadrupole ICP-MS 
instruments. 
Bishop et al.[59] evaluated the capabilities of LA-ICP-MS/MS for elemental bio-
imaging (EBI) of trace metal distributions in tissue sections. Different modes of 
operation were evaluated: no gas, bandpass (H2 in the CRC) and MS/MS (O2 in the 
CRC). The best conditions were found when using O2 and such mode was used for 
evaluating the distribution of Zn (on-mass) within prostate cancer biopsy sample 
and of P and Se (mass-shift – PO+ and SeO+) in a mouse brain (Figure 1.10). This 
work was the first to demonstrate the potential of LA-ICP-MS/MS for EBI. 
 
 
Figure 1.10. Image of a mouse brain obtained with LA-ICP-MS/MS (O2 mode). (a) 80Se+  
80Se16O+ and (b) 31P+  31P16O+. Adapted from Bishop et al.[59] 
 
Bolea-Fernandez et al.(Chapter 7)[60] reported on the use of LA-ICP-MS/MS for 
direct Sr isotopic analysis of solid samples with high Rb/Sr ratio. The approach 
used in this work involves chemical resolution of the isobaric overlap of the signals 
of 87Rb and 87Sr via reaction with CH3F (as described in section 1.2.2.2 for digested 
materials), enabling accurate isotopic analysis of Sr without previous isolation of Rb 
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for samples showing high Rb/Sr ratio. The comparison of two different approaches, 
i.e., working under dry and wet plasma conditions, respectively, revealed that the 
use of wet plasma obtained by mixing of the LA aerosol with nebulized H2O, 
provided the best results in terms of accuracy and precision (<0.05 % RSD) without 
the requirement of matrix-matching of the external standard for mass bias 
correction. The methodology developed in this work can be seen as a good and fast 
alternative for real-life applications in which the differences in isotopic composition 
between different samples are not too small, and for pre-screening and pre-selecting 
samples for higher-precision isotopic analysis, i.e. using thermal ionization mass 
spectrometry (TIMS) and/or multi-collector ICP-MS (MC-ICP-MS). 
 
1.3. Summary and future perspectives 
In this chapter, the operating principles of ICP – tandem mass spectrometry have 
been described with the focus on the differences between the tandem mass 
spectrometry configuration and conventional quadrupole-based ICP-MS. 
Furthermore, some demanding applications, covering a wide range of application 
fields, have been shortly reviewed. From this, the reader should have a clear view 
on the general capabilities and limitations of ICP – tandem mass spectrometry.  
However, the technique is still very recent and it may be expected that over the next 
years, many more application areas will benefit from the additional possibilities 
offered by ICP – tandem mass spectrometry. The use of ICP-MS/MS opens new 
possibilities to deal with spectral overlap by offering superior control over the cell 
chemistry, thus enhancing the possibilities of chemical resolution in ICP-QMS. The 
different scanning options are powerful tools for method development and for 
identification of the best suited reaction product ions, even or especially when using 
highly reactive gases. The fast increase in the number of ICP-MS/MS papers in 
literature illustrates these added values. 
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CHAPTER 2 
Accurate determination of ultra-trace levels of Ti in 
blood serum using ICP-MS/MS  
Adapted from Balcaen et. al., Anal. Chim. Acta, 809 (2014) 1 – 8 
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2.1. Introduction 
The determination of low levels of Ti in biological fluids has become a hot topic in 
the last 10 to 15 years, mainly because of the increased use of Ti in prostheses and 
dental implants and the awareness that metallic joint replacement devices can 
interact with the surrounding body fluids and tissues. As all metallic implants are 
subject to wear over time, increased serum and urine metal concentrations and, 
eventually, local and systemic metal storage may be the result.[1-7] Moreover, Ti is 
also widely used – often under the form of TiO2 nanoparticles - as a white pigment 
in paints, coatings, plastics, food, toothpaste or in sunscreen.[8] In 2006, the 
International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) has classified TiO2 dust as an 
IARC Group 2B carcinogen, which means that it is possibly carcinogenic to 
humans.[8] So far, there is no real evidence on the clinical consequences and 
potential adverse effects of Ti, released in the human body, but there is a clear need 
for more systematic research on this topic.[9]  
Over the years, many authors have reported on the basal Ti levels in human body 
fluids, with values ranging between 0.200 µg L-1 and 200 µg L-1.[5, 6, 10-13] The 
very large spread on these results indicates that there is a lot of confusion about 
the actual basal levels of Ti, which makes it also difficult to obtain reliable 
information on the possible release of additional Ti in the body. This controversy 
finds its origin in the fact that most of the analytical methods typically used for 
trace element determination – such as ETAAS (electrothermal atomization atomic 
absorption spectrometry),[14, 15] ICP-OES (inductively coupled plasma - optical 
emission spectroscopy) [16] or ICP-QMS (inductively coupled plasma - quadrupole-
based mass spectrometry) [3, 17] – are not sensitive and/or selective enough to 
allow for an accurate quantification of the ultra-trace levels of Ti in complex 
matrices, such as human blood (serum). Although, owing to its sensitivity, ICP-MS 
can generally be seen as the method of choice for the determination of ultra-trace 
metals in clinical samples, the specific problem for Ti is the occurrence of spectral 
overlap affecting all Ti isotopes (Table 2.1) when samples with high Ca, P, S, C and 
Cl contents (such as clinical samples) have to be analyzed.  
Nowadays, the most general way of dealing with spectral interferences is the use of 
a suited collision/reaction gas in a quadrupole-based ICP-MS instrument (chemical 
resolution), or of double-focusing sector field (SF)-ICP-MS (higher mass resolution).  
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Table 2.1. Titanium isotopes with their natural isotopic abundance [18] and the most 
important isobaric and polyatomic interferences [19] (non-restrictive list). 
Analyte 
Abundance 
(%) 
Isobaric 
interferences 
Polyatomic Interferences 
46Ti+ 8.25 Ca+ (0.004a) 32S14N+, 14N16O2+, 15N216O+ 
47Ti+ 7.44 --- 
32S14N1H+, 30Si16O1H+, 32S15N+, 33S14N+, 15N16O2+, 
14N16O21H+, 12C35Cl+, 31P16O+ 
48Ti+ 73.72 Ca+ (0.187a) 
32S16O+, 34S14N+, 33S15N+, 14N16O18O+, 14N17O2+, 
12C4+, 36Ar12C+ 
49Ti+ 5.41 --- 
32S17O+, 32S16O1H+, 35Cl14N+, 34S15N+, 33S16O+, 
14N17O21H+, 14N35Cl+, 36Ar13C+, 36Ar12C1H+, 12C37Cl+, 
31P18O+, 31P17O1H+ 
50Ti+ 5.18 
Cr+ (4.345a),  
V+ (0.25a) 
32S18O+, 32S17O1H+, 36Ar14N+, 35Cl15N+, 36S14N+, 
33S17O+, 34S16O+, 35Cl14N1H+, 34S15N1H+ 
a Isotopic abundance (%) for isobaric interferences 
 
Sarmiento-González et al. showed that the interferences affecting the Ti isotopes 
could not be overcome by using H2 or He as collision/reaction gases in an ICP-QMS 
instrument, equipped with an octopole collision/reaction cell (or octopole reaction 
system ORS).[17] Up to now, only by using a double-focusing SF-ICP-MS 
instrument, operated at a higher mass resolution (R=3000), a method detection 
limit of < 100 ng L-1 could be obtained.[20] From the above, it must be clear that 
the shortness in suitable analytical methodologies severely hinders the research 
concerning Ti release in the body of people with Ti-based implants, particularly 
considering that the superior robustness and cost-efficiency of quadrupole-based 
ICP-MS devices makes these instruments to be more prevalent in routine labs than 
SF-ICP-MS devices. 
The introduction of tandem ICP-mass spectrometry (ICP-MS/MS) offers superior 
potential to deal with spectral overlaps (Chapter 1).[21, 22]  Such instrument 
should therefore offer improved possibilities for the determination of Ti, although 
the number of publications reporting on the performance of this spectrometer is 
still very low and, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, no papers reporting on Ti 
monitoring have been published yet.  
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Therefore, the main goal of this work is to explore the capabilities of an ICP-QQQ 
device and develop a novel analytical method that is both sensitive and selective 
enough to allow for the accurate determination of Ti concentrations in blood serum 
of non-exposed and exposed individuals.  
 
2.2. Experimental 
2.2.1. Instrumentation 
All measurements were carried out with an Agilent 8800 triple-quadrupole ICP-MS 
instrument (ICP-QQQ / Agilent Technologies, Japan), equipped with a MicroMist 
nebulizer and a Peltier-cooled (2 °C) scott-type spray chamber for sample 
introduction. This instrument contains an octopole-based collision/reaction cell, 
located in-between two quadrupole mass analyzers. The octopole cell can be vented 
or pressurized with a collision gas (typically He) or a reaction gas (typically H2, O2 or 
NH3/He), or a mixture of both (Figure 2.1).  
In this work, the possibilities of using O2 and NH3/He as reaction gases for the 
interference-free determination of Ti in a blood serum matrix, were evaluated. As 
the width of the first quadrupole bandpass can be varied from “fully open” down to 
“single mass width”, an enhanced control over the chemical reactions taking place 
in the octopole cell is enabled (compared to other collision/reaction cell based 
instruments). This offers good prospects for the determination of elements which 
traditionally suffer from spectral interferences when measured with a quadrupole-
based ICP-mass spectrometer. Typical instrumental settings and measurement 
parameters used throughout the experiments can be found in Table 2.2. 
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Figure 2.1. Schematic representation of the operating principle of the ICP-QQQ system, 
functioning in MS/MS mode, leading to an interference-free determination of 48Ti (as 
48Ti(NH3)6+). (same principle for other Ti-isotopes) 
 
To validate the results obtained by means of ICP-MS/MS, all samples have also 
been analyzed by means of sector field ICP-MS, which – until now – can be seen as 
the method of choice for the determination of low levels of Ti in biological materials. 
For these analyses, a Thermo Element XR sector field ICP-MS instrument 
(ThermoScientific, Germany) was used, under the conditions specified in Table 2.2. 
2.2.2. Samples and reagents 
All standard solutions that were used for optimization, internal standardization and 
calibration were prepared by dilution of commercially available single element 
standard solutions (1 g L-1 – Instrument Solutions, The Netherlands) with 0.14 M 
HNO3. Only high-purity reagents were used for sample preparation. Water was 
purified by means of a Direct Q-3 Milli-Q system (Millipore, USA), while HNO3 (14 
M, pro analysis, ChemLab, Belgium) was further purified by sub-boiling distillation.  
For external calibration, a set of 5 standard solutions with concentrations ranging 
between 0 and 5 µg L-1 Ti (0, 0.5, 1, 2.5 and 5 µg L-1 Ti) was used. For validation of 
the method, Seronorm™ Trace Elements Serum, Level 1 (Ref. 9067 - Sero, Norway) 
was used. For this material, the Ti concentration is not certified, but an indicative 
value of 11.2 µg L-1 Ti is provided on the certificate of analysis. 
 
1st Quad (Q1)
Set at m/z=48
Rejects ALL masses 
except analyte (48Ti) and 
on-mass interferences 
(48Ca, 32S16O,…)
2nd Quad (Q2)
Set at m/z=150 
(48 (Ti) + 102 (6 NH3))
Rejects all cell formed 
ions apart from 
48Ti(NH3)6
+
ORS3 Cell
Converts Ti+ to 
(among other)
Ti(NH3)6
+ product 
ion
NH3/He 
Reaction gas
(150Nd+ / 150Sm+)
32S16O+ /48Ca+ / 36Ar12C+
48Ti+ 48Ti(NH3)6
+
(150Nd+ / 150Sm+)
48Ca+
32S16O+
36Ar12C+
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Table 2.2. Instrumental settings for the Agilent 8800 ICP-QQQ and the Thermo Element 
XR SF-ICP-MS instruments. 
Agilent 8800 Element XR 
 
NH3/He 
(10/90) 
O2   
Scan type MS/MS Scan type EScan 
Plasma mode Low Matrix Resolution Medium 
RF power 1550 W RF power 1200 W 
Carrier gas flow 
rate 
1.08 L min-1 
Carrier gas 
flow rate 
0.975 L min-1 
Reaction gas 
flow rate 
2 mL min-1 a 0.2 mL min-1   
Q1 bias -1 V Mass window 100% 
Octopole bias -5 V Search window 70% 
Energy 
discrimination 
-8 V 
Integration 
window 
60% 
Q2 bias -13 V Sample time 0.010 s 
Q2 axis offset -0.18 -0.01 Samples/peak 20 
Q1 –> Q2 
masses 
46 –> 148 
47 –> 149 
48 –> 150 
49 –> 151 
50 –> 152 
71 –> 71 
46 –> 62 
47 –> 63 
48 –> 64 
49 –> 65 
50 –> 66 
71 –> 71 
Nuclides 
monitored 
47Ti, 49Ti, 71Ga 
Wait Time Offset 2 ms   
Total analysis 
time / sample 
128 s 
Total analysis 
time / sample 
90 s 
a  Combined with 1 mL min-1 He gas 
 
The real human serum samples were obtained from the Miguel Servet Universitary 
Hospital (Zaragoza, Spain). For this study, in addition to four control samples taken 
from healthy patients, four patients with metallic implants were selected. These 
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patients all have the same type of hip prosthesis, gamma® intramedullary nail 
(Stryker Trauma GmbH, Germany), which is made of a titanium alloy (Ti-6Al-4V) 
and designed to address stable and non-stable intertrochanteric fractures. In all 
cases, the prosthesis was implanted more than 4 years prior to blood collection.  
2.2.3. Sample preparation 
As for non-exposed people, Ti concentrations in body fluids are expected to be very 
low, special precautions have to be taken for contamination control. Different types 
of recipients and cleaning procedures have been tested. Finally, for preparing 
sample dilutions and standard solutions, only metal-free tubes (15 or 50 mL 
polypropylene centrifuge tubes, VWR, Belgium) – pre-cleaned with 0.42 M HNO3 – 
were used throughout the experiments.  
Prior to analysis, the freeze-dried Seronorm™ reference material was reconstituted 
following the procedure provided by the manufacturer and the resulting solutions 
were diluted 10-fold to reduce the amount of serum matrix introduced into the 
plasma. In this way, matrix effects can be limited and clogging of the nebulizer, 
torch and cone apertures can be avoided.[17]  
Human serum samples were collected in 6 mL trace element analysis Vacutainer® 
tubes (royal blue cap) from Becton Dickinson, reference 368380. To avoid metal 
contamination during blood extraction, blood samples were withdrawn from a 
forearm vein using a Becton Dickinson Vacutainer® Push Button Blood Collection 
Set, equipped with a stainless-steel needle surrounded by an inert plastic cannula. 
After permitting clot retraction, the tube was centrifuged at 1500g for 10 min and 
the serum obtained was transferred to 4.5 mL cryogenic tubes (cryotubes, reference 
363452, Nunc®, Roskilde, Denmark) and stored at -20°C until analysis. Prior to 
analysis, only a 10-fold dilution with 0.14 M HNO3 was required. To all samples and 
standards, Ga was added as internal standard (final concentration: 0.1 µg L-1). All 
samples were analyzed within 24 hours after sample preparation, to ensure the 
stability of the solutions and to minimize the risk of sample contamination. 
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2.3. Results and discussion 
2.3.1. Optimization of ICP-MS/MS protocol for the 
determination of Ti in serum 
2.3.1.1. Selection of the reaction gas and quadrupole mass 
settings 
In a complex sample, such as human blood serum, containing high levels of matrix 
elements such as C, Ca, Cl, Mg, P and S, the interference-free determination of 
ultra-trace levels of Ti is a challenging task. It has been shown before [17] that the 
use of a collision gas, such as He, or a reactive gas, such as H2, in an ORS-ICP-QMS 
system, is not sufficient to remove all interferences and that such an approach is 
therefore not suited for this kind of application. However, instead of removing the 
interfering ions, in some cases it is also possible to convert the target ions into 
reaction product ions that can be measured interference-free at another mass-to-
charge ratio (m/z) (mass-shift). For this particular approach, the use of the recently 
introduced ICP-QQQ instrumentation has demonstrated to be particularly suitable 
(e.g., for determination of S as SO+ [21,22] and of P as PO+ [21]). Thus, this strategy 
was evaluated in the present work. 
Based on the information on reaction efficiencies available in the literature,[23] it 
was decided to evaluate the use of O2 and NH3/He (mixture of 10% NH3 in He) as 
reaction gases for the determination of Ti in human serum. For both reaction gases, 
a product ion scan was recorded for a 1 µg L-1 Ti standard solution (Figure 2.2, see 
grey line patterned signal). In a product ion scan, the m/z of the first quadrupole 
Q1 is set at a fixed value (m/z of the original analyte ion), while the second 
quadrupole Q2 scans over (nearly) the entire mass range. These product ion scans 
can be seen as a fast and easy way to obtain information on the reaction products 
formed in the reaction cell, when only ions with one specific m/z-ratio enter the 
cell. 
From Figure 2.2, it can be seen that the use of O2 results in a rather simple 
product ion pattern, while NH3/He definitely gives rise to a more complex cluster 
ion formation. When aiming at a maximum signal intensity (maximum sensitivity), 
it seems logical to select mass-to-charge ratios of, respectively, x (xTi+) and x+16 
(xTi16O+) for Q1 and Q2 when using O2, and of x (xTi+) and x+102 (xTi(14N1H3)6+) when 
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using NH3/He as a reaction gas. As the signals obtained for TiO+ are ~ 10 times 
higher than the Ti(NH3)6+-signals, it could be concluded that O2 is the preferred 
reaction gas.  
 
Figure 2.2. Product ion scans (Q1: 48 – Q2: scanned) for a solution containing 1 µg L-1 Ti 
(grey – line pattern) and a solution containing 1 µg L-1 Ti + 10 mg L-1 Ca (black – solid fill), 
with (A) O2 and (B) NH3/He as reaction gas 
 
However, maximum sensitivity is only one aspect, and definitely, also (matrix-
related) background signals should be taken into account before drawing final 
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conclusions. Therefore, the most important matrix elements, typically present in 
human blood serum, were added to a Ti standard solution and a product ion scan 
was also performed for these solutions. Although many matrix elements and all Ti 
isotopes were studied, for the sake of clarity, Figure 2.2 only shows the results of a 
product ion scan with Q1 set at m/z=48, for a 1 µg L-1 Ti solution, with 10 mg L-1 
Ca added. This choice has been made, because of the fact that (i) 48Ti is the most 
abundant Ti isotope, (ii) the signals of 48Ti+ and 48Ca+ show isobaric overlap and (iii) 
there is a large excess of Ca compared to Ti in a serum matrix (Ti/Ca-ratio in this 
study ~ Ti/Ca-ratio in the Seronorm Trace Elements Serum L-1 reference material = 
0.000117). 
From Figure 2.2A, it is immediately clear that the problem of isobaric overlap of the 
48Ti+ and 48Ca+ signals cannot be entirely solved by using O2 as a reaction gas, 
because of the reaction between Ca and O2, with formation of, among other, CaO+. 
This may be surprising, as the O-atom transfer reaction between Ca and O2 is an 
endothermic process, and typically endothermic reactions do not occur 
easily/rapidly in a reaction cell under appropriate lens and cell conditions.[23] 
Nevertheless, due to the large excess of Ca in the serum matrix under 
consideration, even with a very limited O-atom transfer reaction efficiency, the 
contribution of CaO+ to the total signal intensity at m/z=64 seems to be substantial 
and would definitely lead to erroneous results. Also for the less abundant isotopes 
of Ti, several interfering ions contributed to the total signal at the m/z of the 
reaction product ions (Table 2.3).  
While many of these interfering ions can be excluded by using the MS/MS mode 
(e.g., the isobaric interferences), those interferences that find their origin in O-atom 
transfer reactions between ions passing Q1 (e.g., Ca+ at m/z=46; PO+ at m/z=47 
and 49; SO+ at m/z=48, 49 and 50, respectively) and the O2 gas in the reaction cell, 
cannot be entirely removed. Based on these findings, it can be concluded that 
conversion of Ti+ into TiO+ is not the best approach for dealing with interferences in 
clinical samples, although it could be a useful approach for samples without or with 
only low concentrations of matrix elements that can give rise to interfering ions.  
In contrast, the situation with NH3/He as a reaction gas is much more promising, 
as can be seen from the product ion scans in Figure 2.2B. While for the Ti(NH3)z 
clusters with z < 6, a clear increase of the signals can be noticed when a large 
amount of Ca is added to the solution, the Ca(NH3)6 cluster does not seem to be 
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formed, which makes the determination of Ti+ as Ti(NH3)6+ feasible, even in the 
presence of a large amount of Ca. Although not shown in this chapter, also the 
product ion scans performed with the Q1 set at m/z=46, 47, 49 and 50, give no 
evidence of possible interfering ions at the corresponding m/z for the Ti(NH3)6+ 
cluster ions. Based on these results, it was decided to focus further on the use of 
NH3/He as reaction gas and to determine the Ti concentrations in the serum 
samples via Ti(NH3)6+ cluster ions in the m/z-range from 148 to 152.  
 
Table 2.3. Reaction product ions formed upon reaction of Ti with O2 in the reaction cell, 
together with the most important isobaric and polyatomic interferences at the m/z of the 
product ions (non-restrictive list). It has to be noted that most (but not all) of these 
interferences can be overcome by using the MS/MS mode. 
Product 
Ion 
Q1 
(amu) 
Q2 
(amu) 
Isobaric 
interferences 
Polyatomic Interferences 
46Ti16O+ 46 62 Ni+ (3.63 a) 46Ca16O+, 36Ar26Mg+ 
47Ti16O+ 47 63 Cu+ (69.15 a) 
31P16O2+, 16O12C35Cl+, 40Ar23Na+, 23Na40Ca+, 
46Ti16O1H+, 14N12C37Cl+ 
48Ti16O+ 48 64 Zn+ (48.27 a) 48Ca16O+, 32S16O2+, 31P16O17O+, 32S2+, 36Ar14N2+ 
49Ti16O+ 49 65 Cu+ (30.85 a) 
33S16O2+, 32S16O17O+, 32S16O21H+, 31P16O18O+, 
40Ar25Mg+, 36Ar14N21H+, 32S33S+, 12C16O37Cl+, 
12C18O35Cl+, 
50Ti16O+ 50 66 Zn+ (27.98 a) 
50Cr16O+, 50V16O+, 34S16O2+, 32S16O18O+, 
33S16O17O+, 33S16O21H+, 32S17O2+, 32S34S+, 33S2+ 
a Isotopic abundance (%) for isobaric interferences 
 
It has to be noted that Q2 is typically calibrated for the detection of mono-atomic 
ions. Mono-atomic ions with a mass between 148 and 152 show a negative mass 
defect when referred to the nominal mass. However, as lighter ions such as N and H 
rather show a positive mass defect, the exact mass of the Ti(NH3)6+ cluster ions is 
higher than that of the mono-atomic ions typically measured in that mass range. In 
order to ensure an accurate and precise measurement of the cluster ion, a 
recalibration of the Q2 axis offset was performed, resulting in a shift of -0.01 to -
0.18. 
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2.3.1.2. Optimization of the reaction gas flow rate 
The NH3/He reaction gas flow was optimized for a minimal BEC (background-
equivalent concentration) value, i.e., the best compromise between low background 
and high sensitivity. Based on the signals obtained for a 0.14 M HNO3 blank and a 
1 µg L-1 Ti solution (Figure 2.3), a value of 2 mL min-1 was selected as the optimal 
NH3/He flow rate. It should be noted that the gas flow rate in the Agilent 
MassHunter software for a gas connected on the 3rd cell gas line, can only be set in 
%. With the mass flow controller “fully open” (100%), the corresponding gas flow 
rate for the NH3/He-mixture (10% NH3 / 90% He) is 10 mL min-1. In this work, the 
optimal performance was obtained at a cell gas flow rate of 20%, which corresponds 
to an actual NH3/He flow rate of 2 mL min-1. 
 
Figure 2.3. Optimization of the NH3/He reaction gas flow rate. Signal intensities are shown 
as a function of the cell gas flow rate for a 0.14 M HNO3 blank solution (--■--) and a 1 µg L-1 
Ti standard solution (--○--). 
 
2.3.1.3. Advantages of using the MS/MS mode 
Whenever a highly reactive gas is used in a “traditional” collision/reaction cell ICP-
MS instrument, there is the risk of secondary reaction chemistry. That means that 
not only the target analyte ions, but also other ions that are simultaneously present 
in the reaction cell (originating from the plasma, the solvent or the sample matrix), 
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can react with the gas.[24] Moreover, with mass-shift reactions, one should always 
ensure that no interfering ions are present at the new masses (m/z of the reaction 
products) that are used for the analysis.  
One method that has been used so far to limit the contribution from newly 
developed species (in the cell) - kinetic energy discrimination [25] - cannot be relied 
on when reaction product ions need to be monitored. Secondary reactions in ICP-
MS instruments equipped with a quadrupole-based reaction cell can also be 
avoided by operating the cell in a bandpass mode to eject ions from the cell that are 
outside a certain window of ion masses (typically a rather broad window).[24] 
However, considering the reaction between Ti and NH3/He as described before, this 
approach would not entirely solve the problem, as NH3/He gives rise to a rather 
complex cluster formation (Figure 2.2B), resulting – for each Ti isotope – in several 
cluster ions with only one mass unit difference. Therefore, overlap of the signals of, 
e.g., mTi(NH3)6+ and m+1TiNH2(NH3)5+ at m/z=(m+102) would result in a disturbance 
of the Ti isotopic pattern, which, mainly for isotopic analysis, would lead to 
erroneous results. Moreover, when operating the instrument in the single quad 
mode (first quadrupole bandpass width fully open), even for HNO3 blank solutions, 
rather high background signals were obtained in the m/z-range = 148 to 152. A 
careful investigation of the origin of these signals (by performing a precursor ion 
scan: scanning over the entire mass range with Q1, while Q2 is set at a fixed m/z, 
e.g., 150), taught us that, upon reaction with NH3/He, both O+ and Ar+ ions lead to 
product ions at the m/z ratios of interest. Although it is not entirely understood 
which reactions take place between O+/Ar+ and NH3 (a charge transfer reaction 
followed by formation of charged ammonia clusters could be hypothesized), it is 
clear that both O- and Ar-ions (which are always omnipresent in a wet plasma) 
should be prevented from entering the reaction cell, in order to obtain accurate 
results.  
All of the problems mentioned here, can be solved easily by operating the ICP-QQQ-
MS system in the MS/MS mode, with Q1 set at the precursor ion mass (m/z=46 to 
50 – single mass width) and Q2 at the mass of the corresponding Ti(NH3)6+ cluster 
ion. In this way, the reaction cell chemistry can be controlled to the largest possible 
extent and the isotopic pattern is preserved. 
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2.3.1.4. Calibration data and limits of detection (LODs) 
To assess the analytical performance of the method described above, 5 Ti standard 
solutions with concentrations ranging between 0 and 5 µg L-1 (0, 0.5, 1, 2.5 and 5 
µg L-1 Ti) were used to set up a calibration curve and detection limits were 
calculated as 3 times the standard deviation of 10 consecutive measurements of a 
blank solution (0.14 M HNO3), divided by the slope of the calibration curve (Table 
2.4).  
 
Table 2.4. Calibration data and instrumental limits of detection (LOD) and quantification 
(LOQ) obtained for Ti with ICP-MS/MS. 
Isotope 
Abundance 
(%) 
Q1 
(amu) 
Q2 
(amu) 
Sensitivitya 
(L µg-1) 
Intercepta 
(counts s-1) 
R2 
LODb 
(µg L-1) 
LOQb 
(µg L-1) 
46Ti 8.25 46 148 1163 ± 9 37 ± 13 0.9997 0.010 0.032 
47Ti 7.44 47 149 1275 ± 18 36 ± 16 0.9998 0.008 0.028 
48Ti 73.72 48 150 13330 ± 130 431 ± 83 0.9997 0.003 0.009 
49Ti 5.41 49 151 1021 ± 10 30 ± 12 0.9996 0.010 0.034 
50Ti 5.18 50 152 1011 ± 22 31 ± 24 0.9996 0.016 0.054 
a Uncertainties expressed as standard deviation (n=10) 
b LOD and LOQ calculated as, respectively, 3 and 10 times the standard deviation on 10 
consecutive measurements of a blank solution (0.14 M HNO3), divided by the slope of the 
calibration curve 
 
It should be noted that these detection limits can only be seen as instrumental 
detection limits as all measurements were based on non-matrix-matched blank and 
standard solutions (due to the complex nature of the serum matrix, the preparation 
of matrix-matched solutions is not straightforward). When aiming at more 
representative LOD values, at least the dilution factor of the serum samples (10-
fold) should be taken into account. For all Ti isotopes (instrumental) LODs below 20 
ng L-1 are obtained, with the lowest value (3 ng L-1) for the most abundant isotope 
48Ti, at m/z=150. These LODs are definitely better than those reported for similar 
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studies with ETAAS [26] or ICP-QMS [3, 12, 17] and at least equal to those 
obtained via double-focusing SF-ICP-MS.[5, 20, 27] 
2.3.2. Results obtained for Seronorm Trace Elements 
Serum L-1 
For validation of the analytical method developed in this work, a Seronorm Trace 
Elements Serum Level 1 reference material with an approximate value of 11.2 µg L-1 
Ti was obtained from Sero (Norway). The authors are aware that in the literature, 
the use of Seronorm Trace Elements Serum Level 1 reference material with a lower 
level of Ti (1.4 µg L-1) has been reported.[28] However, the Ti concentration varies 
strongly from one batch of this reference material to another and via contact with 
Sero, it was ascertained that at the time of the experiments, no serum reference 
material with a lower Ti concentration was available. After a simple reconstitution, 
10-fold dilution and addition of Ga as internal standard, the sample solutions were 
analyzed by means of ICP-QQQ (MS/MS mode) and calibrated against the set of 
external standard solutions described before. As the Ti concentration in the 
Seronorm material is not certified, but only an indicative value is provided (without 
any information on the corresponding uncertainty level), it was decided to subject 
the same samples to a high resolution SF-ICP-MS analysis for comparison. Table 
2.5 summarizes the results of these analyses.  
 
Table 2.5. Results obtained for Seronorm Trace Elements Serum L-1 (indicative value: 
11.2 µg L-1 Ti). 
 Agilent 8800 ICP-QQQ-MS Element XR SF-ICP-MS 
 NH3/He  (Ti(NH3)6+) O2  (TiO+)  
46Ti 12.61 ± 0.91a 15.90 ± 0.25 a  
47Ti 11.68 ± 0.58 a 13.28 ± 0.26 a 11.51 ± 0.76 a 
48Ti 11.80 ± 0.75 a 28.55 ± 0.50 a  
49Ti 11.77 ± 0.54 a 22.34 ± 0.38 a 11.41 ± 0.17 a 
50Ti 11.68 ± 0.65 a 12.50 ± 0.11 a  
a Uncertainties expressed as standard deviation (n=5) 
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At a 95% confidence level, no significant differences were found between the results 
obtained via ICP-MS/MS and SF-ICP-MS, except for the concentration calculated 
via 46Ti (actually measured at m/z=148 as Ti(NH3)6+), which is markedly higher than 
the concentrations obtained via the other isotopes. Except for the result obtained 
via 46Ti monitoring, all results are (within measurement uncertainty) also in good 
agreement with the indicative value of 11.2 µg L-1. Until now, the reason for the 
discrepancy of the results via the 46Ti-isotope in the Serum Reference Material is 
unclear. But as 4 out of the 5 isotopes of Ti (including the most abundant 48Ti-
isotope) can be measured interference-free, and in the real human serum samples 
under investigation this discrepancy is not very important (see paragraph 2.3.3), no 
further investigation was carried out on this topic.  
In section 2.3.1.1., it was already stated that – for clinical matrices – NH3/He would 
be the preferred reaction gas, although higher signal intensities could be obtained 
when adding O2 in the reaction cell. As our initial conclusion was mainly based on 
the analysis of standard solutions, it was decided to also verify this conclusion by 
analyzing the serum reference material by means of ICP-MS/MS and using O2 as a 
reaction gas. Experimental parameters have been optimized in the same way as 
described before (paragraph 2.3.1.2.) and the final conditions used for the analysis 
of the serum samples, are listed in Table 2.2. From Table 2.5, it can be easily 
concluded that – for clinical samples – the approach of using O2 as a reaction gas 
and determining Ti via the corresponding TiO+ ions, is not capable of dealing with 
all possible interferences. As described before, the main origin of the problems is 
the fact that not only Ti is converted into TiO+, but also many of the interfering ions 
(Table 2.3 - e.g., Ca, SO+, PO+,…) exhibit a similar reaction, such that the original 
problem of spectral interferences is not solved, but just transferred to another mass 
region. Therefore, for the serum samples of the test populations, only NH3/He was 
used as a reaction gas in the ICP-QQQ-MS system. 
2.3.3. Results obtained for human serum samples 
The human serum samples originating from people without (group 1) and with 
(group 2) Ti-based prostheses, were treated in the same way as described for the 
Seronorm reference material. Results are shown in Table 2.6.  
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For the samples categorized in group 2, no significant differences are found between 
the results obtained via different Ti-isotopes, and those obtained via SF-ICP-MS 
(R=3000 - m/z=47 and 49). For the group 1 samples (control samples) on the other 
hand, Ti levels are much lower, and determination was only possible at m/z=150 
(most abundant Ti-isotope), due to the very low basal Ti levels in serum, in 
combination with the 10-fold dilution factor of the samples, required to avoid 
clogging of the torch and cone apertures and/or severe matrix effects. Although in 
previous work, e.g., [20], it has been shown that the detection limit offered by SF-
ICP-MS is sufficiently low to allow for an accurate determination of basal Ti levels in 
body fluids, we were not able to reproduce these very low detection limits. Since our 
instrument is functioning well within the specifications provided by the 
manufacturer, the higher instrumental detection limit obtained in this work (15 ng 
L-1) most probably finds its origin in a little Ti contamination of our SF-ICP-MS 
instrument as a consequence of memory effects from previous analyses. Therefore, 
no SF-ICP-MS “reference” values could be obtained for comparison with the ICP-
MS/MS results for most serum samples of the control group. Nevertheless, those 
results are in very good agreement with basal Ti levels in serum as reported on in 
literature.[5, 13, 29] Although an interpretation of the differences in Ti 
concentration in the serum of people with and without Ti implants and the possible 
reasons and consequences is beyond the scope of this work, the results of our 
measurements indicate that the presence of Ti implants – even if they perform well 
at first sight - can definitely lead to elevated Ti levels in body fluids and therefore, 
the availability of fast, accurate and very sensitive analytical methods for Ti 
determination in clinical samples, is required for further investigations in this field. 
 
2.4. Conclusion 
In this work, a method has been developed for the accurate determination of ultra-
trace levels of Ti in clinical samples by means of ICP-MS/MS. An evaluation of the 
use of different reaction gases (O2 and NH3/He) showed that accurate results can be 
obtained with NH3/He as a reaction gas and determination of the Ti+ ions at the 
m/z of the corresponding Ti(NH3)6+ reaction product ions. The gain of controlling the 
reaction cell chemistry by operating the instrument in the MS/MS mode has been 
clearly demonstrated. As a proof-of-concept, the newly developed method was 
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successfully applied to the determination of Ti in a Seronorm Trace Elements 
Serum Reference Material and in serum samples obtained from individuals with 
and without Ti-based implants. Although the determination of Ti in the control 
samples can be seen as a very challenging task (due to the very low basal Ti levels 
and the complex matrix of clinical samples), the limit of detection of the method has 
proven to be sufficiently low to obtain accurate results (via the most abundant 
isotope 48Ti). Therefore, this method can be seen as a valid alternative for SF-ICP-
MS, and although it has been developed for the analysis of clinical samples, it can 
be expected that the method can be easily transferred to other application fields. 
Moreover, since the method permits the accurate monitoring of 5 different Ti 
isotopes at the µg L-1 level, it opens possibilities for performing tracer experiments 
or for using isotope dilution for calibration, if necessary.  
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CHAPTER 3 
Potential of methyl fluoride as a universal reaction 
gas to overcome spectral interference in the 
determination of ultra-trace concentrations of metals 
in biofluids using ICP-MS/MS 
Adapted from Bolea-Fernandez et. al., Anal. Chem, 86 (2014) 7969 - 7977 
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3.1. Introduction 
The development of suitable multi-element methodologies for the determination of 
ultra-trace levels in biological samples is still a challenge for analytical chemistry, 
especially when, as in a biomedical context, high sample throughput without 
compromised accuracy is required.  
An increasing number of light elements (atomic mass ≤ 80 amu) are the target of 
clinical interest. Aluminum, e.g., has been associated with renal insufficiency and 
Alzheimer’s disease, while its concentration in blood is also promising as a chemical 
marker for drowning.[1, 2] Titanium is increasingly determined for monitoring 
patients with metal prostheses. A significant increase in the Ti concentration in 
biological fluids may indicate prosthesis wear.[3-5] As a result of the various 
compositions of present-day prostheses and implants, also other elements (e.g., Co, 
Cr, Mo, Ni and V) need to be determined at ultra-trace levels in this context.[6-8] 
This is an emerging field that requires extremely low limits of detection (LoDs) to 
properly establish the basal levels, which may be well below 1 µg L-1 for some 
analytes. Also for other purposes, determination of these elements is of biomedical 
relevance. Vanadium has been suggested for treatment of diabetes, and although it 
is an essential element, prolonged exposure could cause a variety of health 
problems.[9, 10] The concentration of Cr is of interest as a result of its role in 
glucose metabolism and in cardiovascular diseases.[11, 12] Excessive Mn 
concentrations have proved to result in a neurotoxic accumulation in the 
brain.[13,14] Cobalt is a constituent of vitamin B12 and its role in red blood cell 
production requires the monitoring of this element.[15, 16] Also disproportionate 
levels of Ni cause disorders or pronounced sensitivity. Many of these Ni-related 
issues concern the skin, but also breathing problems and even cancer have been 
mentioned as possible consequences.[17, 18]  
Different techniques have been used for ultra-trace element analysis of biofluids, 
but inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) can be considered as 
the technique of choice for this purpose, owing to its multi-element capabilities, 
high detection power and wide linear dynamic range. Nevertheless, even with ICP-
MS, the determination of ultra-trace levels of the elements discussed above (mass < 
80 amu) in biological fluids is very challenging because of the occurrence of spectral 
interferences (see Table 3.1 for a list of potential interferences).[6, 19] Many of the 
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elements giving rise to interfering species (e.g., C, Ca, Cl, Fe, K, Mg, Na, P and S) 
are found at much higher levels in biological fluids. 
 
Table 3.1. Different nuclides with their natural isotopic abundance and a non-restrictive 
list of possible isobaric and polyatomic interferences 
 
 
Abundance 
(%) 
Isobaric 
interferences 
Polyatomic Interferences 
27Al+ 100 --- 12C15N+, 13C14N+, 1H12C14N+ 
46Ti+ 8.25 Ca+ (0.004a) 32S14N+, 14N16O2+, 15N216O+ 
47Ti+ 7.44 --- 
32S14N1H+, 30Si16O1H+, 32S15N+, 33S14N+, 15N16O2+, 
14N16O21H+, 12C35Cl+, 31P16O+ 
48Ti+ 73.72 Ca+ (0.187a) 
32S16O+, 34S14N+, 33S15N+, 14N16O18O+, 14N17N2+, 12C4+, 
36Ar12C+ 
49Ti+ 5.41 --- 
32S17O+, 32S16O1H+, 35Cl14N+, 34S15N+, 33S16O+, 
14N17O21H+, 14N35Cl+, 36Ar13C+, 36Ar12C1H+, 12C37Cl+, 
31P18O+ 
50Ti+ 5.18 
Cr+ (4.345a), 
V+ (0.25a) 
32S18O+, 32S17O1H+, 36Ar14N+, 35Cl15N+, 36S14N+, 33S17O+, 
34S16O+, 1H14N35Cl+, 34S15O1H+ 
51V+ 99.75 --- 
34S16O1H+, 35Cl16O+, 38Ar13C+, 36Ar15N+, 36Ar14N1H+, 
37Cl14N+, 36S15N+, 33S18O+, 34S17O+ 
52Cr+ 83.79 --- 
35Cl16O1H+, 40Ar12C+, 36Ar16O+, 37Cl15N+, 34S18O+, 
36S16O+, 38Ar14N+, 36Ar15N1H+, 35Cl17O+ 
53Cr+ 9.50 --- 
37Cl16O+, 38Ar15N+, 38Ar14N1H+, 36Ar17O+, 36Ar16O1H+, 
35Cl17O1H+, 35Cl18O+, 36S17O+, 40Ar13C+ 
55Mn+ 100 --- 
40Ar14N1H+, 39K16O+, 37Cl18O+, 40Ar15N+, 38Ar17O+, 
36Ar18O1H+, 38Ar16O1H+, 37Cl17O1H+, 23Na32S+, 36Ar17F+ 
59Co+ 100 --- 
43Ca16O+, 42Ca16O1H+, 24Mg35Cl+, 36Ar23Na+, 40Ar18O1H+, 
40Ar19F+ 
58Ni+ 68.08 Fe+ (0.28a) 
23Na35Cl+, 40Ar18O+, 40Ca18O+, 40Ca17O1H+, 42Ca16O+, 
29Si2+, 40Ar17O1H+, 23Na35Cl+ 
60Ni+ 26.22 --- 44Ca16O+, 23Na37Cl+, 43Ca16O1H+ 
a Isotopic abundance (%) for isobaric nuclide. 
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The use of high-resolution sector-field (SF)-ICP-MS is a very elegant way to deal 
with spectral overlap.[19-22] However, an increase in mass resolution is 
accompanied by a significant drop in ion transmission efficiency and thus, in 
sensitivity (one to two orders of magnitude). In addition, the cost of the equipment 
is still considerably higher than that of quadrupole-based (Q)-ICP-MS. Moreover, 
the use of Q-ICP-MS devices is typically preferred for daily operation in clinical labs 
owing to their robustness. However, straightforward determination of ultra-trace 
levels of these elements in difficult matrices has ever been a challenge for Q-ICP-
MS, due to the occurrence of spectral interferences. 
At the end of the 1990s, multipole collision-reaction cells were introduced in Q-ICP-
MS instrumentation, thus improving the selectivity of the technique.[23-27] 
Polyatomic ions can be either slowed down more than atomic ions upon collisions 
with a non-reactive gas (typically He), such that they can be selectively 
discriminated against using a decelerating potential,[28-30] or the interfering ion 
can be removed by selective reaction with the reaction gas. Different gases have 
been used for the latter purpose, the most frequently used being NH3, O2, H2 and 
CH4.[31-35] In most cases, the strategy used consists of removal of the interfering 
ions, such that the target analyte(s) can be measured interference-free at the 
original mass-to-charge (m/z) ratio.[36, 37] Although often successful, the use of 
both kinetic energy discrimination and of chemical resolution in a pressurized 
collision/reaction cell results in a decreased sensitivity for the analyte element(s) as 
well. With some reactive gases, an alternative approach is also possible, whereby 
not the interfering ion species but the target ion reacts with gas molecules, thus 
forming a novel ionic species that can be measured at a different m/z ratio. This 
strategy is successful as long as the interfering ion(s) does not react with the gas 
molecules, or reacts in a different way.[38-41] This approach offers a way to 
increase selectivity, while preserving sensitivity, if the selected reaction proceeds 
with high efficiency. However, one of the problems of the first generation of Q-ICP-
MS instruments equipped with a collision/reaction cell is that the use of very 
reactive gases may lead to the production of new interferences. With NH3, e.g., 
many protonated clusters of various compositions (e.g., M(NH2)x(NH3)y+) that give 
rise to signals all across the mass spectrum are formed.[42] As a result, very often, 
the methods proposed were not truly simultaneous, but needed different gases and 
conditions for different analytes, thus requiring a sequential monitoring. This is a 
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significant drawback when aiming at high sample throughput, when samples are 
available in small amounts or when monitoring short transient signals (e.g., when 
using laser ablation, electrothermal vaporization, flow injection analysis or a 
chromatographic technique for sample introduction).  
A new generation of Q-ICP-MS instruments (Figure 3.1) equipped with a tandem 
mass spectrometry configuration (ICP-MS/MS) has been introduced in 2012 
(Chapter 1). The first papers on ICP-MS/MS published, mainly focused on mono-
element determinations using “conventional” gases (O2 and NH3).[5, 43-48]  
 
 
 
Figure 3.1. Schematic representation of ICP-MS/MS operation using CH3F/He as reaction 
gas (m/z represents the mass-to-charge ratio of the corresponding analytes (A), 
interferences (I) and/or reaction product ions) 
 
In this work, the capabilities of CH3F as a reaction gas in ICP-MS/MS were 
evaluated. Some earlier works have investigated the reactions between CH3F and 
different elements, but mostly the objective was theoretical (e.g., computational 
studies or studies that used inductively coupled plasma/selected-ion flow tube 
(ICP-SIFT) tandem mass spectrometry for studying the mechanism of reaction 
between CH3F and selected atomic ions).[49-52] Very few papers have actually 
described the use of methyl fluoride as a reaction gas in Q-ICP-MS,[53-56] probably 
owing to the complex chemistry. The authors of this work selected CH3F because it 
is highly reactive and is involved in different types of reactions with different 
elements (e.g., fluorination versus methyl fluoride addition), both of which are 
promising features for the purpose of obtaining interference-free conditions for a 
larger collection of elements.  
CH3F/He
xI+
xA+ +  yI+
2xI2+
1st Quad (Q1) 2nd Quad (Q2)ORS3 Cell
Rejects all 
masses except 
m/z = x 
(e.g., yI+)
Rejects all masses 
except m/z of the 
target product ion 
(e.g., xI+, 2xI2+)
xAFa(CH3F)b+
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The main goal of this work was to investigate the potential of ICP-MS/MS to rely on 
selective chemical reactions with methyl fluoride, with the aim of developing a 
sensitive and selective method to determine Al, Co, Cr, Mn, Ni, Ti and V in serum 
and urine samples. 
 
3.2. Experimental 
3.2.1. Reagents and standards  
Purified water (resistivity > 18.2 MΩ cm) was obtained from a Milli-Q Element water 
purification system (Millipore, France). Pro analysis purity level 14 M HNO3 
(ChemLab, Belgium) was further purified by sub-boiling distillation. 1 g L-1 single-
element standards solutions (Instrument Solutions, The Netherlands) were used for 
preparing standard solutions (Al, Co, Cr, Mn, Ni, Ti and V) and for matrix-matching 
(Ca, Cl, Fe, K, Mg, Na, P and S). Throughout the work, external calibration was 
relied on for calibration, with Ga as an internal standard. All the standards were 
prepared in 0.14 M HNO3. 
3.2.2. Samples 
Two reference materials, SeronormTM Trace Element Serum Level 1 and SeronormTM 
Trace Element Urine Level 1 (Sero, Norway - Reference 201405 and 210605, 
respectively) were selected for method development and validation purposes. The 
selection was carried out based on the clinical relevance of these samples and the 
presence of most of the target analytes with reference values.  
3.2.3. Sample preparation 
Because of the low concentrations present in the samples, only metal-free tubes 
were used for standard solutions and sample preparation (15 or 50 mL 
polypropylene centrifuge tubes, VWR, Belgium). 
Prior to analysis, Seronorm Trace Element Serum and Urine Level 1 were 
reconstituted in the vials. Following the instructions of the manufacturer, 3 and 5 
mL of milli-Q water, respectively, were added to the vials to reconstitute the 
lyophilized material. To prevent contamination from the vials and the rubber 
stoppers (especially for Al, as indicated in the product instructions), after 30 
minutes the solutions were transferred to Teflon Savillex beakers, which had been 
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thoroughly pre-cleaned (using HNO3 and HCl and subsequent rinsing with Milli-Q 
water).  
The effect of different dilutions on the extent of signal suppression was evaluated. 
Taking into account the magnitude of the matrix effect and the concentration of the 
target analytes, serum and urine samples were diluted 20- and 10-fold with 0.14 M 
HNO3, respectively. Gallium was used as an internal standard (final concentration 1 
µg L-1). All measurements were performed immediately after the dilution to avoid 
problems with contamination and sample stability. 
3.2.4. Instrumentation 
An Agilent 8800 triple-quadrupole ICP-MS instrument (ICP-QQQ, Agilent 
Technologies, Japan) was used for all measurements. The sample introduction 
system consisted of a MicroMist nebulizer mounted onto a Peltier-cooled Scott-type 
spray chamber (2°C). The instrument is equipped with two quadrupole units, one 
before and one after the octopole collision/reaction cell. The cell can be pressurized 
with different gases, introduced via one of the four inlets, each having its own mass 
flow controller. The possibilities of using a mixture of CH3F and He (10% CH3F and 
90% He) as a reaction gas was tested in this work. The CH3F/He-mixture was 
introduced via the 4th inlet, normally used for O2 (operation range of the mass flow 
controller: 0 – 100 %, corresponding to gas flow rates of 0 - 1 mL min-1 for O2). 
A Thermo Element XR sector-field ICP-MS instrument (ThermoScientific, Germany) 
was used for validation purposes, for those target elements for which reference 
values were not available or in cases of suspected contamination of the samples.  
 
3.3. Results and discussion 
As previously discussed, the determination of some elements at ultra-trace levels in 
complex matrices is a difficult task for Q-ICP-MS, even when using a 
collision/reaction cell. ICP-MS/MS allows for a more profound understanding of the 
chemical resolution of interferences in ICP-MS, as it permits monitoring of all the 
species formed.[5, 43-48] For that purpose, only ions with an m/z ratio of the 
target nuclide are allowed to enter the reaction cell by the first quadrupole, while  
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the second quadrupole is scanned as to detect and identify all reaction products 
formed (product ion scans). Also the possibility to fix the second quadrupole on a 
given m/z ratio and to scan the first quadrupole to unravel which ion might be at 
the origin of a reaction product ion is an interesting tool (precursor ion scan).  
In this work, the reactions between CH3F and Al, Co, Cr, Mn, Ni, Ti and V were 
studied. All the products formed were evaluated at different gas flow rates. Based 
on the findings thus obtained, methods were developed for mono-element 
determination in serum and urine samples under optimum conditions and for 
multi-element determination under compromise conditions.  
3.3.1. Selection of the most suited reaction products at different 
CH3F flow rates 
The same protocol was applied to all the elements for investigating the different 
reaction products formed. Solutions containing 5 µg L-1 of Al, Co, Cr, Mn, Ni, Ti or V 
were prepared and, using the MS/MS capabilities, “product ion scans” were carried 
out, selecting the exact m/z ratio of every target nuclide with the first quadrupole 
and scanning the entire mass spectrum with the second quadrupole. The study was 
performed at CH3F flow rate settings of 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 and 1.00 mL min-1. The 
results are shown in Figure 3.2, which presents the signal intensity for the most 
prominent peaks as a function of the gas flow rate for each element. As an example, 
a complete product ion scan is provided in Figure 3.3. A careful evaluation of these 
results leads to the following conclusions concerning the identification of the 
different reaction product ions on the basis of their nominal mass, taking into 
account the ion-molecule reactions demonstrated in earlier work using ICP-SIFT-
MS:[51]  
i) Aluminum (27Al, Figure 2a): AlF+ (m/z 46), AlCH3F+ (m/z 61) and AlF2+ (m/z 
65).  
ii) Titanium (48Ti, Figure 2b): TiF+ (m/z 67), TiF2+ (m/z 86), TiF2(CH3F)+ (m/z 
120), TiF2(CH3F)2+ (m/z 154), TiF2(CH3F)3+ (m/z 188) and TiF2(CH3F)4+ (m/z 
222). 
iii) Vanadium (51V, Figure 2c): VF+ (m/z 70), VF2+ (m/z 89), VF2(CH3F)+ (m/z 123), 
VF2(CH3F)2+ (m/z 157), VF2(CH3F)3+ (m/z 191), VF2(CH3F)4+ (m/z 225). 
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iv) Chromium (52Cr, Figure 2d): CrF+ (m/z 71), CrCH3F+ (m/z 86), CrF(CH3F)+ 
(m/z 105), Cr(CH3F)2+ (m/z 120), CrF(CH3F)2+ (m/z 139), CrF(CH3F)3+ (m/z 
173). 
v) Manganese (55Mn, Figure 2e): MnF+ (m/z 74), MnCH3F+ (m/z 89), MnF(CH3F)+ 
(m/z 108), Mn(CH3F)2+ (m/z 123), MnF(CH3F)2+ (m/z 142), MnF(CH3F)3+ (m/z 
176). 
vi) Cobalt (59Co, Figure 2f): CoF+ (m/z 78), CoCH3F+ (m/z 93), CoF(CH2F)+ (m/z 
111), CoF(CH3F)+ (m/z 112), Co(CH3F)2+ (m/z 127), CoF(CH3F)2+ (m/z 146), 
CoF(CH3F)3+ (m/z 180). 
vii) Nickel (60Ni, Figure 2g): NiF+ (m/z 79), NiCH3F+ (m/z 94), NiF(CH2F)+ (m/z 
112), Ni(CH3F)2+ (m/z 128), Ni(CH3F)3+ (m/z 162). 
 
Generally speaking, the products formed at lower CH3F flow rates are the result of 
fluorine addition (XFa+), while increasing the flow rate results in the formation of 
higher order reaction products, e.g., XFa(CH3F)b+ for Cr, Ti and V, and in methyl 
fluoride addition, e.g., X(CH3F)b+ for Al, Co, Mn and Ni. It was also possible to group 
the target elements according to their reactions with CH3F: (i) Ti and V, (ii) Cr and 
Mn, and (iii) Co and Ni - for these couples, a very similar behavior with respect to 
CH3F was established. Some of our findings (Co, Cr, Mn, Ni, Ti and V) were in 
agreement with the results of the previously mentioned work carried out by means 
of ICP-SIFT-MS.[51]  
To further test the effect of the MS/MS mode on the reactions described above, the 
same standard solutions were also analyzed in single quadrupole (SQ) mode, thus 
not prohibiting any ions on the basis of their m/z ratio to enter the octopole 
reaction cell using the first quadrupole. We observed that under these conditions, 
the results obtained were different. We hypothesize that this is due to the large 
amounts of various ubiquitous species that are not removed by the first quadrupole 
in this case (e.g., N2+, O2+, Ar+), the presence of which seems to strongly affect the 
reactions with methyl fluoride. 
Although all the products listed above were found, only the products showing a 
higher intensity were further studied for analytical purposes, as described in the 
forthcoming sections. 
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Figure 3.3. Product ion scan obtained for a standard solution containing 5 µg L-1 of Ti 
using 0.75 mL min-1 of CH3F/He. Linear scale (A), Logaritmic scale (B) 
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3.3.2. Development of mono-element methods for the 
determination of each of the analyte elements under 
optimum conditions 
For mono-element determination of the target nuclides, the reaction product ions 
characterized by the highest intensity were selected. The mass of the target analyte 
and the mass of the corresponding reaction product ion were fixed via the first and 
second quadrupole, respectively. The optimum gas flow rate was selected to 
maximize the signal-to-background ratio (Intensity for 5 µg L-1 in 0.14 M HNO3). 
Under these optimum conditions, for every target analyte, 10 consecutive 
measurements of 5 standard solutions (concentrations of 0, 0.5, 1, 2.5 and 5 µg L-1) 
were carried out. Table 3.2 shows the different products that were finally used for 
quantification purposes with the corresponding methyl fluoride flow rate settings, 
as well as the calibration data and the instrumental limits of detection and 
quantification (LoDs and LoQs were calculated as 3sblank/slope and 10sblank/slope, 
respectively). As can be seen, the LoDs for all of the elements and nuclides are, at 
least for one of the reaction product ions, below 10 ng L-1. It has to be stressed that 
these are the instrumental LoDs, such that sample dilution needs to be considered 
to obtain the final LoD in real-life analysis. Comparison with figures of merit 
obtained via other types of ICP-MS may serve to evaluate the potential of ICP-
MS/MS for the determination of ultra-trace levels of these elements (Table 3.3).  
Although it is always difficult to compare LoDs that have been obtained under 
different circumstances, the LoDs found with ICP-MS/MS are superior to those 
obtained with Q-ICP-MS (equipped with collision/reaction cell) in all cases, and are 
in good agreement with those obtained via SF-ICP-MS. Special attention can be paid 
to the case of Ti (LoDs with CH3F, 0.9 – 3 ng L-1), as it is possible to carry out a 
direct comparison with a previous work, based on ICP-MS/MS with NH3 as reaction 
gas (chapter 2).[5] A 3-fold improvement (LoDs with NH3, 3 – 10 ng L-1) was found, 
further proving the benefits of using CH3F.  
It can be concluded that, even though sample dilution needs to be taken into 
account, the LODs achieved in this work are certainly fit for the purpose of analysis 
of biological fluids.  
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Table 3.3. Comparison between the LoDs found via ICP- MS/MS and those reported in the 
literature based on the use of other types of ICP-MS devices (ng L-1).[1, 6, 7, 14] 
Isotopes Q-ICP-MSa SF-ICP-MS ICP-MS/MS 
27Al 130 50  8 
47Ti 70  10 3 
51V 3  0.1  0.1 
52Cr 6  0.1  0.9 
55Mn 20 10 1 
59Co 7  0.1  0.3 
60Ni 30  5  2 
aValues obtained from different papers; the gases most often used in collision-reaction cells 
were He, H2, NH3. 
 
As most of the elements under investigation are severely affected by spectral overlap 
in clinical matrices, it is also important to investigate the capabilities of the 
methods developed to avoid these interferences. Therefore, matrix-matched 
standard solutions were prepared by adding 10 mg L-1 of the most important matrix 
elements present in clinical samples (Ca, Cl, Fe, K, Mg, Na, P, and S) to 5 µg L-1 of 
the analyte elements. Only in the case of Ti, the results obtained were affected by 
the presence of the interfering species (formation of 46,48CaF+ and 48CaF2(CH3F)3+, 
overlapping with 46,48TiF+ and, to a lesser extent, with 48TiF2(CH3F)3+, respectively). 
Due to the importance of this interference, especially in the case of 46,48TiF+, and to 
the presence of high Ca concentrations in clinical samples, these two species were 
not further investigated. However, the monitoring of other reaction product ions 
(47,49,50TiF+ and 46,47,49,50TiF2(CH3F)3+) should allow interference-free Ti determination. 
3.3.3. Mono-element determinations of ultra-trace elements in 
Seronorm Trace Elements Serum and Urine Level 1  
Once all the mono-element methods were developed, two different reference 
materials were analyzed for validation purposes: Seronorm Trace Element Serum 
Level 1 and Seronorm Trace Element Urine Level 1.  
Several sub-samples from one vial were analyzed with ICP-MS/MS and the results 
were compared with the reference values. For those target elements for which there 
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are not reference values and only indicative values (or even no reference values at 
all) are available, SF-ICP-MS was used for validation purposes (see Table 3.4). The 
results thus obtained are shown in Table 3.5. 
 
Table 3.4. Instrument settings and data acquisition parameters for the Agilent 8800 and 
the Thermo Element XR SF-ICP-MS instruments 
Agilent 8800a Element XR 
CH3F/He (10/90)   
Scan type MS/MS Scan type EScan 
Plasma mode Low Matrix Resolution Medium 
RF power 1550 W RF power 1200 W 
Carrier gas flow rate 1.11 L.min-1 Carrier gas flow rate 0.975 L.min-1 
Reaction gas flow 
rate setting 
1 mL.min-1   
Q1 bias -2 V Mass window 125% 
Octopole bias -5 V Search window 70% 
Energy 
discrimination 
-10 V Integration window 60% 
QP bias -15 V Sample time 0.010 s 
Q2 axis offset -0.01 Samples/peak 20 
Q1 –> Q2 masses 
 
27 –> 61 
46 –> 186 
47 –> 187 
49 –> 189 
50 –> 190 
51 –> 191 
52 –> 120 
53 –> 121 
55 –> 89 
59 –> 127 
58 –> 126 
60 –> 128 
71 –> 71 
 
Nuclides monitored 
 
27Al 
47Ti 
49Ti 
51V 
52Cr 
53Cr 
71Ga 
 
Wait Time Offset 2 ms   
Total analysis time / 
sample 
163 s 
Total analysis time / 
sample 
86 s 
a Instrument settings used in the multi-elemental method  
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A good agreement between ICP-MS/MS results and the reference values was found 
in all cases (t < tcritical at a 95% level of significance), with uncertainty intervals 
overlapping, except for Al. For this element, the value obtained by means of ICP-
MS/MS was biased high (particularly for urine). However, the value obtained is in 
good agreement with the result obtained by means of SF-ICP-MS (t < tc), thus 
revealing possible contamination problems during the reconstitution of the 
samples, which is a common issue, also indicated in the certificate of the materials. 
For those analytes for which indicative values are provided – Ti in serum and urine 
and V in serum – or for which no reference value at all is available – Cr in urine – 
the results were compared with those obtained via SF-ICP-MS. No significant 
differences were found for V and Cr (t < tcritical for all reaction products and 
nuclides), nor for Ti for the reaction product ions 47,49TiF2(CH3F)3+. However, 
significant differences were found when considering the results obtained using the 
reaction product ions 47,49,50TiF+. Unfortunately, and although a precursor ion scan 
was used in an attempt to identify the interferences which produce inaccuracy in 
the results, the species responsible were not found. In any case, the results show 
that an interference-free determination of at least two isotopes is possible for Cr, Ni 
and Ti, thus opening a way for isotopic analysis, e.g., in the context of elemental 
assay via isotope dilution or in tracer experiments with stable isotopes. This aspect 
is particularly remarkable for 58Ni, because of the isobaric interference with 58Fe 
and the high concentration of iron present in serum (1.39 mg L-1). This indicates 
that, under the experimental conditions used in this work, Ni and Fe ions react 
differently with CH3F or that, due to the low abundance of 58Fe, the final result was 
not affected.  
3.3.4. Development of a multi-element method for the 
simultaneous determination of Al, Co, Cr, Mn, Ni, Ti and V 
As described before, the optimum instrument settings providing the highest signal 
intensity are different for each element, because of the influence of the CH3F flow 
rate on the reactions taking place in the reaction cell. However, the development of 
a multi-element method, allowing for an accurate and simultaneous determination 
of all of the elements of interest would be of much higher value for routine analysis. 
Therefore, based on the results presented in Figure 3.2, it was investigated whether 
such compromise conditions could be found. Due to the significant reduction of 
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sensitivity found at lower CH3F flow rates, particularly for Co, Mn and Ni, the 
maximum flow rate setting (1 mL min-1) was selected. Once the CH3F flow rate was 
chosen, the other parameters were also optimized (see Table 3.4). Calibration data 
and LoDs and LoQs obtained via measurement of 5 multi-element standard 
solutions (concentrations of 0, 0.5, 1, 2.5 and 5 µg L-1) are shown in Table 3.6. 
Although under these conditions, a 20-30% reduction in signal intensity was 
observed for Al, Ti and V, the LoDs were not affected significantly and again, they 
were found to be below 10 ng L-1 in all cases. 
3.3.5. Simultaneous multi-elemental analysis of Seronorm 
Trace Elements Serum and Urine Level 1 
The samples analyzed via the mono-element methods were also analyzed using the 
multi-element method, enabling a direct comparison of the results (Table 3.5). At a 
95% level of confidence, no significant differences were found between the results 
obtained under optimum conditions for every analyte and those obtained under 
multi-element compromise conditions (t < tcritical), except for 46Ti in urine, where the 
difference was found to be statistically significant, although the t value is close to 
tcritical (2.77 > 2.31). Also in terms of precision, no significant differences could be 
established at a 95% level of confidence (F-test: F < Fcritical). RSD values range 
between 1 – 6 %, which is fit for purpose for the application intended, except for Cr 
in urine for which the RSD was higher, especially for the less abundant isotope 53Cr 
(5 – 18 %).  
To check the reproducibility of the method for different samples (different vials with 
reference material from the same batch), the same samples discussed previously 
and four additional samples (two vials for serum and two vials for urine) were 
analyzed using the multi-element method. The results are shown in Table 3.7,  
showing the average concentration and the standard deviation for three different 
samples (vials) from the same batch – each sample was analyzed 10 consecutive 
times. ANOVA indicated that there is significant variation between the results for 
the different samples, except for 47,49,50Ti and 59Co in serum, and 53Cr and 60Ni in 
urine (F < Fcritical). These variations are particularly important in the case of Al for 
both serum and urine (FAl,serum =192.31; FAl,urine = 278.84 > Fcritical = 3.35) and of Ti in 
urine (FTi (46-50) = 39.24 – 108.75 > Fcritical = 3.35). These results suggest that, at these  
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concentration levels, issues like sample preparation, sample storage and 
contamination, become more challenging than the analysis using ICP-MS/MS itself. 
 
3.4. Conclusion 
In this work, the utility of ICP-MS/MS with methyl fluoride (a mixture of 10% CH3F 
and 90 % He) as a reaction gas was demonstrated for the determination of ultra-
trace levels of Al, Co, Cr, Mn, Ni, Ti and V in serum and urine samples.  
In a first phase, for each target element, product ion scans have been performed at 
different CH3F flow rates. Based on these results, optimized mono-element methods 
have been developed, allowing full exploitation of the possibilities of ICP-MS/MS for 
each analyte. In all cases, excellent detection limits (below 10 ng L-1) could be 
obtained. Additionally, it was also demonstrated that a multi-element method for 
the simultaneous determination of all the target elements under a same set of 
instrument settings did not compromise the accuracy and precision of the results. 
Interference-free conditions were obtained for all elements studied. It has also been 
found that for elements such as Cr, Ni and Ti, at least two isotopes could be 
measured interference-free, enabling isotopic analysis. 
Overall, the satisfactory results obtained suggest that the use of CH3F is a valuable 
alternative for the more common reaction gases used nowadays. Finally, it has been 
shown that ICP-MS/MS does not only allow interference-free determination of 
traditionally interfered elements, but is also a versatile tool to systematically study 
the complex reactions taking place in a reaction cell in a very straightforward way. 
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4.1. Introduction 
The most common and well-known method of sampling blood is venipuncture. 
However, if regular monitoring of a patient’s blood is required or only limited 
amounts of blood can be taken, more straightforward ways of blood sampling would 
be helpful. The use of “dry sampling” approaches, such as the already widely used 
dried blood spot (DBS) method, and the more recently introduced volumetric 
absorptive micro-sampling (VAMS), are considered potential alternatives to 
overcome the problems related with the traditional venipuncture approach.[1, 2] 
These sampling methods offer inherent advantages, such as (i) minimally invasive 
collection of capillary blood via a finger or heel prick, (ii) improved sample 
conservation under ambient conditions due to the stabilizing effect of DBS and 
VAMS, and (iii) easier transport of the samples to the laboratory.[3] In a very short 
period of time, these benefits have drawn the attention of both the pharmaceutical 
and medical communities. The low amount of sample required in comparison with 
the venipuncture approach could be advantageous in animal studies during the 
early stage of drug discovery, and the simplicity of the procedure may facilitate 
unsupervised sample collection, thus reducing the number of mandatory visits to 
the doctor or hospital for those patients that need a regular follow-up. Nowadays, 
DBS sampling is widely used for many applications (e.g., neonatal screening,[4, 5] 
drug development,[6] pharmacokinetic studies,[7] medical diagnosis,[8] and 
toxicological [9] and forensic [10] studies). However, the use of DBS still suffers 
from a number of pitfalls that need to be addressed. Despite the development of 
several strategies for coping with the differences in hematocrit content (i.e. the 
fraction of red blood cells in the blood sample, expressed as the percentage of the 
total volume), this variability can still be considered as the most important factor 
hampering a wider application of DBS, as it influences viscosity and spreadability of 
blood spotted on filter paper.[11-13] In addition, issues related with difficulties for 
sample deposition and DBS formation, e.g., influence of the substrate, blood 
volume spotted and blood temperature, have been reported in literature too.[14] 
Recently, VAMS has been suggested as a promising alternative for the DBS 
method.[15, 16] The VAMS device consists of a holder on which an absorptive 
porous substrate is attached. This substrate takes up a fixed volume of blood when 
exposed to a liquid blood sample (see Figure 4.1). This sampler is designed to be 
simple and ergonomic, and resembles a pipette tip, which enables it to be integrated 
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into an automated sample preparation procedure. VAMS shares the benefits of DBS 
sampling in terms of easiness, sample stability, and transport efficiency, while in 
contrast to DBS, VAMS has been proven to overcome the issue of the variable HCT 
level.[17-19] However, VAMS is still in its infancy, and although some works 
reported on the successful use of VAMS for bioanalysis (especially in the context of 
drug analysis and pharmacokinetics),[20-22] to the best of the authors' knowledge 
no works to date have reported on the use of VAMS for subsequent (ultra-)trace 
element analysis in biofluids. We have evaluated the use of VAMS in the context of 
determination of prosthesis-related metals in whole blood.  
 
 
 
Figure 4.1. Volumetric absorptive micro-sampling (VAMS) device (MitraTM), before and 
after sampling blood.  
 
The increasing use of metal-on-metal (MoM) prostheses has aroused serious 
concern about the elevated metal concentrations released in case of degradation 
and/or malfunction of these devices. Regular monitoring of the blood of implanted 
patients is required, which necessitates the development of efficient, fast and 
reliable analytical approaches for ultra-trace determination of various prosthesis-
related metals (e.g., Al, Ti, V, Cr, Co, Ni, Sr and Zr) in biofluids.[23-27] Recent 
clinical works aiming to assess prosthesis-related problems reported concentrations 
of ~2 µg L-1 of Co and Cr in well-functioning devices, while concentrations as high 
as ~400 and 200 µg L-1 of Co and Cr, respectively, were reached in patients with 
clear malfunctions of their prosthesis. Although there are important knowledge 
gaps about the level of metal concentrations that should raise medical concern, and 
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there is not a clear consensus about critical values, in the case of Co and Cr, 7 µg L-
1  was selected as the clinical action level that requires a follow-up of the patient’s 
status.[28, 29] The use of dry approaches for sample collection may help in the 
periodic control of patients with reduced mobility. Dry sampling approaches also 
bring about specific challenges, such as the very low sample volume available, and 
the necessity to develop very sensitive (and preferably multi-element) analytical 
methodologies.[30-33]  
Inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) is the technique of choice 
for the determination of (ultra-)trace concentrations of many elements in biological 
fluids owing to its low detection limits, multi-element capabilities, high sample 
throughput and low sample consumption. However, ICP-MS is strongly affected by 
the occurrence of spectral interference, i.e. overlap of the signals of the target 
analyte ions with those of other atomic (isobaric nuclides, doubly charged ions) or 
polyatomic ions with the same nominal mass-to-charge (m/z) ratio.[34] Thus, 
interference-free measurement of prosthesis-related metals is not self-evident for a 
blood sample, which contains many matrix elements at high concentrations (e.g., C, 
Ca, Cl, K, Mg, Na, P and S), while the levels of the analyte elements are often 
extremely low. The use of high resolution sector field ICP-MS (HR-SF-ICP-MS) is an 
elegant option to deal with spectral overlap, but the increase in mass resolution is 
also accompanied by a significant reduction in sensitivity (1 – 2 orders of 
magnitude).[35, 36] Alternately, quadrupole-based ICP-MS instruments equipped 
with a collision-reaction cell (ICP-CRC-QMS) can be used to separate analyte and 
interfering ions with the same m/z ratio via gas phase ion-molecule processes.[37-
40] ICP – tandem mass spectrometry (ICP-MS/MS) is a powerful tool that should be 
capable to deal with these complex situations,[41-43] as it offers enhanced control 
over the reactions taking place in the cell, enabling the use of very reactive gases to 
monitor the target analytes as molecular reaction product ions at a mass-to-charge 
ratio that is free from interference.[44-46] 
This study aimed at the development and evaluation of an analytical approach 
whereby VAMS is used for whole blood sampling, with subsequent ICP-MS/MS 
analysis for the determination of prosthesis-related metals at ultra-trace levels.  
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4.2. Experimental 
4.2.1. Instrumentation 
All measurements were carried out using an Agilent 8800 ICP-MS/MS instrument 
(ICP-QQQ, Agilent Technologies, Japan). The sample introduction system consisted 
of a MicroMist nebulizer (400 µL min-1) mounted onto a Peltier-cooled (2 °C) Scott-
type spray chamber. This instrument is equipped with two quadrupole units (Q1 
and Q2) with an octopole collision/reaction cell system (ORS3) located in-between. 
In this work, both quadrupoles were used as mass filters (MS/MS mode) and the 
cell was pressurized with a methyl fluoride/helium (CH3F/He - 10:90) mixture as 
reaction gas. The mass flow controller can be adjusted from 0 to 100%, 
corresponding to gas flow rates of 0 to 1 mL min-1 (mass flow controller calibrated 
for O2). The reaction product ions selected for both methods (100-fold dilution and 
VAMS) are indicated in Table 4.1. 
A Thermo Element XR sector-field ICP-MS instrument (Thermo Scientific, Germany) 
was used for validation purposes for those target analytes for which reference 
values were not available (or in the case of suspected contamination). Table 4.1 
shows the instrument settings and data acquisition parameters for ICP-MS/MS and 
SF-ICP-MS measurements.  
4.2.2. Samples and reagents 
Only high-purity reagents were used throughout this work. Ultrapure water 
(resistivity > 18.2 MΩ.cm) was obtained using a Milli-Q element water purification 
system (Millipore, France). Pro-analysis 12 M HCl (ChemLab, Belgium) was further 
purified by sub-boiling distillation. 1 g/L single-element standard solutions of Al, 
Co, Cr, Ni, Sr, Ti, V and Zr (Instrument solutions, The Netherlands) were 
appropriately diluted and used for method development, validation and calibration 
purposes. External calibration was relied on for quantification, with Rh (Inorganic 
Ventures, The Netherlands) as an internal standard. Standards and samples were 
prepared in 0.3 M HCl. The VAMS devices (lot: 41106A) were obtained from 
Phenomenex (Torrance, USA) and are available under the brand name MitraTM. 
Such a sampling device consists of a hydrophilic polymer with an absorption 
volume of ~10 µL (10.5 µL for whole blood according to the instructions of the 
manufacturer). This absorption volume has been experimentally validated and the 
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sampling reproducibility of these devices for blood collection has been 
systematically assessed under different circumstances by Denniff et al.[2] Two 
blood reference materials, Seronorm Trace Elements Whole Blood Level 1 and Level 
3 (Sero, Norway; Reference 210105 and 210305, respectively), with reference or 
indicative values for the elements targeted in this study, were analyzed for method 
validation purposes. In order to further evaluate the methods developed, spiking 
experiments were carried out with real venous blood taken from control patients at 
the University Hospital Miguel Servet (Zaragoza, Spain). The blood was collected in 
plastic tubes (BD Vacutainer, U.S.A.) containing EDTA as anti-coagulant. 
4.2.3. Sample preparation 
Seronorm Trace Elements Whole Blood Levels 1 and 3 reference materials are 
provided as a lyophilized material and were reconstituted in Milli-Q water following 
the instructions of the manufacturer. In addition to these reference materials, 
aliquots of 1 mL of real whole blood were spiked with small volumes of a multi-
element solution in order to obtain added concentrations of 5, 10, 25 and 50 µg L-1 
of the analyte elements. This concentration range was selected taking into account 
the critical concentration level for prosthesis-related metals in whole blood, and for 
evaluating the capabilities of VAMS at different levels. Both the reference materials 
(after reconstitution) and the real venous blood samples (with and without spiking) 
were subjected to the same sample preparation procedure. In this work, two 
different methods for sampling and analysis of blood were compared, i.e. (i) the 
direct measurement of the samples after appropriate dilution, and (ii) the use of 
VAMS for sample collection, followed by extraction and ICP-MS/MS analysis. In the 
first case, ~10 µL whole blood was diluted with ~1 mL Milli-Q water (in metal-free 
15 mL polypropylene centrifuge tubes, VWR, Belgium) and subsequently acidified 
with 12 M HCl. HCl and HNO3 were evaluated and higher contamination was 
observed in the case of HNO3. Therefore, the use of HCl demonstrated to provide 
lower blanks and better LoDs. Rh (final concentration of 1 µg L-1) was also added as 
an internal standard. The resulting 100-fold diluted solution (in 0.3 M HCl) was 
homogenized and centrifuged (Centrifuge 5702, Eppendorf AG, Germany) during 5 
minutes at 4400 rpm. The supernatant was separated for subsequent ICP-MS-MS 
analysis to prevent possible nebulizer clogging. 
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For the VAMS approach, the sampler device was dipped into the sample for a 
couple of seconds (2-4 s; following the procedure described by the manufacturer). 
The VAMS device was subsequently dried under ambient conditions (>2 hours). 
Thereafter, the absorption probe was removed from the sampler device and added 
into a metal-free polypropylene centrifuge tube. The analytes were extracted in 
approximately 1 mL of Milli-Q water with the aid of a vortex mixer (VWR, Belgium, 2 
minutes). The solution thus obtained was acidified, as described earlier, and Rh 
was added as an internal standard. The final volume of 1 mL was considered as the 
minimum volume needed for ICP-MS measurement. 
 
4.3. Results and discussion 
4.3.1. Development of a multi-element ICP-MS/MS method for 
interference-free determination of (ultra-) trace amounts 
of prosthesis-related metals in whole blood 
The determination of ultra-trace amounts of prosthesis-related metals in complex 
samples, such as whole blood, can be seriously hampered by the occurrence of 
spectral interferences from concomitant matrix elements (e.g., C, Ca, Cl, K, N, Na, 
Mg, P and S) present at high concentrations. Thus, the development of a multi-
element method for the interference-free determination of Al, Co, Cr, Ni, Sr, Ti, V 
and Zr in whole blood is a challenging task. The use of ICP-MS/MS can provide 
interference-free conditions via reaction of the target analyte ions with a properly 
selected reaction gas, as a result of which they are converted into reaction product 
ions that can be measured interference-free at different m/z ratios (mass-shift). 
This approach has already been evaluated (and proven successful) for other 
applications and/or sample types.(Chapter 2)[43, 44] In this work, a CH3F/He 
mixture was selected as reaction gas in ICP-MS/MS (Chapter 3, 5, 6, 7) [45, 47-49] 
and via product ion scanning (PIS) (at different flow rates of CH3F/He within the 
range of 0 to 1 mL min-1) the optimum reaction product ions, i.e. those giving the 
higher signal-to-background ratios, were identified. As the aim was to develop a 
multi-element method, compromise conditions were sought for and they were 
reached at the maximum gas flow rate (1 mL min-1). Under these conditions, 
appropriate reaction product ions were selected for further use.  In the case of Al, 
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Cr, Ni and Co, these reaction product ions resulted from molecular addition: 
27AlCH3F+ (m/z = 61), 52,53Cr(CH3F)2+ (m/z = 120, 121), 58,60Ni(CH3F)2+ (m/z = 126, 
128) and 59Co(CH3F)2+ (m/z = 127). In the cases of Sr and Zr, the reaction product 
ions were formed via F atom transfer: 86,87,88SrF+ (m/z = 105, 106, 107) and 90,91ZrF+ 
(m/z = 109, 110). For Ti and V, finally, the reaction product ions were formed upon 
a combination of F atom transfer and multiple CH3F addition: 47,49TiF2(CH3F)3+ (m/z 
= 187, 189) and 51VF2(CH3F)3+ (m/z =191). The reaction product ions selected were 
monitored in all subsequent method development and ICP-MS/MS analyses 
(instrumental parameters for ICP-MS/MS measurements are shown in Table 4.1) 
and the figures of merit obtained under these conditions are compiled in Table 4.2. 
It needs to be stressed that these LoDs and LoQs are purely instrumental 
LoDs/LoQs, such that the effect of sample pretreatment needs to be taken into 
account for assessing the final detection capabilities in the case of analysis of real 
samples (vide infra). 
4.3.2. A simple dilute-and-shoot approach for the determination 
of (ultra-)trace amounts of prosthesis-related metals in 
whole blood 
4.3.2.1. Results obtained for Seronorm Trace Elements Whole Blood 
L-1 and L-3  
Seronorm Trace Elements Whole Blood L-1 and L-3 reference materials can be 
considered as representative for real venous blood samples, containing (ultra-)trace 
metal concentrations of the analyte elements in a similar matrix composition. The 
results obtained after a simple dilute-and-shoot approach, consisting of a 100-fold 
dilution of the reconstituted material, followed by ICP-MS/MS analysis, were 
evaluated. This dilution needs to be taken into account for assessing the LoDs and 
LoQs attainable (see Table 4.2). External calibration was used for quantification 
purposes, with Rh as an internal standard, to correct for matrix effects, instrument 
instability and signal drift. Several aliquots (n = 5) of both reference materials were 
analyzed.  
The results are presented in Table 4.3, which shows the average result for 5 
aliquots of both reference materials, each measurement consisting of 10 
consecutive replicate measurements. The validation of the results obtained in this 
work was performed by comparison with reference or indicative values and results 
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obtained using SF-ICP-MS in the case of absence of reference values or in those 
cases possibly affected by contamination of the reference material (see Table 4.1 for 
the instrumental parameters used in the SF-ICP-MS method). 
Firstly, Seronorm Trace Elements Whole Blood L-3 was selected on the basis of the 
concentrations of the target analytes expected in whole blood of patients with 
increased concentrations owing to prosthesis-related problems. As can be seen, 
within the corresponding uncertainty, the results obtained using ICP-MS/MS are in 
agreement with the reference or indicative values reported by Seronorm, except for 
a minor difference in the case of both Ti isotopes (t-test, texperimental = 10.998 and 
7.092 > tcritical = 2.776, for 47Ti and 49Ti, respectively) and for a clear deviation in the 
case of 58Ni (t-test, texperimental = 14.328 > tcritical = 2.776), as indicated after statistical 
evaluation using a one-sample t-test at a level of confidence of 95%. For Zr, 
reference and/or indicative values were not available. In addition, no significant 
variation was noticed between the results obtained via ICP-MS/MS and SF-ICP-MS, 
respectively (except for 58Ni), which further demonstrates the accuracy of the 
method developed for all target nuclides, including Ti and Zr. For 58Ni, additional 
experiments with a solution containing Fe demonstrated that the results obtained 
using ICP-MS/MS were clearly affected by isobaric overlap of the signals of 58Fe+ 
and 58Ni+, as the reaction product ion 58Fe(CH3F)2+ (m/z = 126) is formed in the case 
of whole blood samples due to the higher Fe content (343 mg L-1) in comparison 
with serum samples (1.39 mg L-1 – Chaper 3). However, accurate Ni concentrations 
could be obtained using another isotope of Ni (e.g., 60Ni).  
 In order to further evaluate the capabilities of the method developed under the 
most challenging conditions, Seronorm Trace Elements Whole Blood L-1, containing 
very low concentrations of the target elements, was analyzed as described above. 
The experimental results obtained using ICP-MS/MS are within the range of 
reference or indicative values in the case of Al, Ti, Co, 52Cr and 60Ni. The LoQ was 
not sufficiently low to allow for quantification of Cr via 53Cr and isobaric overlap of 
the signal of 58Ni with that of 58Fe hindered the determination of Ni via this isotope. 
A small discrepancy was found in the case of V (t-test, texperimental = 13.149 > tcritical = 
2.776), but the difference between experimental and indicative value can be 
considered negligible for the purpose of this work. Further validation of the ICP-
MS/MS results by comparison with the SF-ICP-MS result was not possible for V  
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due to the higher LoQ obtained via SF-ICP-MS, but for Sr and Zr, possible bias in 
the indicative results was revealed. We hypothesize that the discrepancy found in 
the case of Sr was related with a "typo" in the certificate of Seronorm Trace 
Elements Whole Blood Level 1, while for Zr, possible contamination issues may 
explain the difference between the experimentally obtained results and the 
indicative values. This hypothesis is also supported by cross-validation using 
different isotopes of the same element. Other inaccurate reference values have been 
reported in the literature for Seronorm samples (e.g., Se in Seronorm Trace 
Elements Serum L-2 [50]). These differences were hypothetically attributed to 
unknown factors causing variations between the batch measured and those 
originally prepared for evaluation and certification. Although at first sight the 
difference between the reference value and the ICP-MS/MS result seems quite large 
for Al, the ICP-MS/MS result is within the acceptable range indicated by the 
manufacturer, due to the high uncertainty accompanying the reference value. The 
positive bias may also be the result of possible Al contamination coming from the 
vial, as indicated by the manufacturer. 
4.3.2.2. Results obtained for real venous blood samples  
In order to further evaluate the method developed for the analysis of whole blood 
after a simple dilute-and-shoot approach, spiking experiments were carried out to 
simulate the condition of a prosthesis failure and the resulting increase in 
concentration of the target elements. Therefore, small amounts of a multi-element 
standard solution were added to 4 aliquots of a real blood sample to obtain spike 
concentrations of 5, 10, 25 and 50 µg L-1 of all the elements studied. The sample 
without spike (“blank blood” – containing concentrations below the LoQ for the 
elements targeted in this study) and the spiked samples were measured after 100-
fold dilution following the procedure described in the previous section for the 
Seronorm reference materials; the results thus obtained are shown in Figure 4.2. 
The recoveries were calculated after subtracting the intensity for the “blank blood” 
sample from the intensity of the corresponding spiked sample. The results were 
within the range of 91% – 109%; 97% – 109%; 96% – 103% and 98% – 106% for 
spike concentrations of 5, 10, 25 and 50 µg L-1, respectively. Generally speaking, 
the results obtained are in excellent agreement with the amounts added (within the 
typical acceptance criterion of a bias <15% for clinical QC analysis).[51, 52] 
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Furthermore, no significant differences were found as a function of the spike 
concentration, which demonstrates the accuracy of the method developed at levels 
as low as 5 µg L-1. The fact that, in the case of Ti, Cr, Sr and Zr, accurate results 
can be obtained, relying on different isotopes of the same element indicates that 
also isotope dilution could be used for calibration purposes, if necessary. As 
described before, the signals obtained for 58Ni are affected by isobaric overlap with 
58Fe; nevertheless, the results for both Ni isotopes - in terms of spike recovery - are 
in good agreement. This finding supports the aforementioned hypothesis about 
spectral overlap of the signals of 58Ni with 58Fe. Also, special attention needs to be 
paid to the uncertainty of those measurements, and clearly, it can be seen that a 
higher standard deviation was found in the case of the low abundant Cr isotope 
(53Cr), while better precisions were obtained for Co and V. These variations are 
related with the different sensitivities and detection capabilities of the method 
developed for the different target nuclides (see Table 4.2). Overall, the satisfactory 
results obtained using the simple dilute-and-shoot approach followed by ICP-
MS/MS analysis suggest that it could be used in the case of a small sample volume, 
as obtained using VAMS. 
 
Figure 4.2. Recoveries obtained for the spiking experiments with real venous blood using a 
simple dilute-and-shoot approach. The error bars indicate the standard deviation of 10 
consecutive measurement replicates. The solid and dashed red lines indicate 100% recovery 
and ±15% bias as clinical QC analysis criterion, respectively. 
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4.3.3. Volumetric absorptive micro-sampling (VAMS) followed 
by ICP-MS/MS analysis for the determination of (ultra-) 
trace amounts of prosthesis-related metals in whole 
blood 
Once the ICP-MS/MS method was successfully developed and validated using whole 
blood reference materials and real samples (spiking experiments), the capabilities 
and limitations of VAMS were evaluated in the context of ultra-trace determination 
of prosthesis-related metals in whole blood. Therefore, special attention was paid to 
(i) the optimization of a procedure to extract the blood from the VAMS devices, and 
(ii) the reduction of the total sample volume needed for analysis (as only ~ 10 µL of 
whole blood is retained in the VAMS sampling devices). For the extraction of blood 
from the VAMS, a simple extraction method, allowing one to obtain accurate results 
without compromising the sample throughput, was aimed at. The samples were 
extracted from the VAMS devices with ~1 mL of Milli-Q water, followed by addition 
of Rh as an internal standard and subsequent acidification with HCl (25 µL of 12 M 
HCl). After centrifugation, the supernatant was subjected to ICP-MS/MS analyses. 
Thus, the blood sample was diluted ~100-fold, resulting in a final volume of 1 mL 
(0.3 M HCl and 1 µg L-1 of Rh). For measuring the VAMS samples, the method was 
adapted to lower measurement times due to the low volume available, and thus, 
only 1 isotope per element (that leading to accurate results with the lowest LoQ 
possible) was monitored, while 5 measurement replicates were selected (see Table 
4.1). 
4.3.3.1. VAMS contamination 
An important issue when measuring ultra-trace concentrations is to control the 
level of contamination introduced during sample collection and/or preparation. In 
this method, metal-free material and high-purity reagents were used, and sample 
preparation steps were reduced to the minimum. However, contamination 
originating from the sampler device cannot be excluded, and therefore, a careful 
evaluation of the level of the target elements extracted from blank VAMS devices 
was required. Five blank VAMS devices were subjected to the complete sample 
preparation procedure, and the resulting solutions were analyzed via ICP-MS/MS. 
The corresponding results are shown in Table 4.4, which provides the average and 
the standard deviation (n = 5) for Al, Ti, V, Cr, Co, Ni, Sr and Zr in blank VAMS 
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devices, also taking into account the 100-fold dilution. The results for Ti, V, Co and 
Sr show very low contamination levels, below the LoQ in the case of Ti, V and Co, 
thus the measurement of these elements using VAMS should not be affected to a 
large extent by contamination issues. In the case of Zr, the concentration was 
considered relatively high for a “blank” device. As however the contamination seems 
to remain constant within the different VAMS devices, blank subtraction still 
provided accurate results. However, the situation is different in the case of Cr, Ni 
and Al. The high levels of Al and Ni could be tentatively explained by the 
introduction of those elements during the manufacturing, as the absorptive probe is 
stated to be made of a hydrophilic polyolefin, which may involve the use of Al and 
Ni catalysts for the polymerization process. Consequently, Al, Cr and Ni could not 
be measured accurately using the VAMS approach and these 3 target analytes were 
not taken into account in further experiments with the VAMS devices. Further 
investigation is required in order to improve the manufacturing process of the 
VAMS devices and/or to develop cleaning steps under controlled conditions prior to 
the sampling, thus avoiding contamination. 
 
Table 4.4. Results obtained for blank VAMS devices 
Isotope 
ICP-MS/MSa 
(µg L-1) 
ICP-MS/MS x 100b 
(µg L-1) 
27Al 33 ± 12 3300 ± 1200 
47Ti < LoQ < LoQ 
51V < LoQ < LoQ 
52Cr 0.30 ± 0.11 30 ± 11 
59Co < LoQ < LoQ 
60Ni 4.9 ± 3.9 490 ± 390 
88Sr 0.02 ± 0.01 1.7 ± 0.8 
90Zr 0.11 ± 0.01 11 ± 1 
aUncertainties expressed as standard deviation (n = 5). 
bConcentration after taking into account the 100-fold dilution. Uncertainties expressed as 
standard deviation (n = 5). 
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4.3.3.2. Results obtained for Seronorm Trace Elements Whole Blood 
L-1 and L-3 using VAMS followed by ICP-MS/MS analysis 
The capabilities and limitations of the VAMS approach in the case of prosthesis-
related metals in whole blood were also evaluated by measuring the reference 
materials Seronorm Trace Elements Whole Blood Level 1 and Level 3. Table 4.5 
shows the average concentrations obtained for 3 replicate analyses (reference 
material sampled with 3 different VAMS devices) for both reference materials (every 
analysis consisting of 5 consecutive measurements). The average and standard 
deviation of 3 different analyses may provide an idea on the variability due to 
contamination issues. Blank VAMS were also analyzed every measurement session 
in order to assess contamination. The results obtained using VAMS followed by ICP-
MS/MS analysis were compared to the recommended values, i.e. the 
reference/indicative values provided by the manufacturer or the results of the 
measurements using SF-ICP-MS in the case of absence of reference values, possible 
contamination, or suspect reference values (as indicated in section 4.3.2.1). As can 
be seen, the experimental results are within the recommended range in all cases. 
However, although no significant differences were found for Co in the Level 1 
material (t-test, texperimental = 2.706 < tcritical = 4.303), high uncertainty was observed, 
which needs to be attributed to the low amount of Co in the reference material. 
Under such conditions, the small contribution of contamination becomes more 
important due to the closeness of the concentration level to the LoQ, which 
probably indicates the limitation of the method developed. However, concentrations 
below 1 µg L-1 can be considered as normal levels in whole blood and do not 
indicate any metal release. In addition, the VAMS-based method only shows slight 
differences in precision compared to the simple dilute-and-shoot approach, except 
in the case of Zr, for which the deviation seems to be higher as a consequence of the 
contamination described in the previous section and indicated in Table 4.4. 
4.3.3.3. Results obtained for real venous blood samples using VAMS 
followed by ICP-MS/MS analysis 
Aiming at a further evaluation of the method developed using VAMS followed by 
ICP-MS/MS analysis, the same spiked real venous blood samples as analyzed in 
section 4.3.2.2 (5, 10, 25 and 50 µg L-1 of the target elements selected for this 
method) were also measured following the VAMS approach. 
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Table 4.5. Results obtained for Seronorm Trace Elements Whole Blood L-1 and L-3 using 
the VAMS approach followed by ICP-MS/MS analysis compared to recommended values 
 VAMS Seronorm L-1 VAMS Seronorm L-3 
Isotope 
Recommended 
valuea  
(µg L-1) 
ICP-MS/MSb 
(µg L-1) 
Recommended 
valuea  
(µg L-1) 
ICP-MS/MSb 
(µg L-1) 
47Ti 14.00 ± 2.00 16.46 ± 2.46 12.80 ± 0.40 12.88 ± 1.36 
51V 1.30 ± 0.20 0.92 ± 0.24 5.70 ± 1.10 5.61 ± 0.39 
59Co 0.16 ± 0.06 0.89 ± 0.62 11.40 ± 1.20 10.82 ±0.48 
88Sr 36.63 ± 1.61* 38.82 ± 1.40 15.00 ± 0.20 14.59 ± 0.56 
90Zr 5.43 ± 0.96* 5.20 ± 2.64 4.55 ± 0.32* 4.90 ± 1.01 
aReference values provided by the manufactures or experimental results determined using 
SF-ICP-MS (*). 
bUncertainties expressed as standard deviation (n = 3). 
 
Three replicate analyses were performed for every spiked sample. The results are 
shown in Figure 4.3, which represents the recoveries resulting after subtracting the 
contribution from the “blank” real venous blood. The precision (indicated as error 
bars in Figure 4.3) corresponds with the standard deviation of 3 replicate analyses 
for every sample (3 VAMS devices). As can be seen, within the experimental 
uncertainty, no significant differences were found between the results obtained 
using the VAMS approach followed by ICP-MS/MS analysis and the expected 
results (bias <15% as clinical QC analysis criterion). The accuracy and precision 
improved with the increase in concentration, which is clearly related with possible 
slight contamination of the VAMS devices and/or introduced during the sample 
preparation steps, although the closeness to the LoQ cannot be excluded as 
possible source of uncertainty. For samples containing 25 and 50 µg L-1 spikes, the 
results are accurate and precise for all target nuclides, without significant 
differences compared to the simple dilute-and-shoot approach. In addition, for Co 
and V, the results are not even affected at lower concentration levels, which can be 
related with the lower contamination in the VAMS devices and the better LoQ for 
both target elements. In the case of Ti and Zr, higher uncertainty was obtained for 
lower concentrations, i.e. 5 and 10 µg L-1, which is in good agreement with the 
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results obtained for the analysis of the reference materials following the same 
procedure, and definitively seems to point to the relatively high contamination, 
already described in section 4.3.3.1 for Zr. However, based on the accuracy and 
precision of the results obtained for all elements at the different concentration levels 
of the spike, it may be assumed that the VAMS approach could be used for 
sampling of whole blood with the aim of diagnosing failing prostheses based on 
increased metal levels in the patient’s blood. 
 
Figure 4.3. Recoveries obtained for the spiking experiments with real venous blood using 
the VAMS approach. The error bars indicate the standard deviation of 3 replicate analyses. 
The solid and dashed red lines indicate 100% recovery and ±15% bias as clinical QC 
analysis criterion, respectively. 
 
4.4. Conclusion 
In this work, the capabilities and limitations of a novel volumetric absorptive micro-
sampling (VAMS) approach combined with tandem ICP – mass spectrometry for the 
determination of (ultra-)trace amounts of prosthesis-related metals in whole blood 
were evaluated. Firstly, a method enabling the simultaneous and interference-free 
measurement of 27Al, 47,49Ti, 51V, 52,53Cr, 59Co, 60Ni, 86,87,88Sr and 90,91Zr was 
developed, relying on chemical resolution (mass-shift approach) using CH3F/He in 
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the CRC of an ICP-MS/MS instrument, with attainable (instrumental) LoDs ranging 
from 0.3 to 30 ng L-1. Subsequently, a simple dilute-and-shoot approach (100-fold 
dilution of the samples – ICP-MS/MS analysis with external calibration and Rh as 
internal standard), was successfully applied to the analysis of two reference 
materials (Seronorm Trace Elements Whole Blood Level 1 and Level 3) and to that of 
spiked real venous blood samples with different spike concentrations (in the range 
of 5 to 50 µg L-1). In the last stage, it was evaluated whether the method developed 
can be combined with VAMS as an alternative sample collection approach. Except 
for the elements inherently affected by the contamination of such devices, i.e. Al, Cr 
and Ni, VAMS was demonstrated to be suitable in the context of the determination 
of (ultra-)trace concentrations of the selected elements in whole blood. The 
possibility to successfully determine ultra-trace amounts of metals in such small 
sample volumes is owing to the high detection power and multi-element capabilities 
and the creation of interference-free conditions using chemical resolution in an 
MS/MS approach of ICP-MS. Future efforts have to aim at the development of 
metal-free devices when aiming at determining such low concentration levels for the 
analytes currently affected by contamination. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, 
this is the first work in which VAMS is studied as a sampling approach for whole 
blood with the aim of (ultra-)trace element determination, and the potential 
suitability of this approach for future real life and/or routine applications has been 
demonstrated. 
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CHAPTER 5 
Interference-free determination of ultra-trace 
concentrations of As and Se using CH3F as reaction 
gas in ICP-MS/MS 
Adapted from Bolea-Fernandez et. al., Anal. Bioanal. Chem., 407 (2015) 919 – 
929 
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5.1. Introduction 
The determination of ultra-trace concentrations of As and Se in a large variety of 
samples has been the objective of numerous studies during many years. Arsenic is 
a toxic element that has been classified in Category 1 by the International Agency 
for Research on Cancer (IARC), which means that it is carcinogenic for humans.[1] 
Selenium is one of the minor elements that, due to its presence in several proteins 
and enzymes, is essential for biological processes. However, already at 
concentrations slightly higher than optimum, it becomes toxic to humans.[2] In 
addition, the antagonistic metabolic effect between As and Se [3] has been typically 
used to reduce As poisoning effects, and different As-related diseases are linked 
with Se deficiency.[4-6] For this reason, and although the toxicity and/or beneficial 
effects of these elements strongly depend(s) on the chemical form,[7-10] the 
determination of the total concentration of As and Se gives invaluable and fast 
information concerning the associated risks.[11] As a result, analysis of biological 
and environmental samples for their As and/or Se content(s) is of interest from a 
biomedical point of view. However, the determination of these metalloids at ultra-
trace levels is not simple by means of any atomic spectroscopy technique.[12-16] 
Inductively coupled plasma - mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) can be considered as the 
technique of choice for the monitoring of these elements. However, despite its 
detection power, the determination of As and Se by ICP-MS is seriously hampered 
by the occurrence of both spectral and non-spectral interferences.[17] 
Matrix effects (non-spectral interferences [18]) are more pronounced for As and Se 
than for many other elements, due to their high ionization energy (9.81 eV and 9.75 
eV, respectively), and the so-called “carbon effect”, which means that a high amount 
of carbon, dissolved in the sample or admixed into the ICP, leads to a signal 
enhancement for both As and Se. Although this effect has been widely described in 
the literature,[19-21] there is no clear consensus concerning the mechanism 
responsible for it. The carbon effect is hypothesized to result from charge transfer 
between C+ or CH+ (ionization energy 11.26 eV and 10.64 eV, respectively)[22,23] to 
atoms of elements with a high ionization energy. However, other characteristics 
need to be involved, because not for all elements with a high ionization energy, such 
an enhancement is observed. In addition, extremely high amounts of carbon could 
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also result in a signal intensity decrease due to a reduction of the plasma 
temperature.  
Non-spectral interferences [24,25] can be tackled in different ways (e.g., use of a 
suitable internal standard,[26] or quantification by means of standard addition,[27] 
or by means of isotope dilution [28-31]), but the issue of spectral interferences 
remains a serious one, due to the formation of Ar-based polyatomic ions [32,33] 
that affect the determination of 75As+ (40Ar35Cl+ and 38Ar37Cl+) and 77,78,80Se+ 
(40Ar36Ar1H+, 40Ar37Cl+, 40Ar38Ar+ and 40Ar40Ar+). While in the case of Se, 82Se can often 
be monitored interference-free, no such possibility exists for the mono-isotopic As. 
Different options have been explored to overcome the influence of these 
interferences, such as the use of analyte/matrix separation (which obviously 
represents additional work and degrades sample throughput),[34] of mathematical 
equations (which may not work efficiently if the ratio between the signal of the 
interferent and that of the analyte is too high),[35] of cool plasma conditions (which 
results in a significant drop in sensitivity for these elements owing to their poor 
ionization efficiency under such working conditions),[36] and, of vapor generation 
systems (the use of which also involves some additional sample pretreatment).[37]  
Additionally, more advanced ICP-MS devices permit these spectral interferences to 
be overcome in a more straightforward way. The use of a sector-field ICP-MS (SF-
ICP-MS) instrument, operated at higher mass resolution, is an elegant choice to 
resolve spectral interferences.[38] However, the maximum resolution setting (m/Δm 
~ 10,000) should be used in the case of As and Se, which involves a reduction in 
sensitivity of about two orders of magnitude, which is sometimes too much for the 
targeted concentrations. Also, and even using the maximum resolution setting, 
some polyatomic interferences still cannot be completely resolved (e.g., interference-
free measurement of 80Se+ is hard to accomplish due to the very high intensity of 
the 40Ar2+ dimer).  
The most widespread approach to deal with the spectral overlap affecting the 
determination of As and Se nowadays is probably the use of a quadrupole based 
ICP-MS (Q-ICP-MS) instrument equipped with a collision/reaction cell.[39] Different 
gases can be used to pressurize the cell and ameliorate the conditions for As and/or 
Se determination. For instance, the combination of a collision gas [40] (typically He) 
and kinetic energy discrimination can be used to reduce the interferences as, due to 
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their larger size, polyatomic ions lose a larger fraction of their kinetic energy than 
do mono-atomic ions. However, this strategy is incapable of removing doubly 
charged interferences and is accompanied by a substantial reduction in sensitivity. 
Also, reactive gases (e.g., NH3, H2, CH4, O2) can be used to selectively react with the 
interfering ions,[41-43] aiming at the monitoring of the analyte ions at their original 
mass-to-charge ratio. Alternately, also a selective reaction between the analyte ions 
and the gas molecules,[44,45] resulting in the formation of a reaction product ion 
that can be measured interference-free at another m/z ratio, is sometimes viable. 
The efficacy of the latter approach strongly depends on the efficiency and rate of the 
reaction involved. 
Recently, a new configuration of Q-ICP-MS instrumentation was introduced, the so-
called triple quadrupole ICP-MS/MS [46-49] setup, which consists of a tandem 
mass spectrometer with an octopole collision/reaction cell located in-between two 
quadrupole mass analyzers. This new configuration enables the application of non-
typical, but highly reactive gases.  
Methyl fluoride is a reaction gas that has only been used scarcely in ICP-MS 
before.[50,51] However, in a previous work (Chapter 3),[49] we have demonstrated 
the possibilities of this reaction gas to resolve spectral overlap in the determination 
of light metals (Al, Co, Cr, Mn, Ni, Ti and V) in clinical samples using ICP-MS/MS. 
The main goal of the current project was to investigate the potential of methyl 
fluoride as a reaction gas in ICP-MS/MS for dealing with the interferences affecting 
ultra-trace determination of both As and Se in diverse sample types. 
 
5.2. Experimental 
5.2.1. Instrumentation 
All measurements were carried out using an Agilent 8800 triple quadrupole ICP-
MS/MS instrument (Agilent Technologies, Japan). The sample introduction system 
comprises a MicroMist nebulizer (400 µL/min) and a Peltier-cooled Scott-type spray 
chamber (2 ºC). The instrument is equipped with two quadrupole mass analyzers 
(Q1 and Q2) and an octopole collision/reaction cell (ORS3) mounted in-between the 
two quadrupole units (Q1 - ORS3 - Q2). The instrument can be used in different 
operation modes, (i) with the first quadrupole fully open (single quadrupole mode, 
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SQ) or (ii) using both quadrupoles as mass filters (MS/MS mode). The cell can be 
pressurized with different inert or reactive gases, typically He, H2, O2 and NH3, but 
in this work, the merits of CH3F (a mixture of 10% CH3F and 90% He) were 
evaluated. The CH3F/He mixture was introduced via the 4th line (typically used for 
O2) and with the flow controller calibrated for this gas. As a result, the flow rates 
given below are expressed in O2-equivalent mL min-1.  
A Thermo Element XR sector-field ICP-MS instrument (ThermoScientific, Germany) 
was used with the aim of comparing the capabilities of both techniques for ultra-
trace determination of As and Se.  
5.2.2. Reagents and standards 
Only high purity reagents were used during all of the experiments. Water was 
purified using a Milli-Q Element water purification system (Millipore, France). Pro-
analysis 14 M HNO3 (ChemLab, Belgium) was further purified via sub-boiling 
distillation. Ultra-pure 28 M HF (Fisher Chemicals, Great Britain) and 9.8 M H2O2 
(Fluka, Belgium) were chosen for sample digestion. Trace select 25 M MeOH for 
studying the carbon effect was acquired from Sigma Aldrich, Germany. Throughout 
the work, appropriate dilutions of 1 g L-1 single-element standard solutions 
(Instrument Solutions, The Netherlands) were carried out for optimization (As and 
Se), for internal standardization (Te), for external calibration (standard solutions 
with concentrations of 0, 0.5, 1, 2.5 and 5 µg L-1 of As and Se) and for matrix-
matching (Ca, Cl, Gd, Mo, Nb, Nd, Ru, Sm, Y, Zr). 
5.2.3. Samples 
Reference materials were analyzed for method validation purposes. The list 
comprises NIST SRM 1515 (Apple Leaves), NBS SRM 1575 (Pine Needles), NBS SRM 
1573 (Tomato Leaves), NIST SRM 1568a (Rice Flour), BCR CRM 526 (Tuna Fish 
Tissue), NCR - CNRC DORM-4 (Fish Protein), BCR CRM 414 (Plankton), NBS SRM 
1646 (Estuarine Sediment), NIST SRM 1566a (Oyster Tissue) and NRC-CNRC 
TORT-3 (Lobster Hepatopancreas).  
5.2.4. Sample preparation 
To avoid contamination, only metal-free tubes were used for standard and sample 
preparation (15 or 50 mL polypropylene centrifuge tubes, VWR, Belgium). The
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 samples were digested via acid digestion in Teflon Savillex beakers, which had been 
pre-cleaned with HNO3 and HCl and subsequently rinsed with Milli-Q water. To 
complete the mineralization, between 0.1 and 0.2 g of the respective reference 
materials (except for the apple leaves reference material, for which 0.5 g was 
digested due to the low concentration of both As and Se) were digested with 4 mL of 
14 M HNO3 and 1 mL of 9.8 M H2O2 and, only in the case of NBS SRM 1646 
(Estuarine Sediment), an additional 1 mL of 28 M HF. The procedure was completed 
after heating at 110 ºC on a hot plate overnight. 
Prior to ICP-MS/MS analysis, the digested materials were diluted 40- and 20-fold 
for As and Se, respectively, with Milli-Q water. 
The final results were calculated on a dry mass basis, taking into account the water 
content of the reference materials, previously calculated after drying until constant 
weight. 
 
5.3. Results and discussion 
As discussed in the introduction, the determination of ultra-trace levels of As and 
Se using ICP-MS is still a challenge. Different problems are encountered when 
addressing determination of ultra-trace concentrations of these elements, and there 
is no straightforward method to deal with all the problems encountered without 
sacrificing some analytical properties. The objective of this work was to investigate 
the capabilities of ICP-MS/MS with CH3F/He as a reaction gas in this context.  
5.3.1. Selection of the main product ions formed upon reaction 
between As and Se and CH3F/He 
In order to study the reactions between CH3F/He and As and Se, product ion 
scanning was used to identify the main reaction products. Standard solutions of 5 
µg L-1 of As and of Se were measured using different CH3F/He flow rates to find the 
most suitable reaction product ions, in terms of sensitivity and limits of detection 
(LoDs). Due to the mono-isotopic character of As, the mass-to-charge ratio of the 
first quadrupole was fixed at 75, while for Se, an m/z setting of 80 was selected 
because this is the most abundant nuclide. The results are summarized in Figure 
5.1.  
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Figure 5.1. Identification of the different species formed at different CH3F/He flow rate 
settings via product ion scanning. The main reaction product ions are highlighted in red. 
 
In both cases, it is clear that a single product ion shows the highest sensitivity; for 
both As and Se, there is a selective and efficient reaction with CH3F/He, consisting 
of CH3F addition and subsequent HF elimination, resulting in the formation of 
AsCH2+ and SeCH2+. This reaction was studied in a previous work using ICP-SIFT-
MS,[52] where the same behavior was found for As, but not for Se. With ICP-SIFT-
MS, no reaction was seen to take place between Se and CH3F, which indicates that 
some differences in reactivity can occur when other types of devices are used. 
Figure 5.1 also provides valuable information concerning the optimum CH3F/He 
flow rate settings. For As, the AsCH2+ signal intensity reaches a maximum at 
approximately 0.75 mL min-1 and then decreases, while the maximum sensitivity for 
Se is obtained at the highest flow rate setting attainable. It can be assumed that the 
use of higher flow rates could increase the SeCH2+ signal sensitivity even further. In 
any case, these reaction product ions seem promising to develop interference-free 
methods for As and Se determination in complex matrices using the MS/MS mode, 
and they were selected for further work. A schematic representation of the ICP-
MS/MS operation using CH3F/He for As and Se is shown in Figure 5.2. 
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Figure 5.2. Schematic representation of ICP-MS/MS operation in the determination of As 
or Se using CH3F/He as reaction gas. 
 
5.3.2. Method development and optimum instrumental 
parameters for AsCH2+ and SeCH2+ monitoring 
Once the most suited reaction product ions were identified, the corresponding 
analytical methods were developed. To further optimize the CH3F/He flow rate 
settings, the signal intensity of a standard solution containing 5 µg L-1 of As and of 
Se, and a blank solution (0.14 M HNO3) were measured at different flow rates, 
adjusting the first quadrupole for transition of the mass of the target nuclide (75 
and 80 for 75As and 80Se, respectively) and the second for transmission of the mass 
of the selected reaction product ion (89 and 94 for 75AsCH2+ and 80SeCH2+, 
respectively). The results obtained are shown in Figure 5.3, indicating an optimum 
CH3F/He flow rate setting of 0.72 (range between 0.60 - 0.80 mL min-1) and 1.00 
mL min-1 for 75AsCH2+ and 80SeCH2+, respectively. As previously said, it can be 
hypothesized that at an even higher CH3F/He flow rate, the results for Se could 
even be better.  
Despite of this limitation, the two methods were fully optimized, resulting in the 
instrument parameters summarized in Table 5.1. Under the optimum conditions 
for each of the target elements, a set of standard solutions (concentrations of 0, 0.5, 
1, 2.5 and 5 µg L-1) were measured 10 consecutive times, in order to obtain the 
calibration data and the instrumental limits of detection and of quantification (LoDs 
and LoQs were calculated as 3 and 10 times sblank/slope, respectively).  
As+ AsCH2+
Se+ SeCH2+
+ CH3F   + HF 
75 As
77,78,80 Se
75 AsCH2
+
77,78,80 SeCH2
+
xInterference
X ≠ 75,77,78,80, respectively
xInterference
X ≠ 89,91,92,94, respectively
CH3F/He
Q1 Q2ORS3
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The results are given for 75As and for three different nuclides of Se (77Se, 78Se and 
80Se) in Table 5.2.  
 
 
 
Figure 5.3. Selection of CH3F/He flow rate settings for the selected species (75AsCH2+ and 
80SeCH2+).  
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Table 5.1. Instrument settings for the Agilent 8800 ICP-MS/MS instrument 
 Agilent 8800  
 As Se 
Reaction Gas CH3F/He CH3F/He 
Scan type MS/MS MS/MS 
Plasma mode Low matrix Low matrix 
RF power (W) 1550 1550 
Extract 1 (V) -3.0 -3.9 
Q1 bias (V) -2.0 -1.0 
Reaction gas flow rate 
setting (mL min-1) 
0.72 1.00 
Q1  Q2 
75  89 
125  125 
77  91 
78  92 
80  94 
125  125 
Octopole bias (V) -4.1 -4.1 
Energy discrimination (V) -8.4 -8.4 
Extract 2 (V) -185.0 -195.0 
Q2 QP bias (V) -12.5 -12.5 
Wait time offset (ms) 2 2 
Sweeps / replicate 100 100 
Integration time / mass (s) 1 1 
Replicates 10 10 
Total analysis time / 
sample (s) 
38 65 
 
 
These nuclides were selected in view of the strong Ar-based polyatomic 
interferences they suffer from and thus, to further prove the robustness of the 
methods developed. From the data in Table 5.2, it is possible to appreciate the 
difference in sensitivity between As and Se, which cannot be due to the mono-
isotopic character of As only, but probably also to the higher efficiency of the 
reaction between CH3F/He and As. However, excellent instrumental LoDs that are 
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suitable for analysis of real samples were obtained in all cases: 0.2 ng L-1 for As as 
75AsCH2+ and below 10 ng L-1 for Se as 77,78,80SeCH2+. It needs to be stressed that 
these are instrumental LoDs, so procedural blanks and sample dilution need to be 
taken into account for the final LoDs.  
 
5.3.3. Signal intensity enhancement: addition of C and surplus 
addition of He 
Different approaches known to enhance the signal intensity for a variety of analytes 
were tested in this work. Due to their high ionization energy, As and Se are poorly 
ionized in the plasma. As described in the introduction, high amounts of carbon 
can give rise to a substantial increase in the As and Se signal intensities because of 
the carbon effect. While on one hand, the situation can complicate quantification 
and necessitates matrix-matching of the external standards or the method of 
standard additions, it is also frequently used to improve the sensitivity. With the 
aim of evaluating this possibility, different amounts of MeOH (between 0 and 10%) 
were added to both the As and Se standards (5 µg L-1). The results are shown in 
Figure 5.4. A signal enhancement is observed in both cases with increasing MeOH-
concentration, reaching a maximum when between 4% and 8% of MeOH is added. 
This leads to, approximately, a 2- and 2.5-fold improvement for As and Se, 
respectively. A further increase of the MeOH-concentration in the samples leads to 
a decrease in the signal intensity for both elements. However, from Figure 5.4, it 
can also be seen that the signal-to-background ratios and thus, also the LoDs, were 
actually deteriorated by the use of MeOH, probably because of the impurities 
present in the solvent. For this reason, admixing MeOH was not further considered. 
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Figure 5.4. Signal enhancement produced by the addition of different amounts of MeOH 
(“carbon effect”). 
  
Another experiment was conducted to investigate whether the addition of a 
supplemental He flow in the octopole collision/reaction cell (introduced via another 
line) could affect the reaction between CH3F/He and the target analytes. This 
turned out to be the case for As. The results of this experiment are presented in 
Figure 5.5, which shows the signal intensity for 5 µg L-1 of As at different CH3F/He 
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flow rate settings (range 0.10 - 1.00 mL min-1) while the cell was also pressurized 
with surplus He (range 0 - 5 mL min-1).  
 
Figure 5.5. Signal enhancement produced by the addition of surplus He in the reaction of 
As with CH3F/He to form AsCH2+ 
 
It can be clearly seen that a higher supplemental He flow shifts the maximum 
signal intensity for 75AsCH2+ towards lower CH3F/He flow rates. Moreover, the net 
sensitivity is increased up to 3-fold, if the CH3F/He flow rate is reduced from 0.72 
to 0.20 mL min-1 and the He flow rate is increased from 0 to 5 mL min-1. These 
results demonstrate that He plays an important role in the reaction between As and 
CH3F. It can be hypothesized that the presence of more He slows down the As+ ions, 
resulting in collisional stabilization, which improves the efficiency of the reaction  
between As and CH3F. This behavior has already been mentioned in the literature 
for reactions between other elements and CH3F.[52] The same behavior was not 
observed in the case of Se, for which the addition of a supplemental He flow 
resulted in a decreased of the signal intensity that could not be compensated with a 
reduction in the CH3F/He flow rate, as was the case for As. It seems that for Se, the 
CH3F/He flow rate was not high enough to observe the same phenomenon, perhaps 
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due to the instrumental restriction in the CH3F/He flow rate to 1.00 mL min-1 and 
the differences in reaction efficiency, as discussed before. However, it was observed 
that the signal-to-background ratio also deteriorated when He was added, which in 
turn led to degraded LoDs. Therefore, use of an additional He flow was disregarded 
for further work.  
5.3.4. Comparison with other cell gases 
In order to better assess the potential of CH3F/He as a reaction gas for As and Se 
determination, alternative cell conditions were evaluated (“vented mode”, addition of 
He only, and addition of O2), using both the single quadrupole mode (SQ) and the 
MS/MS-mode. Moreover, an SF-ICP-MS device operated in high-resolution mode 
was used to compare the capabilities of both techniques. The instrument settings 
for all the methods are provided in Table 5.3 and Table 5.4 for ICP-MS/MS and 
SF-ICP-MS, respectively. 
To summarize all the data obtained, the instrumental LoDs observed under 
different conditions are shown in Table 5.5. Additionally, all the calibration data 
are presented in Table 5.6. Attention should be paid to the fact that this 
information is partial, because the instrumental LoDs reported are not affected by 
spectral interference due to the absence of the parent elements at the origin of 
interfering species (basically, Cl) for 75As and 77Se. For 78Se and 80Se, the overlap 
with 38Ar40Ar+ and 40Ar2+, respectively, is always affecting the signals irrespective of 
the matrix considered. Despite this, Table 5.5 provides valuable information 
concerning the instrumental possibilities of the various methods.  
Generally speaking, the use of MS/MS involves a reduction in sensitivity, which 
means that, for samples without spectral interferences, the SQ mode should provide 
a higher signal intensity.  
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Table 5.4. Instrument settings for the Thermo Element XR SF-ICP-MS instrument 
Element XR 
Scan type EScan 
Resolution High (R= 10,000) 
RF power (W) 1200 
Carrier gas flow rate 
(L min-1) 
0.975 
Mass window (%) 100 
Search window (%) 70 
Integration window (%) 60 
Nuclides monitored 75As, 77Se, 78Se, 125Te 
Sample time (s) 0.01 
Samples/peak 20 
Total analysis time / sample (s)a 117 
 
The differences in overall ion transmission efficiency between both modes could be 
most easily observed when the cell was used in “vented mode” or pressurized with 
He, because in these cases, Q1 and Q2 were set at the same mass (see Table 5.6). 
This was not the case with O2 and CH3F, because in these cases, Q1 is set to the 
mass of the target nuclide itself and Q2 to that of the corresponding reaction 
product ion. Under these conditions, both the reaction efficiency and the overall ion 
transmission efficiency govern the signal intensity. However, the LoD is also 
determined by the blank level at the mass of the reaction product ion, such that the 
LoDs when O2 or CH3F was used to avoid spectral overlap turned out to be better 
with double mass selection (MS/MS mode). 
When O2 was selected, the LoD for 80Se was higher than that for 78Se, despite the 
higher abundance of the former nuclide. The efficiency of the reaction of As and Se 
with O2 is lower than that with CH3F/He, as can be seen from the sensitivity of both 
methods, presented in Table 5.6. Additionally, the signal stability for Se was 
substantially deteriorated (RSD >10%) when using O2. A final comparison between 
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the three pressurized cell options (He, O2 and CH3F/He) used to enable 
interference-free determinations of As and Se indicates that the use of the novel 
method, using CH3F/He and the MS/MS mode, provides improved LoDs for both As 
and Se in all cases. 
 
Table 5.5. Comparison of instrumental limits of detection for As and Se obtained via ICP-
MS/MS (using different collision-reaction cell conditions) and via SF-ICP-MS 
  Limits of detection (ng L-1)a 
ICP-MS/MS 
Cell 
conditions 
Scan type 75As 77Se 78Se 80Se 
”Vented 
mode” 
SQb 0.8 30 ---c ---c 
MS/MS 0.9 50 ---c ---c 
He 
SQ 1 20 40 ----c 
MS/MS 2 40 60 ---c 
O2 
SQ 9 500 200 30 
MS/MS 7 500 9 30 
CH3F/He 
SQ 1 200 20 10 
MS/MS 0.2 10 7 4 
SF-ICP-MS EScand 10 50 500 ---c 
aLoDs calculated as 3 times the standard deviation on 10 consecutive measurements of a 
blank solution (0.14 M HNO3), divided by the slope of the calibration curve 
bSQ stands for single quadrupole mode 
cNot measured (Ar-based interference was not resolved) 
dThe high resolution setting (R ~ 10,000) was used for all As and Se measurements 
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When comparing the figures of merit thus obtained with those obtained using SF-
ICP-MS, the ICP-MS/MS approach with CH3F/He as a reaction gas shows an 
improvement in the LoDs by a factor of 50, 5 and 100 for 75As and 77,78Se, 
respectively, while the accurate monitoring of 80Se is not feasible using SF-ICP-MS. 
In addition, the LoDs obtained in this work using CH3F/He in ICP-MS/MS were 
compared with those obtained using different setups as reported in the literature. 
This information is shown in Table 5.7, from which it can be seen that the ICP-
MS/MS LoDs are superior to those obtained using SF-ICP-MS or other type of Q-
ICP-MS instrumentation equipped with a collision-reaction cell. 
 
Table 5.7. Comparison of ICP-MS/MS LoDs with those reported in the literature for other 
ICP-MS setups 
Authors Instrumentation Mode 
LoDs (ng L-1) 
75As 77Se 78Se 80Se 
A. T. 
Townsend et 
al. [38] 
SF-ICP-MS High mass resolution 95 170 --- --- 
J. J. Sloth 
[53] 
Q-ICP-MS 
CH4 in quadrupole-based 
collision/reaction cell 
--- --- --- 6 
C. C. Chéry et 
al. [54] 
Q-ICP-MS 
CO in quadrupole-based 
collision/reaction cell 
--- 250 --- 10 
J. Frank et al. 
[55] 
SF-ICP-MS High mass resolution 3 --- --- --- 
J. Darrouzès 
et al [33] 
Q-ICP-MS 
H2/He in octopole-based 
collision/reaction cell 
25 --- 45 35 
D. Pick et al. 
[56] 
Q-ICP-MS 
O2 (As) CH4 (Se) in 
quadrupole-based 
collision/reaction cell 
30 --- --- 160 
X. Li et al. 
[57] 
Q-ICP-MS 
H2/He in hexapole-based 
collision/reaction cell 
25 --- 95 --- 
This work ICP-MS/MS CH3F/He 0.2 10 7 4 
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The true potential and robustness of the methods developed was subsequently 
assessed through the use of matrix-matched standard solutions containing 
elements that can give rise to interfering ions. Solutions containing 5 µg L-1 of As or 
of Se plus 100 µg L-1 of Ca, 500 mg L-1 of Cl, 100 µg L-1 of Gd, of Nd, and of Sm and 
1 µg L-1 of Mo, of Nb, of Ru, of Y, and of Zr, were analyzed. While the use of He 
allows the polyatomic interferences (except for 40Ar40Ar+)[40] to be resolved, doubly 
charged interferences (e.g., 150Nd2+, 150,154Sm2+, 154,156,160Gd2+) cannot be dealt with. 
When using O2 or CH3F/He, in the SQ mode, isobaric ions having the same m/z 
ratio as the reaction product ion (e.g., 89Y+, 91,94,96Zr+, 93Nb+, 94,96Mo+ and 96Ru+), as 
well as all polyatomic interfering ions, formed either in the plasma or in the cell, 
still present a problem. However, in MS/MS mode, both reaction gases were able to 
resolve all the spectral overlaps. Moreover, CH3F/He shows a better performance 
than O2 because of the higher reaction efficiency with both As and Se, thus leading 
to better LoDs. 
5.3.5. Results obtained for the determination of As and Se in 
reference materials 
A number of reference materials were selected to further validate the methods 
relying to the use of ICP-MS/MS with CH3F/He. The materials were of plant, animal 
or environmental origin, and a wide range of concentrations was covered. 
External calibration was used for quantification with Te as an internal standard 
(selected on the basis of the closeness of its ionization energy and chemical 
behavior to those of the target elements) to correct for matrix effects, instrument 
instability and signal drift. For each reference material, several aliquots from 4 
separate digestions were diluted and analyzed. 
The results are presented in Table 5.8, which shows the average of 20 
measurements, obtained from 4 different digestions, each one measured 5 
consecutive times. At the 95% level of significance, all the results obtained are in 
good agreement with the corresponding certified value (t < tcritical), which 
demonstrates that the methods developed enable the straightforward determination 
of As and Se at different concentration levels and in various matrix types, whereby 
the problem of both spectral and non-spectral interferences is avoided. 
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Additionally, a good agreement was found among the three selected Se nuclides, 
thus enabling the monitoring of the most abundant isotope (80Se), which is often 
prohibited when using other approaches (e.g., SF-ICP-MS), and also permitting 
isotopic analysis when required in the context of elemental assay via isotope 
dilution or tracer experiments. 
The accuracy of the determination was proven for all the reference materials, 
including the NIST SRM 1515 (Apple Leaves), despite of its low As and Se 
concentrations and the presence of considerable amounts of Nd and Sm (leading to 
doubly charged interferences that cannot be overcome by using a collision gas (e.g., 
He), as discussed in the previous section). 
The precision attainable was checked via the RSD (%), which includes the 
measurement precision, as well as the contribution from the sample preparation. 
Still, RSD values lower than 5% were found for all reference materials in the case of 
As. These RSD values improve down to 1-2% for reference materials with 
concentrations exceeding 1 µg g-1. In the case of Se, RSD values better than 3% 
were found for 80Se, better than 5% for 78Se and better than 10% for 77Se, except for 
NIST SRM 1515 (Apple Leaves), for which, due to the low concentration, the RSD 
values found were 13, 6 and 8% for 77,78,80Se, respectively. Except in this case, the 
RSDs found are in good agreement with the trend expected on the basis of the 
isotopic abundance of the nuclides monitored (RSD via 77Se > 78Se > 80Se). 
 
5.4. Conclusion 
In this work, the capabilities of CH3F/He as a reaction gas in ICP-MS/MS for the 
ultra-trace determination of As and Se in diverse sample types have been 
demonstrated. This approach provides interference-free conditions, permitting As 
and Se determination via AsCH2+ and SeCH2+, respectively, with high accuracy and 
precision. The instrumental LoD for As was calculated to be 0.2 ng L-1, while those 
for all of the Se nuclides studied were below 10 ng L-1. For Se, the approach 
developed is suited for interference-free element determination via all of the isotopes 
investigated. As a result, also the utility in speciation and isotopic analysis (e.g., 
tracer studies and elemental assay via isotope dilution) can be assumed feasible. 
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6.1. Introduction 
In comparison to elements with a similar atomic number, Sr shows a relatively 
pronounced natural variation in its isotopic composition as a result of one of its 
isotopes – 87Sr – being radiogenic. The consequence is a wide variety of applications 
for which Sr isotopic analysis is of relevance (e.g., Rb/Sr geochronological dating 
and other geochemical applications, provenance determination of agricultural 
products of plant and animal origin and migration studies).[1-4]  
Although like for every other element with ≥ 2 isotopes, also the isotopic 
composition of Sr shows natural variation as a result of isotope fractionation,[3, 5, 
6] the main process responsible for the natural variation in the isotopic composition 
of Sr [7,8] is the β- decay of 87Rb into 87Sr (T1/2 = 4.88 x 1010 years [9]). This means 
that, in a closed system, sub-samples containing Rb and Sr will be enriched in 87Sr, 
and the degree of enrichment depends on the time during which the two elements 
have resided together and their elemental ratio Rb/Sr.[10-12]  
However, accurate determination of the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio by means of 
inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) is not free from challenges. 
One of the most important problems is the spectral overlap of the signals of the 
isobaric ions 87Rb+ and 87Sr+, which need a mass resolution of ~ 300,000 to be 
resolved, which is beyond the capabilities of present-day commercially available 
ICP-MS instruments.[13,14] Additional spectral interference due to the presence of 
polyatomic ions, such as ArCa+ and Ca2+ dimers, can also jeopardize the accuracy of 
the isotope ratio results. The use of high mass resolution,[15] which furthermore 
results in a significant drop in signal intensity and deterioration in isotope ratio 
precision,[16] is not feasible for overcoming the spectral overlap. Sr has to be 
isolated from the matrix, or at least separated from Rb, prior to analysis.[17-19] 
Obviously, these isolation steps negatively affect the sample throughput and make 
Sr isotopic analysis labor-intensive.  
It has been demonstrated that chemical resolution using a quadrupole-based ICP-
MS (ICP-QMS) instrument equipped with a collision/reaction cell can be an elegant 
option to resolve spectral overlap,[20] thus extending the application range of ICP-
QMS to the isotopic analysis of elements that otherwise suffer from spectral 
interference. The use of a collision/reaction cell allows to remove spectral overlap 
relying on physical processes (e.g., a combination of collisions with a non-reactive 
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gas to slow down polyatomic ions more than atomic ions, thus enabling the former 
to be selectively discriminated against via kinetic energy discrimination),[21] or by 
selective ion/molecule reaction between an interfering ion,[22-24] or the target 
ion,[25-27] and a reactive gas. The latter approach is sometimes referred to as 
chemical resolution and allows interference-free measurement at either the original 
mass-to-charge (m/z) ratio of the target nuclide or at the m/z ratio of the reaction 
product ion formed. In this way, the sample pretreatment can be reduced or even 
eliminated, also facilitating the direct analysis of solid samples via laser ablation – 
ICP-MS (LA-ICP-MS). 
Unfortunately, the isotope ratio precision typically offered by ICP-QMS is rather 
modest, with values around 0.1% RSD internal precision. Pressurizing the 
collision/reaction cell of an ICP-QMS instrument with an inert collision gas can 
lead to a slight improvement in the isotope ratio precision, by damping the 
fluctuations in signal intensity, through the mixing ions sampled from the plasma 
ion source at slightly different moments in time.[28, 29] However, the isotope ratio 
precision thus attainable is still considerably worse than that achievable with 
thermal ionization mass spectrometry (TIMS) or multi-collector ICP-MS (MC-ICP-
MS), with an internal precision down to 0.001% RSD. Therefore, the use of ICP-
QMS for the determination of isotope ratios has often been restricted to the study of 
induced changes in the isotopic composition of target elements in the context of 
tracer experiments with enriched stable isotopes,[30, 31] or of elemental assay 
using isotope dilution for calibration.[32] However, it has to be stressed that, the 
use of the more expensive MC-ICP-MS or TIMS instrumentation is not always 
required when natural variation in the isotopic composition of a target element 
needs to be studied, as for some applications, particularly those dealing with 
radiogenic nuclides, the precision attainable with an ICP-QMS instrument can be 
fit-for-purpose.[11, 33-35] 
Additionally to the difficulties with spectral overlap mentioned above, every type of 
ICP-MS instrumentation suffers from mass discrimination,[36] a term referring to 
the differences in the efficiencies of ion extraction, transmission and/or detection as 
a function of the analyte mass. This effect results in a bias between the measured 
isotope ratio and the corresponding true value that needs to be adequately 
corrected for. Different approaches have been described in the literature for this 
purpose (e.g., internal correction, external correction and the combination of 
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both).[37] Also, it has been demonstrated that mass discrimination effects become 
more pronounced in ICP-QMS when the collision/reaction cell is pressurized with a 
gas, as a result of slight differences in the collisional and/or chemical behavior of 
the isotopes as a function of their mass.[26, 38] 
In earlier work, the use of methyl fluoride (CH3F) as a selective reaction gas (in 
combination with Ne as a non-reactive collision gas) in an ICP-QMS instrument 
equipped with a dynamic reaction cell (DRC) for the direct determination of Sr 
isotope ratios has been described.[25] In this approach, the selective reaction 
between CH3F and Sr+ (Rb+ does not react with CH3F) allows for circumventing the 
isobaric overlap at m/z = 87 by measuring the relative signal intensities of the Sr 
isotopes via the intensities of the corresponding SrF+ ions. Owing to the mono-
isotopic character of F, the SrF+ ions show the same isotopic pattern as do the Sr+ 
ions themselves. Despite the achievements shown in the work referred to, this did 
not result in a general breakthrough for Sr isotopic analysis, as it was noted that (i) 
interfering nuclides occurring at the m/z ratio of the selected reaction product ions 
(e.g., 103Rh, 106Cd, 105,106Pd and 107Ag) could not be removed, and (ii) that the matrix 
composition affects the mass discrimination to a large extent, such that the use of a 
matrix-matched isotopic standard for external mass bias correction was required. 
These important drawbacks have hindered routine application of this approach in 
real-life applications. 
Recently, a new type of ICP-MS device was introduced onto the market. The so-
called triple quadrupole ICP-MS instrumentation is equipped with a tandem mass 
spectrometry configuration (ICP-MS/MS), with an octopole collision/reaction cell 
located in-between two quadrupole analyzers. This set-up opens new possibilities 
for interference-free determination of ultra-trace concentrations of elements that 
otherwise suffer from strong spectral overlap (Chapter 2).[39, 40] In MS/MS-mode, 
only those ions with the original m/z-ratio of the analyte element pass the first 
quadrupole and enter the reaction cell. This results in an enhanced control over the 
reactions taking place in the cell and a strong reduction in matrix effects. Because 
of this, highly reactive gases (e.g., NH3 and CH3F) can be used without the risk of 
obtaining complex mass spectra that are difficult to interpret.[41] ICP-MS/MS with 
a CH3F/He (10% CH3F and 90 % He) mixture [42] as a reaction gas has recently 
been successfully used by the authors for the purpose of ultra-trace determination 
of several elements (Al, As, Co, Cr, Mn, Ni, Se, Ti and V)(Chapter 3 and 5),[43, 44] 
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but the possibilities of ICP-MS/MS for isotope ratio determinations have not been 
fully explored yet,[45-49] and no work to date has reported on the use of this 
technique for Sr isotopic analysis.  
In this work, the capabilities of tandem ICP - mass spectrometry with CH3F as a 
reaction gas were evaluated, with the aim to develop a method that enables the 
straightforward determination of the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio in geological materials, 
without previous Sr isolation or Rb/Sr separation.  
 
6.2. Experimental 
6.2.1. Reagents and standards  
Only high-purity reagents were used throughout the work. Ultra-pure water 
(resistivity > 18.2 MΩ cm) was obtained from a Milli-Q Element water purification 
system (Millipore, France). Ultra-pure 28 M HF (Fisher Chemicals, Great Britain) 
and pro-analysis 14 M HNO3 (ChemLab, Belgium), further purified by sub-boiling 
distillation, were used for acid digestion. Appropriate dilutions from 1 g L-1 single-
elemental standard solutions (Ag, Ca, Cd, Pd, Rb and Sr – Instrument Solutions, 
The Netherlands) were made for obtaining solutions used in the context of method 
development. The isotopic reference material NIST SRM 987 Strontium Carbonate 
with a certified Sr isotopic composition (87Sr/86Sr = 0.71034 ± 0.00026) and an in-
house standard solution of Sr (Instrument solutions, The Netherlands), previously 
characterized via MC-ICP-MS (87Sr/86Sr = 0.70753 ± 0.00006), were used for 
optimization, method development and validation purposes.  
6.2.2. Samples 
Five geological reference materials – USGS AGV1 Andesite and USGS G-2 Granite, 
USGS BHVO-1 Basalt, BCR CRM 141 Calcareous Loam Soil and BCR CRM 142 
Light Sandy Soil – were analyzed for their 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio and the results 
obtained were compared to values reported in the literature for the purpose of 
validation.  
6.2.3. Sample preparation 
Sample digestion was carried out in Savillex® beakers, that had been previously 
submitted to a cleaning procedure with both HNO3 and HCl and subsequent rinsing 
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with Milli-Q water. Approximately 0.2 g of each reference material was accurately 
weighed and dissolved in 3 mL of 14 M HNO3 and 10 mL of 28 M HF. The mixture 
was heated in an open beaker on a hot plate (90 °C) until dryness. For the reference 
materials USGS AGV1 (Andesite) and USGS G-2 (Granite), the residue was taken up 
in 1.4 M HNO3. In the case of USGS BHVO-1 (Basalt), BCR CRM 141 (Calcareous 
Loam Soil) and BCR CRM 142 (Light Sandy Soil), an additional digestion was 
required to obtain a clear solution. Therefore, 5 mL of 14 M HNO3 was added to the 
residue and the resulting mixture heated at 110°C in a closed beaker overnight. 
After digestion, the solutions thus obtained were appropriately diluted for 
subsequent analysis. The concentration of Sr was kept constant throughout the 
work (7.5 µg L-1 and 10 µg L-1 for SQ and MS/MS mode, respectively), providing 
approximately the same signal intensity in both modes. To avoid possible 
contamination, only “metal-free” tubes were used to prepare all dilutions (15 or 50 
mL polypropylene centrifuge tubes, VWR, Belgium). 
6.2.4. Instrumentation 
All measurements were performed using an Agilent 8800 tandem ICP-MS 
instrument (ICP-QQQ, Agilent Technologies, Japan), equipped with a MicroMist 
nebulizer (400 µL min-1) fitted onto a Peltier-cooled Scott-type spray chamber (2 °C). 
The octopole collision/reaction cell was pressurized with a mixture of CH3F/He 
(10% CH3F and 90% He, “Certified Master Class”, Air Liquide, Belgium). The 
CH3F/He mixture was introduced via the 4th inlet (operation range of the mass flow 
controller, 0 – 100 %, corresponding to gas flow rates of 0 – 1 mL min-1, calibrated 
for O2). 
 
6.3. Results and discussion 
6.3.1. Method development for interference-free determination 
of Sr 
An important prerequisite for successful direct Sr isotopic analysis is the ability of 
the analytical method to monitor the signals of (at least) 86Sr, 87Sr and 88Sr free from 
spectral overlap. The actual isotope ratio of interest is 87Sr/86Sr, while 88Sr/86Sr is 
used for internal correction for mass discrimination. As measuring 84Sr provides no 
added value, while increasing the measurement time and potentially deteriorating 
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the isotope ratio precision, this nuclide was not monitored. In this work, CH3F (a 
mixture of 10 % CH3F and 90 % He) was evaluated as a reaction gas in ICP-MS/MS. 
Via product ion scanning, with the cell pressurized with 1 mL min-1 of CH3F/He, the 
mass-to-charge (m/z) ratio of each of the target nuclides (86,87,88Sr+) was selected in 
the first quadrupole, and the entire mass spectrum was scanned using the second 
quadrupole for identifying the reaction product ions formed. The main reaction 
product ions were identified as 86,87,88SrF+. In MS/MS mode, the CH3F/He flow rate 
setting was evaluated in the range of 0 - 1.0 mL min-1, and a maximum signal-to-
background ratio was found at 0.90 mL min-1. The optimum instrument settings 
are summarized in Table 6.1.  
 
Table 6.1. Optimum instrument settings and data acquisition parameters for the 
determination of the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio via the corresponding SrF+ reaction product ions 
using CH3F/He as a reaction gas in ICP-MS/MS 
Agilent 8800 
Reaction Gas CH3F/He (10/90) 
Scan type MS/MS 
Plasma mode Low matrix 
RF power (W) 1550 
Extract 1 (V) -3.0 
Q1 bias (V) 0 
Reaction gas flow rate setting (mL min-1) 0.90 
Q1  Q2 
86  105 
87  106 
88  107 
Octopole bias (V) -4.7 
Energy discrimination (V) -8.4 
Extract 2 (V) -175.0 
Q2 QP bias (V) -13.1 
Wait time offset (ms) 0 
Sweeps / replicate 100 
Acquisition time / mass (s) 
[1 acquisition point per spectral peak] 
30 
Number of replicates 10 
Total analysis time / sample (s) 906 
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With the aim of demonstrating the capabilities of the MS/MS  approach to avoid 
spectral overlap, two standard solutions were analyzed, the first one containing 10 
µg L-1 of Sr and the second one containing the same concentration of Sr and 10 µg 
L-1 of Ag, Cd, Pd and Rb. These elements can give rise to spectral interference at the 
original m/z ratio of one of the target nuclides (87Rb) or at the m/z ratio of the 
selected reaction product ions (105,106Pd, 106Cd, 107Ag). Both standard solutions were 
measured in both single quadrupole mode (SQ, where the first quadrupole is not 
operating as a mass filter, but only as an ion guide) and MS/MS mode. The results 
are given in Figure 6.1.  
 
.  
Figure 6.1. Mass spectrum, showing the isotopic composition of Sr at the original mass-to-
charge ratio (m/z = 86, 87 and 88) and at the mass-to-charge ratios of the selected reaction 
product ion (SrF+ m/z = 105, 106 and 107) for a standard solution of Sr (in green) and for a 
standard solution of Sr doped with Ag, Cd, Pd and Rb (in red) in both, single quadrupole or 
SQ (A) and MS/MS mode (B). 
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In both modes, the isotopic pattern observed for the pure Sr solution was the same 
without and with reaction, as a consequence of the mono-isotopic character of F, 
enabling the determination of the isotopic composition of Sr via measurement of the 
intensities of the SrF+ ions. A comparison between the results for both standard 
solutions (without and with admixed elements) shows the effect of the overlap of the 
signals of 87Sr and 87Rb, which was resolved in both modes owing to reaction of the 
Sr+ ions with CH3F, while Rb+ shows no reactivity towards this gas. Although a 
better sensitivity was achieved in SQ mode, the spectral interferences occurring in 
the presence of Ag, Cd and Pd ions at the m/z ratio of the selected reaction product 
ions prevent accurate Sr isotopic analysis in this mode. For samples containing 
those elements, Sr isotopic analysis without previous Sr isolation can only be 
successfully accomplished in MS/MS mode.  
In MS/MS mode, some figures of merit (e.g., sensitivity or limits of detection and of 
quantification) were characterized and the corresponding results are given in Table 
6.2.  
6.3.2. Optimization of instrument settings and data acquisition 
parameters for the accurate and precise isotope ratio 
determination of Sr via SrF+ monitoring 
With the objective of achieving accurate and precise 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio results 
via conversion of Sr+ into the corresponding SrF+ ions using CH3F/He as a reaction 
gas in ICP-MS/MS, the detector dead time was experimentally determined and the 
effect of the data acquisition parameters was checked. 
The detector dead time was determined according to the method proposed by 
Russ.[50] Standard solutions of Sr with concentrations of 2.5, 5.0 and 10 µg L-1 
were measured at different detector dead times in the range of 0 to 70 ns. The 
88SrF+/86SrF+ ratios were plotted versus the dead time for each concentration. 
According to this approach, the point where the lines intersect corresponds with the 
correct value, which was 32.6 ± 0.3 ns in this case. Additional experiments were 
carried out to ascertain that the detector dead time determined using 88SrF+/86SrF+ 
are also valid for 87SrF+/86SrF+. For a range between 1 and 10 µg L-1, it was 
evaluated whether the 87SrF+/86SrF+ isotope ratio changes as a function of the Sr 
concentration. Values between 0.72497 – 0.72660 were obtained; no trend was 
observed and no significant differences were found, as indicated via ANOVA at a  
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95% level of significance (Fexperimental = 1.0991 < Fcritical = 2.3861). This demonstrates 
that the differences in concentration (covering one order of magnitude) do not affect 
the accuracy of the isotope ratio results, such that it can be concluded that the 
dead time correction is done adequately and that the extent of instrumental mass 
bias does not vary within the range studied. Thus, the experimentally determined 
detector dead time was inserted into the software and used throughout all further 
work. 
In addition, data acquisition parameters were optimized. The best performance is 
typically obtained when combining a sufficiently long acquisition time (cf. the role of 
the total number of ions detected in Poisson counting statistics) with fast scanning 
(to counteract the noisy character of the ICP ion source).[29] Different experiments 
were conducted with the aim of evaluating the effect of the data acquisition 
parameters on the accuracy and precision of the isotope ratio results. 87SrF+/86SrF+ 
ratios and internal precision values, expressed as RSD (%), were determined using 
10 replicates for each measurement and 100 sweeps per replicate. The results thus 
obtained are presented in Figure 6.2 as a function of the total acquisition time per 
replicate, for both the raw data and the results after the use of an internal 
correction (vide infra). As expected, the RSD (%) decreases for longer acquisition 
times, down to a minimum at a total acquisition time of 90 s, corresponding with an 
acquisition time of 30 s for each of the isotopes selected (RSD = 0.12 and 0.09 % for 
the raw data and the internally corrected data, respectively). It can be seen that the 
87SrF+/86SrF+ ratio itself also changes with increasing total acquisition time, until a 
constant ratio is obtained for the highest values (Figure 6.2).  
A similar trend was observed for the 88SrF+/86SrF+ ratio, with the deviation at low 
acquisition times being even more pronounced. For 88SrF+/86SrF+, however, a stable 
isotope ratio value is obtained as of a somewhat lower integration time than for 
87SrF+/86SrF+. This leads to an over-correction via internal correction, as can be 
seen in Figure 6.2 for the lowest acquisition times. This tendency can most 
probably be explained as a result of the use of chemical reactions, where the 
reaction product ions typically require more time to actually reach the second 
quadrupole and detector and give rise to a stable ion beam, which means that a 
minimum dwell time (selected as a function of the acquisition time per nuclide / 
number of sweeps) has to be used for the measurement of the isotopic composition 
of Sr as SrF+ via ICP-MS/MS. More evidence for this hypothesis was found in  
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Figure 6.2. Raw and internally corrected 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio as a function of the total 
acquisition time per replicate (A). Internal precision for the raw and internally corrected data 
expressed as RSD (%) for 10 replicate measurements as a function of the total acquisition 
time per replicate (B). The error bars indicate the standard deviation of 3 different analyses 
(each consisting of 10 replicate measurements) obtained on 3 different days. 
 
additional experiments, where – for measurements with a short total acquisition 
time (3 s) - a wait time offset (WTO) was used. This WTO is an additional time on 
top of the quadrupole settling time, allowing the slowdown of the ions in the cell to 
be compensated for and giving the system time to arrive at steady state conditions. 
As can be seen in Figure 6.3, a WTO in the order of a few milliseconds (~5 ms) was 
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sufficient to compensate for the effect seen at low acquisition times. Additionally to 
the experiments explained above, also the number of sweeps per replicate was 
evaluated as a possible parameter affecting the precision in the isotope ratio 
measurements. However, although a wide range of number of sweeps was tested (50 
- 1000), no reproducible effect on the accuracy or precision was noticed, probably, 
because longer dwell times are required when dealing with isotope ratio 
measurement after chemical reaction in the cell. 
 
 
 
Figure 6.3. Raw 88Sr/87Sr and 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio results (based on the corresponding 
SrF+ signals) as a function of the wait time offset  (WTO) obtained using a total acquisition 
time of 3 s. 
 
Based on the results of these experiments, 100 sweeps and a total acquisition time 
of 90 s were selected as the optimum parameters, as they provide the best possible 
precision and stable isotope ratio results. When using these longer acquisition 
times, no additional measurement time was needed to obtain a constant isotope 
ratio result, and thus, the WTO was set at 0 ms. The optimized instrument settings 
and data acquisition parameters used in all further experiments are shown in Table 
6.1. 
6.3.3. Mass bias correction 
As mentioned in the introduction, ICP-MS is affected by mass discrimination, such 
that a measured isotope ratio differs from the corresponding true value. Several 
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of internal correction, external correction and the combination of both, were 
evaluated with the aim of obtaining better accuracy and precision. For the internal 
correction approach, the 88Sr/86Sr ratio is assumed to be (sufficiently) constant in 
nature and used to correct the 87Sr/86Sr ratio by means of the Russell law, with the 
assumption that f88/86 = f87/86 (see equation 1). Alternately, the raw data were 
externally corrected for the mass bias using the NIST SRM 987 as an external 
standard, used in a sample - standard bracketing approach (SSB). Finally, also the 
combination of both correction methods was tested. Figure 6.4 and Table 6.3 show 
the results for a sequence of 10 measurements of an in-house standard solution of 
Sr with an isotopic composition that was previously characterized via MC-ICP-MS 
(87Sr/86Sr = 0.70753 ± 0.00003). As can be seen, the raw data are biased high, and 
the use of internal correction using the Russell law (equation 1), based on an 
88Sr/86Sr isotope ratio of 8.3752 does not allow to properly correct for mass 
discrimination. Although internal correction leads to a significant improvement in 
both, internal and external precision, the results are still biased high. The bias 
remaining after applying internal correction most probably results from additional 
mass discrimination produced by collisions and reactions in the cell (not all 
isotopes react to exactly the same extent with the reaction gas (CH3F), neither are 
they equally affected by collisions with the inert He gas). Therefore, external 
correction with NIST SRM 987 in a SSB approach (equation 2) was tested.  
 
 
       
 
 
Good agreement was found between the externally corrected data and the true 
value, but with this correction method, the external precision was not improved 
beyond that of the raw data. Finally, the combination of internal and external 
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correction was seen to provide the best results in terms of both accuracy and 
precision, without any significant difference between the experimentally determined 
isotope ratios and the true value, and with an external precision of 0.035 % RSD (n 
= 10). Additionally, as shown in Figure 6.4, also an improved internal precision (the 
standard deviation on 10 replicates for each measurement) was achieved when the 
isotope ratios were internally corrected. 
In order to better assess the capabilities of the last approach for the determination 
of isotope ratios of Sr using CH3F in ICP-MS/MS, longer-term studies were 
performed. 87SrF+/86SrF+ isotope ratio results were collected during a period of one 
month and provided an average of 0.70756 ± 0.00028 and an external precision of 
0.039 % RSD (n = 50). Thus, the combination of internal and external correction 
was used in all further work.  
The Kragten approach was used in order to evaluate which factors dominate the 
total uncertainty.[51]  The fractionation factor (f), nuclide masses (86Sr, 87Sr, 88Sr), 
certified 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio, and repeatability of 88Sr/86Sr and 87Sr/86Sr, were 
taken into account as possible factors affecting the uncertainty of the results. Via 
this error propagation approach, it was found that the measurement precision itself 
dominates the total uncertainty. Inclusion of the contribution of mass bias 
correction results in an RSD of 0.07%.  
 
Table 6.3. Sr isotope ratio results obtained using ICP-MS/MS with different mass bias 
correction approaches 
Mass Bias Correction 87SrF+/86SrF+ ± s RSD (%) 
Raw Data 0.72542 ± 0.00049a 0.067a 
Internal Correction 0.72095 ± 0.00028a 0.039a 
External Correction 0.70733 ± 0.00048a 0.068a 
Internal + External Correction 0.70751 ± 0.00025a 0.035a 
Internal + External Correction 0.70756 ± 0.00028b 0.039b 
 87Sr/86Sr RSD (%) 
Reference Value (MC-ICP-MS) 0.70753 ± 0.00003 0.0042 
aResults obtained for n = 10  
 
bResults obtained for n = 50 collected from different sequences during a period of one 
month. 
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Figure 6.4. Results obtained using different mass bias correction approaches for an in-
house standard solution of Sr measured in a sample-standard bracketing sequence (sample: 
n = 10). The error bars show the standard deviation on 10 replicates for each measurement. 
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6.3.4. Influence of sample matrix on isotope ratio results in SQ 
and MS/MS mode 
In previous work,[25] it was shown that – even when the Sr isotopes can be 
measured interference-free – a good accuracy and precision of the 87Sr/86Sr isotope 
ratio results could not be guaranteed for geological reference materials, unless 
matrix-matched isotopic standards were used for external mass bias correction. 
This leads to the conclusion that matrix effects are responsible for the deviations 
obtained.  
In this work, we assessed whether also with the newly developed ICP-MS/MS 
approach matrix effects necessitate the use of a matrix-matched standard. 
Therefore, the accuracy and precision of Sr isotopic analysis was assessed for pure 
Sr standard solutions, Sr standards with increasing concentrations of some matrix 
elements added (up to 1000 µg L-1 Ca and 200 µg L-1 Rb) and geological reference 
materials, both in SQ and MS/MS mode. The standards were measured on 3 
different days in order to assess the robustness of the method under such 
conditions. No significant differences were found between the Sr standard solution 
and the different Rb- and Ca-containing solutions, neither between the results 
obtained in SQ and MS/MS-mode, which indicates that for these rather simple 
matrices, matrix effects can be neglected. For the geological reference materials, 
however, the situation is clearly different. For one of the reference materials, USGS 
AGV-1 Andesite, isotopic analysis in SQ mode (where all matrix ions are passing the 
first quadrupole and enter the collision/reaction cell) resulted in a 87Sr/86Sr isotope 
ratio of 0.65432 ± 0.00085 (after mass bias correction, based on a combination of 
both internal and external correction using NIST SRM 987). This result deviates 
strongly from the corresponding reference value of 0.70406 ± 0.00005. In MS/MS 
mode, however, where only a very limited selection of ions enters the cell, a good 
agreement was found between the results obtained and the corresponding reference 
value (see next section). This leads to the conclusion that for samples with a heavy 
matrix, matrix effects do have an influence on the final results. However, these 
effects can be overcome by operating the tandem mass spectrometer in the MS/MS 
mode, which is an additional proof of the strength of the method developed in this 
work. 
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6.3.5. Determination of the isotopic composition of Sr in 
geological reference materials using ICP-MS/MS 
This novel method using CH3F as a reaction gas in ICP-MS/MS for the 
determination of the isotopic composition of Sr without prior Sr isolation from the 
matrix, was used for the analysis of five reference materials of geological origin. The 
results are shown in Table 6.4. No significant differences were established between 
the experimental results and the corresponding reference values. In addition, the 
precision expressed as standard deviation for n = 5 was not significantly different (F 
< Fcritical) from that obtained for an in-house standard solution of Sr (n=10, Table 
6.3), except for BCR CRM 142, for which a very slight difference was found (3.66 > 
3.63). Therefore, it can be stated that the approach for Sr isotopic analysis 
developed in this work allows accurate and precise isotope ratio results to be 
obtained, without the requirement of using a matrix-matched isotopic standard for 
mass bias correction, as was required in a similar context (CH3F/Ne-pressurized 
reaction cell) with a Perkin Elmer Sciex Elan DRC ICP-MS instrument [25].  
 
Table 6.4. Results obtained using ICP-MS/MS for reference materials with geological origin 
Sample descriptiona Experimental result ± sb 
Reference value ± 
uncertainty 
USGS AGV-1 Andesite 0.70408 ± 0.00038 0.70406 ± 0.00005 
USGS G-2 Granite 0.70968 ± 0.00021 0.70983 ± 0.00006 
USGS BHVO-1 Basalt 0.70337 ± 0.00029 0.70347 ± 0.00001 
BCR CRM 141 Calcareous 
Loam Soil 
0.70909 ± 0.00030 0.70924 ± 0.00007 
BCR CRM 142 Light Sandy 
Soil 
0.71513 ± 0.00048 0.71505 ± 0.00010 
aFinal concentration of Sr, after appropriate dilution of the reference materials, was 10 µg L-1. 
bStandard deviation on 5 consecutive measurements. 
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6.4. Conclusion 
In this work, the capabilities of a novel approach for Sr isotopic analysis using CH3F 
as a reaction gas in ICP-MS/MS were demonstrated. The method developed was 
able to remove all interfering species that could hinder Sr isotopic analysis. The 
removal of matrix elements, before they enter into the reaction cell provided by the 
MS/MS-mode, diminishes the influence of matrix effects on the final results, thus 
avoiding the necessity of using a matrix-matched standard, in contrast to the SQ-
mode where the use of a matrix-matched standard is compulsory. The method 
developed enables accurate and precise (external precision better than 0.05% RSD) 
determination of the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio. It was shown that this approach can be 
successfully applied to the Sr isotopic analysis of reference materials of geological 
origin, without prior Rb/Sr separation. The robustness of the results obtained for 
these complex materials suggest that such method could also be deployed for the 
analysis of other types of samples for which Sr isotopic analysis could be of 
scientific interest.  
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7.1. Introduction 
Strontium (Sr) isotopic analysis is a key tool for obtaining relevant information in 
many application areas – e.g., geochronological dating (Rb/Sr dating), obtaining 
other types of geochemical information, provenancing of, among other, agricultural 
products and archaeological objects, and animal and human migration studies.[1]  
Accurate and precise determination of the isotopic composition of Sr via ICP-mass 
spectrometry is not self-evident, despite of the relatively more pronounced natural 
variation in its isotopic composition  (coming from the radiogenic character of 87Sr, 
i.e., β- decay of 87Rb into 87Sr with a half-life T1/2 of 4.88 . 1010 years [2]),[3] in 
comparison to elements that only display natural variation as a result of isotope 
fractionation.[4] In fact, Sr is one of the only elements for which thermal ionization 
mass spectrometry (TIMS)[5] is preferred over multi-collector ICP-MS, as a result of 
the occurrence of spectral interference with the latter.[6] Besides the isobaric 
overlap of 87Sr and 87Rb at a mass-to-charge (m/z) ratio of 87,[7] the contamination 
of Ar with Kr will also induce isobaric overlap at m/z ratios 84 and 86. However, 
due to the increased sample throughput of MC-ICP-MS, the latter technique is 
gaining ground, compared to TIMS.[8] For the less demanding applications, also 
single-collector ICP-MS has been successfully used in this context.[9-11] In ICP-
MS, pneumatic nebulization (PN) is the standard sample introduction system, 
although its use is limited to liquid or digested samples, while prior chemical 
separation of Sr and Rb is a must, and remaining Rb and Kr contamination of the 
Ar plasma gas need to be corrected for.[12] Laser ablation (LA) can be seen as an 
attractive alternative for this kind of analysis owing to the absence of sample 
preparation, minimal sample damage, efficient sample introduction, high sample 
throughput and the ability to perform spatially resolved analysis of selected sample 
regions.[13-16] However, Sr isotopic analysis by means of LA-ICP-MS is far from 
evident given the spectral interferences mentioned above.[17, 18]  
Several approaches have been deployed to avoid or mitigate isobaric interference 
from 87Rb and other spectral interferences (e.g., from Kr+ and the polyatomic ions 
ArCa+ and/or Ca2+) affecting the measurement of the Sr isotopes.[19] Chemical 
isolation of Sr from the concomitant matrix elements can be regarded as the 
standard approach to overcome the spectral interferences in the isotopic analysis of 
Sr via PN-ICP-MS and it is considered imperative for samples with high Rb/Sr 
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ratio.[20-22] However, this approach is laborious and time-consuming, thus 
reducing sample throughput and increasing the risk of contamination. Moreover, 
the analysis of solid samples requires digestion, involving the use of concentrated 
mineral acids. 
The use of high mass resolution (HR) in ICP-MS instrumentation equipped with a 
double-focusing sector field mass spectrometer is a powerful way to cope with 
spectral overlap,[23, 24] but, the maximum resolution attained by present-day 
commercially available instrumentation is limited to 10,000, which is by far 
insufficient to resolve the isobaric overlap of the signals of 87Sr and 87Rb (Rrequired 
~300,000),[25] thus limiting the applicability of LA-HR-ICP-MS to samples with a 
sufficiently low Rb/Sr ratio ≤ 0.2.[26-28] Even in those cases where the Rb/Sr ratio 
is low, both for PN-HR-ICP-MS (even after chemical Sr/Rb separation) and for LA-
HR-ICP-MS, mathematical correction is required for the (remaining) Rb and the 
other spectral interferences mentioned above.[29, 30]   
Also the use of a collision-reaction cell in quadrupole-based ICP-MS (ICP-QMS) is 
an elegant approach for overcoming spectral overlap and compared to HR-ICP-MS 
instrumentation, ICP-QMS still offers higher robustness at a lower purchase and 
maintenance cost. Several works to date have reported on the use of ICP-QMS for 
isotope ratio determination, mainly for the study of induced changes in the isotopic 
composition in the context of tracer experiments or elemental assay via isotope 
dilution mass spectrometry (IDMS),[31] but also for elements displaying a relatively 
large natural variation in their isotopic pattern (e.g., Li, B, Pb, Sr).[11, 32, 33] In 
modern ICP-QMS, equipped with a collison/reaction cell, isobaric overlap can be 
resolved via chemical resolution, by pressurizing the cell with a selective reactive 
gas that reacts differently with the interfering ion and the analyte ion, forming new 
reaction product ions and allowing interference-free determination.[34, 35] 
However, the number of works reporting on the use of ICP-QMS and LA-ICP-QMS 
using chemical resolution for interference-free isotopic analysis of elements 
suffering from strong spectral overlap is thus far very limited,[36] and no works to 
date have reported on their use for direct Sr isotopic analysis of solid samples with 
high Rb/Sr ratio. This might be attributed to the occurrence of new spectral 
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nterferences due to uncontrolled reactions in the cell, strong matrix effects, and the 
requirement of matrix-matching for mass bias correction.[37-39]  
Recently (2012), a tandem ICP-MS device (ICP-MS/MS) has been introduced onto 
the market. This novel set-up allows for a better control of the reactions in the cell 
by removing all concomitant elements with a mass-to-charge (m/z) ratio that differs 
from that of the analyte ion by means of an additional quadrupole located before an 
octopole collision-reaction cell. After chemical reaction in the cell, the analyte ion 
can be measured interference-free at the original m/z ratio (conversion of the 
interfering ion) or at a different m/z ratio as a new reaction product ion via the use 
of a second quadrupole.[40] ICP-MS/MS with methyl fluoride (CH3F) as reaction gas 
has been successfully applied to the interference-free determination of ultra-trace 
concentrations of several elements (e.g., transition metals in Chapter 3, and As and 
Se in Chapter 5),[41, 42]  and more recently, for accurate and precise (0.05 % RSD) 
Sr isotopic analysis of digested geological materials (Chapter 6).[43] However, 
despite of the inherent benefits of tandem ICP-MS to avoid spectral overlap and the 
fast increase in the number of publications for elemental [44-46] and isotopic [47-
50] analysis, only a few works to date have reported on the use of LA-ICP-
MS/MS,[51] and according to the best of the authors’ knowledge, no publications 
thus far have described the use of LA-ICP-MS/MS for isotopic analysis. 
This work explores the capabilities of LA-ICP-MS/MS for Sr isotopic analysis, with 
the aim of obtaining direct isotopic information from solid samples with high (i.e., 
also > 0.2) Rb/Sr ratio. 
 
7.2. Experimental 
7.2.1. Instrumentation 
An Analyte G2 (Teledyne CETAC Technologies, Omaha, USA) 193 nm ArF*excimer-
based LA-unit, equipped with a HELEX 2 ablation cell, coupled to an Agilent 8800 
tandem ICP-MS instrument (ICP-QQQ, Agilent Technologies, Japan) was used for all 
measurements. Two different sample introduction configurations, aimed at 
obtaining "dry" and "wet" plasma conditions, respectively, were evaluated. For "dry" 
plasma conditions, a standard LA-ICP-MS configuration was used. He was used as 
carrier gas, and Ar was added as a make-up gas downstream via a glass mixing 
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bulb between the ablation cell and the ICP torch. For "wet" plasma conditions, a 
Peltier-cooled Scott-type spray chamber (2°C) was inserted for the simultaneous 
introduction (via two different inlets) of the LA aerosol – previously mixed with Ar 
make-up gas in the glass mixing bulb – and milli-Q water aerosol, produced using a 
MicroMist nebulizer (400 µL min-1). All connections were realized with 2 mm 
internal diameter PTFE tubing. See Figure 7.1 for a detailed graphical 
representation of both approaches.  
 
Figure 7.1. Graphic representation of the sample introduction set-ups and their gas flows 
for "dry" (a) and "wet" (b) plasma conditions 
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The octopole collision-reaction cell was pressurized with a mixture of CH3F/He (1:9, 
Air Liquide, Belgium), introduced in a flow rate range of 0 - 1 mL min-1 (mass flow 
controller calibrated for O2). 
7.2.2. Samples and standards 
7.2.2.1. Standards and reagents 
The following standard reference materials (SRMs), available from NIST (National 
Institute of Standards and Technology, MD, USA), were selected for method 
development and mass bias correction purposes: SRM 610 and SRM 612 (trace 
elements in a glass matrix).[52, 53]  
For “wet” plasma conditions, ultra-pure water (resistivity ≥ 18.2 MΩ cm) provided by 
a Milli Q Element water purification system (Millipore, France) was used. 
7.2.2.2. Samples 
7 geological reference materials (RMs) – MPI-DING (Max-Planck-Institut für Chemie, 
Germany) ATHO-G “rhyolite glass”, MPI-DING T1-G “diorite glass”, USGS (United 
States Geological Survey, VA, USA) BCR-2G “basalt glass”, USGS BHVO-2G “basalt 
glass”, USGS GSD-1G “basalt glass”, USGS NKT-1G “nephelinite glass” and USGS 
TB-1G “basalt glass” were analyzed for their Sr isotopic composition. The selection 
was carried out in order to cover a wide range of 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratios, Sr 
concentrations and Rb/Sr ratios (see Table 7.1). The Rb/Sr ratios in the (MPI-
DING, NIST and USGS) RMs used display a range from 0.02 to 0.82, the latter being 
considerably higher than the 0.2 maximum limit cited in earlier work. From the 
http://earthref.org/GERMRD [54] website, which  summarizes data on the 
geochemistry of all reservoirs in the Earth, it can be seen that a Rb/Sr ratio > 1 is 
exceptional. The results were compared to preferred and/or compiled GeoReM 
reference values for validation.[53]  
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7.2.3. Procedure for Sr isotopic analysis via LA-ICP-MS/MS 
The instrument settings and data acquisition parameters used for Sr isotopic 
analysis via LA-ICP-MS/MS using both approaches i.e., under “dry” and “wet” 
plasma conditions, are summarized in Table 7.2. 
 
Table 7.2. Instrument settings and data acquisition parameters for Sr isotopic analysis 
using LA-ICP-MS/MS in both "dry" and "wet" conditions  
 “Dry” conditions “Wet” conditions 
Analyte G2 laser ablation system   
Energy density (J cm-2) 3.54  
Repetition rate (Hz) 40 
Scan speed (µm s-1) 15  
Beam waist diameter (µm) 20 – 85 
He carrier gas (L min-1) 0.42 
   
Agilent 8800 ICP-MS/MS   
Scan type MS/MS 
RF power (W) 1550 
Sample depth (mm) 4.5 3.5 
Ar plasma gas flow rate (L min-1) 15 
Ar auxiliary gas flow rate (L min-1) 0.90 
Ar nebulizer gas flow rate (L min-1) --- 1 
Ar make-up gas (L min-1) 0.9 0.33 
Water uptake rate (mL min-1) --- 0.30 
Spray chamber temperature (°C) --- 2 
CH3F/He gas flow rate (mL min-1) 0.90 
Q1 Q2 masses 
86  105 
87  106 
88  107 
Energy discrimination (V) -8.4 
Wait time offset (s) 0 
   
Acquisition parameters   
Dwell time per acquisition point (ms) 300 
Acquisition time per replicate 
measurement (s) 
60 
Run time per replicate measurement (s) 60 75 
Number of replicate measurements 12 
Total analysis time per sample (min) 13.55 15.55 
Detector dead time (ns) 32.6 ± 0.3 
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Prior to analysis, all RMs were embedded into epoxy resin (bisphenol A diglycidyl 
ether, Streurs, Denmark) and subsequently polished mechanically with SiC paper 
(P1200 to P4000) and colloidal silica suspension (40 nm grain size) to remove any 
surface feature. 
NIST SRMs 610 and 612 were selected as the external standards for mass 
discrimination correction purposes. Each sample was analyzed 5 consecutive times 
in a standard-sample-standard sequence, corresponding to 6 and 5 analyses for 
standard and sample, respectively. 12 replicate measurements (line scans) were 
performed during each analysis. The raw ratios thus obtained were corrected for 
mass bias [55] using the double correction approach, consisting of internal 
correction assuming a constant 88Sr/86Sr isotope ratio (Russell law – equation 1), 
followed by sample-standard bracketing (SSB – equation 2). 
 
𝑅𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑆𝑟87 𝑆𝑟86⁄
= 𝑅𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑
𝑆𝑟87 𝑆𝑟86⁄
 𝑥 (
𝑚
𝑆𝑟87
𝑚
𝑆𝑟86
)
𝑓
 ;  𝑓 = ln [
𝑅𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒
𝑆𝑟88 𝑆𝑟86⁄
𝑅𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑
𝑆𝑟88 𝑆𝑟86⁄
] ln [
𝑚
𝑆𝑟88
𝑚
𝑆𝑟86
]⁄      (1) 
 
 
      (2) 
 
 
where m86,87,88Sr  are the atomic masses of the isotopes of interest and f is the mass 
bias correction factor. It has to be stressed that the 88Sr/86Sr isotope ratio is 
affected by natural isotope fractionation,[56] but the natural variation this gives 
rise to can be considered negligible within the precision attainable in this work. 
Furthermore, it has to be pointed out that no additional corrections were performed 
in this work (e.g., blank subtraction and/or mathematical equations for additional 
correction for spectral overlap), which further confirms the potential of the newly 
developed methodology for straightforward Sr isotopic analysis via LA-ICP-MS/MS. 
 
𝑅𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑆𝑟87 𝑆𝑟86⁄
= 
(
 
 𝑅𝑠𝑡𝑑,𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒
𝑆𝑟87 𝑆𝑟86⁄
 
𝑅𝑠𝑡𝑑−1,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑
𝑆𝑟87 𝑆𝑟86⁄
 + 𝑅𝑠𝑡𝑑+1,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑
𝑆𝑟87 𝑆𝑟86⁄
 
2 )
 
 
 𝑥 𝑅𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 
𝑆𝑟87 𝑆𝑟86⁄
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7.3. Results and discussion 
7.3.1. Optimization of conditions for Sr isotopic analysis of 
solid samples with high Rb/Sr ratio via LA-ICP-MS/MS 
7.3.1.1. Use of chemical resolution to avoid spectral overlap  
A mixture of CH3F/He (1:9) was selected as the best suited reaction gas due to the 
high efficiency of the reaction with Sr – leading to the formation of SrF+ ions – while 
Rb and Kr do not show reactivity towards CH3F.[37] By using the capabilities 
provided by the MS/MS mode, all concomitant matrix ions with an m/z ratio 
different from that of the respective analyte ions, i.e., 86,87,88Sr, are removed by the 
first quadrupole (Q1), while the second quadrupole (Q2) is fixed at the m/z ratio of 
the new reaction product ions, i.e.,86,87,88SrF+ (see Figure 7.2).  
 
 
Figure 7.2. Schematic representation of the operating principle of tandem ICP–MS for 
interference-free Sr isotopic analysis via conversion of Sr into SrF+. Q1 and Q2 represent the 
first and second quadrupole, while ORS3 and EM are the acronyms for the type of collision-
reaction cell (octopole reaction system 3rd generation), and detector (electron multiplier), 
respectively.  
 
The CH3F/He gas flow rate was optimized to obtain the maximum SrF+ signal 
intensity, which was attained at 0.90 mL min-1. The capabilities of the selected 
reaction gas mixture to overcome Sr/Rb isobaric overlap at m/z = 87 are 
documented in Figure 7.3, which represents the 87Sr/86Sr and 88Sr/86Sr isotope 
ratio results (left y-axis and right y-axis, respectively) as a function of the Rb/Sr 
ratio – for a set of 6 geological RMs in both, “vented” (no gas) and CH3F/He mode. 
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Within the precision attainable in this work, no significant differences were found 
between the 88Sr/86Sr isotope ratio results in both gas modes, which indicates 
absence of additional fractionation produced by collisions and/or reactions in the 
cell, in contrast with what was observed in a previous work carried out with a 
quadrupole-based reaction cell.[38] As expected, the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratios become 
increasingly biased high with rising Rb/Sr ratio in “vented” mode due 87Sr/87Rb 
isobaric overlap. However, the use of 0.90 mL min-1 of CH3F/He suffices to remove 
the isobaric interference of 87Rb, thus potentially allowing direct Sr isotopic analysis 
of solid samples with high Rb/Sr ratio via LA-ICP-MS/MS. Additionally, the 
presence of He in the gas mixture might lead to an improvement of the isotope ratio 
precision by the so-called collisional damping effect,[57] while the slowdown of the 
ion beam also has a positive effect on the reaction efficiency due to an increase of 
the residence time of the ions in the cell.[41, 43]  
 
Figure 7.3. Influence of the Rb/Sr ratio on the raw 87Sr/86Sr (left y-axis) and 88Sr/86Sr 
(right y-axis) isotope ratios for “vented” (orange) and CH3F/He (blue) modes  
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7.3.1.2. Optimization of operational conditions  
Isotopic analysis via LA-ICP-MS has been carried out in both “dry” and “wet” 
mode.[11] The use of “wet” plasma conditions, derived by the simultaneous 
introduction of an aqueous solution into the ICP, brings about several advantages. 
An internal standard can be admixed for mass bias correction, standard solutions 
can be introduced for calibration purposes and overall, a higher robustness, thus 
better signal stability, have been reported as a result of a lighter effect of the 
introduction of ablated material on the plasma stability.[58-60]  
In this work, the carrier gas transporting the aerosol produced in the ablation 
process was introduced into the spray chamber, via the make-up gas inlet (see 
Figure 7.1B). No other changes to the introduction system are required, thus 
facilitating transition to PN-ICP-MS/MS for other applications in routine 
laboratories. Of course, it has to be stressed that the use of “wet” plasma conditions 
involves an increase in the level of oxide species, which might aggravate the 
accuracy for elements suffering from oxide-based polyatomic interferences.  
For both introduction system approaches (see also Figure 7.1), ablation conditions 
and data acquisition parameters were optimized in order to obtain the best 
transient signal stability – leading to the best internal precision – without 
compromising isotope ratio accuracy and/or sample throughput. NIST SRM 610 
was the standard selected for optimization purposes due to its relatively high 
homogeneity. First, the influence of dwell time on the accuracy and precision of the 
Sr isotope ratios was assessed. The results obtained are presented in Figure 7.4A, 
which shows the RSD  (%, left y-axis) and 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio (right y-axis) as a 
function of dwell time (2 - 500 ms) for both "dry" (red) and "wet" (blue) modes. As 
can be seen, the RSD (%) improves clearly with the increase in dwell time until a 
constant value was reached at ~300 - 400 ms. The same trend was found for both 
plasma conditions, although better signal stability was achieved in "wet" mode, 
which as indicated above, can be attributed to the reduction of fluctuations in 
plasma load. To evaluate whether the improvement in precision observed under 
"wet" conditions, was truly owing to the wet plasma conditions and not merely to a 
change in sample aerosol trajectory, possibly affecting the particle size distribution, 
the “wet” setup was also assessed without co-nebulized water. The results obtained 
under these conditions show an RSD per replicate measurement of 2.50 ± 0.30 %,   
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Figure 7.4. (A) RSD (%) – left y-axis – and 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio – right y-axis – as a 
function of the dwell time in both "dry" (red) and "wet" (blue) conditions. (B) RSD (%) per 
replicate measurement as a function of laser beam diameter (µm) using NIST SRM 610 in 
both "dry" and "wet" conditions. (C) RSD (%) per replicate measurement as a function of 
acquisition time (s) for NIST SRM 610 analyzed in both "dry" and "wet" conditions. In all 
figures, each point corresponds with the average and standard deviation of 3 replicate 
measurements.  
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which is not significantly different from that obtained with the “dry” configuration, 
thus illustrating the added value of “wet” plasma conditions. On the other hand, 
variation in the 87Sr/86Sr ratio was established at low dwell times, and only at 
values ≥ 300 ms, the ratio appears to have stabilized. This tendency was also 
observed in a previous work (Chapter 6),[43] in which it was demonstrated that a 
wait time offset (WTO) of 5 ms suffices to stabilize the Sr isotope ratios at low dwell 
times. No such effect was observed for dwell times ≥300 ms. These observations can 
most probably be attributed to the additional time required for stable interaction 
between the ions and a reactive gas such as CH3F in the cell. Based on these 
results, 300 ms was selected as dwell time and used throughout further work. It 
can also be seen from Figure 7.4A, that the raw 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratios (before 
mass bias correction) are clearly biased towards a higher value with respect to the 
reference value (recommended value for NIST SRM 610 = 0.709699 ± 0.000018 
[53]), even more in "dry" plasma conditions.[59]  
Another important prerequisite for successful isotopic analysis is sufficient signal 
intensity (cf. counting statistics). Maximum sensitivity was found when using the 
instrument settings summarized in Table 7.2. The detector dead time was 
experimentally determined to be 32.6 ± 0.3 ns. In both modes, the signal intensity 
was varied by changing the laser beam diameter. Figure 7.4B shows how the RSD 
(%) per replicate measurement (the experiment was repeated 3 times) varies as a 
function of the laser beam diameter. The results further confirm a better precision 
in "wet" mode, and in general, it can be seen that for a laser beam diameter ≤20 µm 
(beam waist size, corresponding to ~5 x 105 counts/s for NIST SRM 610), the 
precision is degraded due to poor counting statistics. Thus, in further experiments, 
the laser beam diameter was adjusted such that for all standards and samples a 
88Sr signal intensity of approximately 6 x 105 cps was obtained (the system 
response for NIST SRM 610 using a laser beam diameter of 25 µm) as to prevent the 
dual-mode discrete dynode detector from switching between counting and analog 
mode. 
Finally, the effect of different acquisition times on the signal stability (expressed as 
the RSD (%) per replicate measurement) was evaluated. The results are shown in 
Figure 7.4C, from which once more, it can be seen that the precision in "wet" mode 
is better than that in "dry" mode. The average RSD (%) values seem to stabilize for 
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acquisition times ≥60 s, but the variation in RSD values obtained for different 
replicate measurements, is lower at higher acquisition times (Figure 7.4C). A 
compromise between precision and acquisition time was found at 60 s, although 
longer acquisition times can be used to increase the final precision. It has to be 
taken into account that although 60 s of acquisition time was selected, differences 
in stabilization and washout time in "dry" and "wet" mode were present, leading to 
run times per replicate measurement of 65 and 75 s, respectively. 
7.3.1.3. Figures of merit for Sr isotope ratio measurements via LA-ICP-
MS/MS 
Once the instrument settings and data acquisition parameters were optimized as 
indicated above, the figures of merit for Sr isotopic analysis were evaluated. The 
accuracy and precision of the approach developed was tested by means of the 
determination of the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio in NIST SRM 610. As explained in 
section 2.3, 12 replicate measurements were performed for each analysis, which 
was repeated 5 times in a standard-sample-standard sequence. NIST SRM 612 
(laser beam diameter of 85 µm) was selected as external standard for mass 
discrimination correction purposes – double correction approach, after internal 
correction via the Russell law (see section 7.2.3 for a detailed explanation of the 
mass bias correction). Figure 7.5 represents the average value (black lines), 
internal precision (error bars) and external precision (black dashed lines) for the Sr 
isotope ratios in both “dry” and “wet” plasma modes. The green line indicates the 
reference value. Accurate results were obtained in both approaches, with 87Sr/86Sr 
isotope ratio values of 0.70945 ± 0.00121 and 0.70968 ± 0.00035 for “dry” and 
“wet” plasma conditions, respectively (recommended value = 0.709699 ± 
0.000018,[53]  green line in  Figure 7.5). However, as was already expected from 
the conclusions drawn during optimization, the results obtained in “wet” plasma 
mode show a significant improvement in internal precision (expressed as within-run 
precision and defined as the standard deviation for 12 replicate measurements 
within a single analysis) and external precision (expressed as the standard deviation 
for 5 consecutive analyses). An internal precision in the range of 0.30 – 0.43 % 
(RSD) was achievable for “dry” and of 0.09 – 0.16 % (RSD) for “wet” conditions 
(~2.5-fold improvement for “wet” plasma mode). These values are in good agreement 
with those reported in the literature for LA-ICP-QMS,[11] and similar to the isotope 
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ratio precision attained using ICP-MS/MS for liquid/digested samples (Chapter 
6).[43] Once again, it was verified whether the “wet” plasma conditions rather than 
the different trajectory followed by the sample aerosol were at the origin of the 
improvement in precision observed. The “wet” setup was also assessed without co-
nebulized water. Under these conditions, the RSD (%) obtained is not significantly 
different from that obtained using the "dry" approach (0.30 – 0.43 %),  
demonstrating that the improvement in precision can be attributed to "wet" plasma 
conditions. 
External precision values of 0.17 and 0.05 % RSD were obtained for “dry” and “wet” 
plasma modes, respectively (~3-fold improvement for “wet” plasma mode). It has to 
be pointed out that accurate and precise results were obtained in spite of the high 
Rb/Sr ratio in NIST SRM 610 and 612 (~0.82 and 0.40, respectively), and the 
differences in Sr concentration between both materials (78.4 ± 0.2 and 515.5 ± 1 µg 
g-1, respectively). Based on those results, LA-ICP-MS/MS operated under “wet” 
plasma conditions was selected as the more suitable approach and was used 
throughout the further work. 
 
Figure 7.5. 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio results obtained for NIST SRM 610 after double mass 
bias correction (Russell law followed by SSB using NIST SRM 612 as external standard) 
upon 5 replicate analyses in both "dry" and "wet" conditions. The error bars indicate the 
standard deviation of 12 replicate measurements (within-run precision). The black and 
dashed lines correspond with, respectively, the average and standard deviation (external 
precision) of 5 replicate analyses. The green line represents the recommended 87Sr/86Sr 
isotope ratio for NIST SRM 610.[53]  
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7.3.2. Proof-of-concept: Sr isotopic analysis of geological RMs  
The same protocol for Sr isotopic analysis via LA-ICP-MS/MS under “wet” plasma 
conditions was applied to 7 geological RMs. This selection of RMs has been made in 
order to be able to demonstrate the capabilities of the approach developed for a 
wide range of (i) Rb/Sr ratio, (ii) matrix composition and (iii) Sr concentration (see 
Table 7.1 and 7.3). NIST SRM 610 was used as the external standard for mass bias 
correction purposes. The results are summarized in Table 7.3.  
No significant differences were found between the 87Sr/86Sr ratios obtained in this 
work and the corresponding literature values, even for those materials with high 
Rb/Sr ratio (total range in materials studied: 0.02 – 0.82). In addition, from the 
comparison with the results obtained in section 7.3.1.3 for NIST SRM 610, the 
attainable precision does not seem to be affected by the matrix, and external 
precision values in the range of 0.024 – 0.054 % RSD (n = 5) are reported in Table 
7.3. It is very important to note that no further sample/standard matrix-matching 
was required despite the differences in matrix composition (see Table 7.1). Also, no 
additional correction for remaining spectral overlap was required. Therefore, these 
results further illustrate the capabilities of the approach developed for accurate and 
precise Sr isotopic analysis of solid samples with high Rb/Sr ratio via LA-ICP-
MS/MS. 
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7.4. Conclusion 
For the first time ever (to the best of the authors’ knowledge), this work reports on 
the direct Sr isotopic analysis of solid samples with high Rb/Sr ratio by means of a 
combination of laser ablation and tandem ICP – mass spectrometry. The use of 
chemical resolution – using 0.90 mL min-1 of a CH3F/He mixture as reaction gas – 
in a LA-ICP-MS/MS system operated under “wet” plasma conditions, suffices to 
overcome 87Sr/87Rb isobaric overlap and to obtain accurate and precise (~0.05% 
RSD, external precision) isotope ratio results, independent of the matrix 
composition, Sr concentration and/or Rb/Sr ratio within the range of materials 
studied. Instrumental mass discrimination was corrected for by a combination of 
internal correction relying on the Russell law, followed by external correction in an 
SSB approach. One glass CRM (NIST SRM 610) was used as external standard for 
all geological RMs investigated – no closer matrix-matching or additional correction 
for remaining  spectral overlap was required. The straightforward methodology 
developed in this work is a real alternative for the more common approaches 
dealing with Sr isotopic analysis, and the results obtained suggest its applicability 
in many real-life applications in routine laboratories, e.g., for pre-selecting samples 
for subsequent higher-precision isotopic analysis via TIMS or MC-ICP-MS. 
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Summary and general conclusions 
In this work, a detailed description of the operating principles of a novel technique, 
tandem ICP – mass spectrometry, has been provided, along with a description of the 
analytical method development required to enable accurate, sensitive and precise  
(ultra)trace elemental and isotopic analysis in a variety of sample matrices. As the 
first commercially available ICP-MS/MS instrument (Agilent 8800) was only 
introduced in 2012, the aim of this work was a characterization and evaluation of 
the figures of merit of this technique and its application range. Throughout the 
work, the differences between tandem ICP-MS and the more conventional 
quadrupole-based ICP-MS instrumentation have been clearly indicated.  
The first chapter of this PhD dissertation can be seen as a tutorial on how to 
operate ICP-MS/MS instruments as well as an illustration of the reasons to select 
this technique. Special attention has been paid to the different operation modes (SQ 
and MS/MS) allowed for by this novel configuration and to the different approaches 
that can be used to avoid spectral overlap (on-mass and mass-shift).  
In the following chapters, O2, NH3 and CH3F have been evaluated as potential 
reaction gases for the reduction of spectral overlap. From a general point of view, O2 
can be seen as one of the most common reaction gases used in CRC systems, 
probably owing to the easy identification of the best suited reaction product ions, 
i.e. MO+ (+16 amu) and MO2+ (+32 amu). However, the predictable reactivity of O2 
could also be seen as a disadvantage in the case these reaction product ions are 
affected by spectral interference (as described in Chapter 2 for TiO+). The use of 
more reactive gases, such as NH3, may be a good alternative. In single-quadrupole 
instrumentation, the high reactivity of NH3 has typically limited its applicability to 
on-mass approaches, in which interfering ions are removed after reaction towards 
NH3 gas, while the target ions can be measured at their original m/z ratios. The 
introduction of ICP-MS/MS and its capability to perform product ion scans clearly 
opens up new possibilities. Its operation in product scanning mode also enables a 
straightforward systematic evaluation of the product ions formed upon reaction of 
the analyte ion with the reaction gas (mass-shift). This type of approach has been 
successfully deployed in this work for the interference-free determination of Ti via 
monitoring of the signal of the Ti(NH3)6+ reaction product ions. 
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In some cases, however, the high reactivity of NH3, including charge transfer 
reactions (M+ + NH3  M + NH3+) and the formation of sometimes many NH3 
clusters (M(NH3)a+) could give rise to complex spectra and a spread of the original 
intensity over a multitude of peaks.   
As an alternative, the behavior of the less common but highly reactive gas CH3F has 
been carefully evaluated. While in single-quad ICP-CRC-MS systems, CH3F has only 
been scarcely used as a reaction gas, the results obtained in this work show its 
great capabilities for dealing with spectral overlap. Different reaction pathways 
occur, resulting in CH3F addition (M(CH3F)a+), fluorination (MF+), and the 
combination of both (MFa(CH3F)b+), as described in chapters 3 and 4. Furthermore, 
more selective reactions, like HF elimination after CH3F addition (MCH2+), are 
described in Chapter 5 for As and Se determination. In chapter 6 and 7, 
fluorination (MF+) has been found as a particularly useful approach to allow for an 
interference-free determination of the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio. 
The methods developed in this work using different approaches and reaction gases 
have been successfully applied to different biomedical, environmental and geological 
applications, as described in detail in the different chapters. 
In chapter 2, accurate and precise determination of ultra-trace levels of Ti (LoD < 3 
ng L-1) in human serum samples has been achieved after conversion of Ti+ ions into 
Ti(NH3)6+ ions by using NH3/He as a reaction gas, while it was shown that the use of 
O2 does not suffice to overcome all spectral interferences. The accuracy of the 
method developed has been evaluated by analysis of a Seronorm Trace Element 
Serum L-1 reference material. As a proof-of-concept, the method has been 
successfully applied to real samples from individuals with and without Ti-based 
implants. The typical basal Ti level in human serum is found to be <1 µg L-1, while 
values in the range of 2 to 6 µg L-1 were observed for implanted patients. 
The potential of CH3F (a mixture of 10% CH3F in 90% He) as a reaction gas has 
been evaluated for the first time in ICP-MS/MS. Via product ion scanning, the best 
reaction product ions formed upon reaction of CH3F with Al, Co, Cr, Mn, Ni, Ti and 
V were found to be AlCH3F+, CoCH3F+, Cr(CH3F)2+, MnCH3F+, Ni(CH3F)2+, 
TiF2(CH3F)3+ and VF2(CH3F)3+. Different reaction pathways have been observed as a 
function of (i) target nuclide and (ii) CH3F/He gas flow rate. Interference-free ICP-
MS/MS single element assay protocols were developed for all target elements during 
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this work, as well as a multi-element method under compromise conditions, with 
LoDs for all elements below 10 ng L-1. The results obtained with this method for 
Seronorm blood serum and urine reference materials were in excellent agreement 
with the corresponding reference values and/or results obtained using SF-ICP-MS. 
This does not only show the potential of CH3F as a reaction gas in ICP-MS, but also 
the capabilities of ICP-MS/MS to systematically characterize the complex reactions 
taking place in a reaction cell in a very straightforward way.  
The use of CH3F as a reaction gas has been further explored in the context of the 
determination of ultra-trace concentrations of prosthesis-related metals (Al, Ti, V, 
Co, Cr, Ni, Sr and Zr) in whole blood (chapter 4). The method has been applied to 
evaluate the suitability of a novel sample collection approach, volumetric absorptive 
micro-sampling (VAMS). Instrumental LoDs between 0.3 and 30 ng L-1 were 
obtained in a multi-element approach. The accuracy of the method has been 
demonstrated via successful analysis of Seronorm Whole Blood L-1 and L-3 
reference materials, and of real venous blood samples spiked with the target 
elements at different concentration levels (5 to 50 µg L-1). Although from the result 
of this work it can be seen that the use of VAMS devices introduces contamination 
problems for Al, Cr and Ni, the method developed shows potential for future real-life 
routine application in the case of Ti, V, Co, Sr and/or Zr. 
As described before, As and Se (chapter 5) undergo CH3F addition followed by HF 
elimination, upon reaction with CH3F. This renders AsCH2+ and SeCH2+ (+14 amu) 
as the respective favored reaction product ions. By using this approach, 
instrumental LoDs of 0.2 ng L-1 and below 10 ng L-1 were obtained for As and Se, 
respectively. The method developed is able to overcome the strong spectral overlap 
from ArCl+ and Ar2+ polyatomic interferences, as well as other possible spectral 
interferences (as was evaluated by using synthetic matrices). Via external 
calibration using Te as internal standard, accurate results were obtained for 
reference materials from plant, animal and environmental origin, independent of 
the sample matrix and/or analyte concentration. The high efficiency of the reaction 
between As and CH3F and the possibility to use the major isotope of Se provides 
enhanced detection power in comparison to other techniques, such as SF-ICP-MS. 
Next to elemental analysis, another objective of this PhD thesis was the evaluation 
of ICP-MS/MS in the context of isotopic analysis. Although the precision attainable 
via quadrupole-based ICP-MS instruments is rather modest, especially when 
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compared to multi-collector ICP-MS, for some elements and/or for tracer studies, 
the precision of ICP-QMS can be fit-for-purpose. Isotopic analysis necessitates the 
interference-free determination of at least two isotopes of the same element. For Sr 
isotopic analysis, chemical resolution in ICP-MS/MS was used to avoid the isobaric 
interference of 87Rb on 87Sr. In chapter 6, it is shown that by conversion of Sr+ ions 
into SrF+ reaction product ions (Rb does not react towards CH3F), the Sr isotopic 
pattern can be preserved, thus avoiding the necessity of an isolation step to 
separate Sr from the matrix, preceding the analysis. After mass discrimination 
correction by using a combination of internal (Russell law, assuming a constant 
88Sr/86Sr isotope ratio) and external correction (using the isotopic reference material 
NIST SRM 987 SrCO3 in a SSB approach), this method enables the accurate 
determination of 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio in digested geological material. In contrast 
to previous work with a single quadrupole ICP-MS instrument with a CH3F/Ne-
pressurized cell, it was demonstrated that with an ICP-tandem mass spectrometer 
the use of matrix-matched standards is no longer compulsory. The precision 
attainable (0.05 % RSD – external precision) suffices for many applications and/or 
for pre-selecting samples prior to high precision isotopic analysis via MC-ICP-MS. 
In the last chapter of this PhD dissertation, the combination of the method 
developed in chapter 6 for Sr isotopic analysis of digested samples and laser 
ablation sampling for direct analysis of solid samples is reported on (LA-ICP-
MS/MS). For the first time ever, direct Sr isotopic analysis of solid samples with 
high Rb/Sr ratio has been successfully performed. Two sample introduction setups 
were evaluated in this work, leading to "dry" and "wet" plasma conditions, 
respectively. NIST SRM 610 has been used for external mass bias correction, 
without the requirement of a closer matrix-matching. Under "wet" plasma 
conditions, accurate and precise (0.02 - 0.05 % RSD) 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio results 
were obtained for seven glass-type geological reference materials. The method 
developed is a real alternative for the more common approaches dealing with Sr 
isotopic analysis, as it provides results fast and without the requirement of any 
sample preparation steps and with minimum sample damage. 
Overall, different approaches and reaction gases have been used throughout this 
PhD work dedicated to an exploration of the capabilities of ICP-MS/MS for accurate 
ultra-trace elemental and isotopic analysis. From the results of this work, it can be 
concluded that even for the most demanding applications (those involving very low 
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analyte concentrations strongly affected by spectral overlap and/or matrix effects), 
operation of the instrument in MS/MS mode with a mass-shift approach often 
provides the best results.  
Future perspectives 
Since its introduction in 2012, the use of ICP-MS/MS has grown very fast, as 
indicated by the number of scientific publications on the topic published over the 
years (see Figure 1).   
 
Figure 1. Number of journal publications reporting on the use of on-mass and mass-shift 
ICP-MS/MS approaches.  
 
The research summarized in this PhD thesis has been carried out shortly after the 
introduction of the technique (from February 2013 to December 2016), during a 
period characterized by a strong increase in the number of papers reporting on (the 
use of) this technique. By means of several research papers and two tutorial 
reviews, this work has significantly contributed to a more widespread awareness of 
the attractive features and capabilities of this technique. Nowadays, ICP-MS/MS is 
a well-stablished and recognized technique allowing one to avoid spectral overlap 
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even in very complex and challenging situations. Very recently, a second generation 
of ICP-MS/MS instruments was launched by Agilent Technologies (Agilent 8900 
ICP-MS/MS – introduced in 2016), while Thermo Scientific brought its own version 
of ICP-MS/MS instrumentation (iCAP TQ ICP-MS – introduced in 2017) on the 
market. Although the evaluation of these new tandem ICP-MS instruments is 
beyond the scope of this PhD thesis, it is worthwhile to mention some of their main 
advantages over the 8800 ICP-MS/MS instrument used in this work. One of the 
main benefits of these new setups is the faster detection capability, providing dwell 
times as low as 0.1 ms, in contrast with the minimum 3 ms dwell time offered by 
the Agilent 8800 ICP-MS/MS instrument. A number of applications in which 
detection speed is crucial, such as nanoparticle analysis and/or laser ablation (LA) 
ICP-MS imaging, may benefit from this improved characteristic. Another advantage 
is related with the knowledge acquired on the ion-molecule chemistry occurring 
within the CRC of an ICP-MS/MS instrument, and the development of on-mass 
and, especially, mass-shift approaches using different reaction gases during the 
past couple of years. The newest ICP-MS/MS instrument software incorporates a 
database enabling the user to select an appropriate approach for every target 
analyte, almost without requiring any additional method development. Although 
less interesting from a research point of view, this may allow ICP-MS/MS 
instrumentation to be used in routine laboratories and by non-expert users.  
From the results and conclusions obtained during this PhD thesis, it is clear that 
tandem ICP-MS is much more than just another quadrupole-based ICP-MS. The 
challenge ahead now, is to build on the promising first steps of this powerful 
technique to achieve more universal approaches (e.g., by using other highly reactive 
gases) to avoid spectral overlap in ICP-MS/MS and/or to further exploit the 
capabilities of this novel configuration via the use of hyphenated techniques, thus 
allowing other information (e.g., spatial distribution and/or speciation) to be 
obtained in a more straightforward way.  
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